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Abstract
This thesis presents a new procedure for the simplification of a carrier lifetime equation 
to determine the electrical properties of the defects and their temperature dependencies 
in silicon. The development process of a temperature controlled lifetime measuring 
instrument and determination of electrical properties of some of the most common 
metal impurities in silicon are also presented.
Lifetime spectroscopy (LS) is a measurement and analysis technique for defect 
characterization in semiconductors. LS applies different approaches and conditions to 
extract some of the defect specific parameters by making one or more other parameters 
negligible, irrelevant or constant. A new approach in lifetime spectroscopy is proposed 
for the explicit determination of electrons and holes capture time constants (r„o and ,^0) 
at different temperatures, which are used to determine electron and hole capture cross 
sections an and ap). These temperature dependent values of crn and op allow the 
assessment of the effective carrier capture mechanism of the defect and its energy level
( E t) .
An inductive coil photoconductance (PC) based carrier lifetime measurement system is 
found suitable for this work because of its contactless nature and simple operational 
procedure. Implementation of a temperature control system in a commercially available 
inductive coil PC based lifetime measurement instrument (WCT-100 from Sinton 
consulting Inc.) is performed. Calibration and traceability measurements of the 
developed instrument ensured its operation for the temperature range -150 to 320 °C 
with ± 6.5% maximum error in measured lifetime.
Three common metallic impurities in silicon, molybdenum (Mo), iron (Fe) and titanium 
(Ti), are studied using the new lifetime spectroscopy procedure. Study of the Mo defect 
in silicon depicts excitonic Auger capture (EAC) as an effective capture mechanism for 
both types of carrier {an and ap) and the measured values at room temperature are found 
consistent with previously reported values measured by other techniques. Fe defects 
were investigated in boron-doped silicon, where it exists as two types of defects: 
interstitial iron Fe, and iron-boron pairs (FeB). Fe, defects are studied for the 
temperature range -150 to 320 °C to ensure its dominance on overall recombination. 
This study of Fe,- defects shows EAC as an effective capture mechanism for on and
Abstract
multiphonon emission (MPE) for op consistent with previously reported values and 
mechanisms. FeB pair defects are studied for the temperature range 0 to 90 °C and 
shows EAC as an effective capture mechanism for on and MPE for op, where the value 
at room temperature is consistent with previously reported values. Ti defects are studied 
in multicrystalline silicon to determine on at different temperatures and effective 
densities of Ti atoms at different positions in the silicon ingot. Temperature dependent 
values of on show MPE as the effective capture mechanism and the measured effective 
densities of Ti atoms is then used to calculate the segregation coefficient of Ti in 
multicrystalline silicon.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
Solar photovoltaic (PV) technology is a renewable means for harnessing the abundant 
energy from the sun. The popularity of solar PV technology is high not only because it 
is environmentally friendly, but also because of its lower maintenance requirements. A 
solar cell is the core element of a PV system which converts incident solar radiation 
energy into electrical energy. Several types of solar cells are available in the current 
market, however more than 90% of solar cells fabricated worldwide are made of 
crystalline silicon. The advantages of crystalline silicon over other types of cells are 
found in its well suited band gap for PV conversion and its non-toxic nature. 
Furthermore, crystalline solar cell technology has benefited from well established 
processing techniques and wide knowledge of silicon as it has been used in 
semiconductor devices over several decades.
p - type silicon
Metal Impurity Concentration (atoms/cm5)
MeUI Impurity Concentration Ippmal
Figure 1.1: Solar cell efficiency versus impurity concentration for 4 cm boron- 
doped silicon solar cells. Source: Davis et al.[ 1], 1980.
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On the other hand solar PV technology is still less commercially competitive in 
comparison to other established conventional energy sources like thermal or nuclear 
electricity, because of its high processing or manufacturing cost and low energy 
conversion efficiency. The most recent and highest conversion efficiency for crystalline 
silicon solar cell is 25.0% [2], with efficiency of silicon solar cells strongly related to 
material quality. Contamination by metal impurities during the growth of ingots and the 
processing of silicon solar cells and their electrical activation during cell operation 
lowers their efficiency. The improvement of cell efficiency requires the elimination of 
such electrically active defects, which in turn requires their identification and 
quantification in order to optimize the processing steps during cell fabrication. Hence 
the analysis of electrically active defects which is also known as characterization is of 
special importance as it helps to improve the cell quality and its efficiency. Figures 1.1 
and 2.2 depict the effects of various metal impurities on the efficiency of solar cells 
(screen printed) in boron and phosphorus doped Czochralski-grown single-crystal 
silicon measured and reported by Davis et al.[ 1].
Meta! Impurity Concent ration (pproa)
N - Type Silicon
Metal Impurity Concentration (atomsfar. )
Figure 1.2: Solar cell efficiency versus impurity concentration for 1.5 Dem 
phosphorous-doped silicon solar cells. Source: Davis et al.[ 1], 1980.
The most appropriate parameter used to characterize the material quality of silicon is the 
recombination lifetime of the generated carriers. The detailed analysis of the 
dependence of the lifetime on the temperature, injection level or doping concentration is
2
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known as lifetime spectroscopy (LS), and can reveal fundamental properties of the 
dominant recombination centres. There are several other characterization techniques 
which are in use for the detection of impurities or which analyse their behaviour in 
silicon. Deep-Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) [3] is another characterization 
technique which is accepted as the most sensitive technique for the detection of small 
concentrations of impurities and analysis of their electrical behaviours. However, 
experiments have shown that even concentrations of impurities below the detection 
level of DLTS have a significant effect on the carrier lifetime and hence the efficiency 
of the solar cells [4, 5]. In this regard lifetime spectroscopy is a highly sensitive and 
prominent characterization technique for the study of defect parameters.
The importance of minority carrier lifetime is illustrated in Figure 1.3, which depicts the 
efficiency as a function of minority carrier lifetime for different types of commercially 
available silicon solar cells at room temperature (300 K). The efficiencies of the solar 
cells are calculated by using a computer simulation (PCID) and the respected input 
parameters of for the simulation is presented in Appendix-A. The parameters used for 
simulation are just representational, and may vary in real solar cells. Figure 1.3 shows 
that the efficiency of solar cells increases monotonically with the minority carrier 
lifetime.
o  1 0 -
- -  PERL (UNSW)
—  High efficiency rear contact (SunPower)
- - Screen prnted (Next Generation)
- Screen prnted (Industrial)
Minority carrier lifetime (S)
Figure 1.3: Silicon solar cell efficiency versus minority carrier lifetime.
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Lifetime spectroscopies are based upon the well known Shockley-Read-Hall 
theory[6,7] in general and have different approaches in analysis. As different defects 
have different responses to the carrier injection level or temperature, characterization of 
single or multiple defects in cells can be performed using lifetime spectroscopy by 
changing either one or both of the injection level and temperature. Depending upon the 
nature of analysis, lifetime spectroscopy can be identified with different names. 
Analysis in which injection density varies is known as injection dependent lifetime 
spectroscopy (IDLS). Similarly, analysis in which lifetime measurement and analysis is 
performed at different temperatures is known as temperature dependent lifetime 
spectroscopy (TDLS) and where both temperature and injection vary is known as 
temperature and injection dependent lifetime spectroscopy (TIDLS). As TIDLS is a 
synthesis of TDLS and IDLS, this analysis has the advantages of both techniques, 
making it a sensitive and versatile technique for defect characterization.
The first TIDLS instrument was developed and tested on aluminium-doped silicon by 
Schmidt et al. [8]. He measured and analysed lifetime data to determine the defect 
energy level (E,) and temperature dependence of the capture cross-section (cr„ and <7P). 
The measurement device consisted of an inductive-coil PC instrument (WCT-100) from 
Sinton Consulting lnc[9], with a brass ring capable of heating the sample from 30 °C to 
150 °C. A similar setup was used by Diez et al.[ 10, 11] and Brikholz et al.[ 12] for the 
measurement of E,, <7j<Jp and the defect concentration (N,) of tungsten and cobalt- 
contaminated silicon, and the measurement of Eh <Jn and crp, of iron-contaminated 
boron-doped silicon. TIDLS analysis has been performed over a wider temperature 
range by Roth et al.[ 13] using a photoluminescence (PL) detector to measure E, of 
titanium-contaminated boron-doped silicon, and by Rein et al. [14] using a microwave 
(MW) PC detector to determine Et and on!ap of molybdenum-contaminated silicon. 
Rein et al. [15] combined the temperature-controlled MW detector and inductive-coil 
PC instruments to characterize recombination in iron-contaminated boron-doped silicon.
Implementation of TIDLS for defect characterization in silicon is growing quickly, 
however a refinement in analysis and development of an instrument with a wider 
operating temperatures and injection levels is advantageous in minimizing the 
ambiguity in findings. First, most of the TIDLS analysis performed so far consider the 
capture the cross sections or their ratio to be temperature independent for the
4
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simplification of analysis, in spite of most of the carrier capture mechanisms and their 
ratios in silicon being temperature dependent [16-20]. A variation of TIDLS that 
accounts for and determines the temperature dependence of on and <JP or oJop will give 
a better understanding of carrier recombination and hence defect characterization. 
Second, TIDLS measurement instruments so far have either narrow operating 
temperature ranges (30 to 150°C) [8] or need to use two or more instruments with 
different measurement techniques[15]. A single instrument with a wide operating range 
for injection density (An) (1 x 1011 to 1 x 1017 cm'3) and temperature (-150 to 300 °C) is 
desirable for TIDLS measurement.
In this context, this work is dedicated to filling the above mentioned two gaps seen in 
TIDLS characterization by proposing a new analysis technique which explicitly 
determines <T„ and <JP at different temperatures and the development of an instrument 
suitable for measurements over a wide range of temperatures and injection levels. 
Moreover, this work also presents the application of the new analysis and the refined 
instrument to characterize three common impurities in silicon: molybdenum, iron and 
titanium
1.2 Thesis outline
Chapter 2 discusses the fundamentals of carrier lifetimes, lifetime spectroscopy and 
their importance in defect characterization in silicon. The first section of this chapter 
presents the fundamentals behind the different types of carrier recombinations in silicon. 
The second section presents the derivation of the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) lifetime 
equation, which is followed by a discussion of SRH equation parameters and their 
dependencies on temperature in section three. Section four discusses the advantages and 
disadvantages of traditional lifetime spectroscopy and a new analysis technique for the 
determination of electrical properties of defects in silicon is presented in section five.
Chapter 3 firstly presents a discussion of different types of lifetime measuring 
instruments available and their suitability for temperature controlled lifetime 
measurement. It then provides the details of the design and performance of a 
temperature controlled lifetime measurement instrument suitable for the analysis 
technique mentioned in Chapter 2, followed by calibration and traceability measurement
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in Section three. Finally it presents the effect of input parameters and discusses the 
uncertainty of results.
Chapter 4 presents a temperature dependent carrier lifetime study of Molybdenum (Mo) 
defects in silicon, based upon the new TIDLS procedure presented in Chapter 2 and 
using the instrument developed in Chapter 3. The first section discusses the importance 
of Mo-defects in silicon and previous work in their characterization. This is followed by 
a discussion of methodology and sample details and then results and analysis of 
temperature dependent carrier capture cross sections of Mo-defects in silicon in Section 
3. This section also presents the effective capture mechanism of carriers of Mo-defects 
and assesses its defect energy level.
Chapter 5 presents the characterization of iron-related defects in boron-doped silicon 
using the above mentioned new characterization procedure. The first section discusses 
the importance of iron-related defects in silicon and previous characterization work. 
This is followed by a discussion of characterization methodology and presents sample 
details for this experiment, followed by the results and discussion of temperature 
dependent carrier capture cross sections of interstitial iron and iron boron pair defects in 
silicon, and their effective capture mechanism.
Chapter 6 presents the procedure for and results of characterization of titanium-related 
defects in multi-crystalline silicon. The first section discusses the importance of 
Titanium-related defects in silicon and previous characterization work. Section 6.2 
discusses methodology and presents sample details for the experiments. Section 6.3 
presents the procedure for determining the active defect energy level, which is followed 
by results and discussion of electron capture cross section and effective capture 
mechanism in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 presents the lower values of the segregation 
coefficient of Ti in multicrystalline silicon.
This thesis closes with a conclusion in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2
Carrier lifetimes and lifetime spectroscopy
Lifetime spectroscopy is the measurement and analysis of the recombination lifetime of 
a semiconductor wafer. It is applied as a defect characterization technique in the 
semiconductor industry and in this thesis. This chapter describes the fundamental 
principles of the recombination lifetimes and their parameters, and the various existing 
lifetime spectroscopy techniques and their limitations. Furthermore, this chapter 
presents a new approach to temperature and injection dependent lifetime spectroscopy 
(TIDLS).
Section 2.1 introduces three types of recombination mechanisms in semiconductors. 
Section 2.2 presents the derivation and assumptions of the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) 
recombination equation. Section 2.3 discusses the effect of temperature on the SRH 
parameters. Section 2.4 presents existing lifetime spectroscopy technique, and finally, 
Section 2.5 proposes a new analysis approach for the determination of electrical 
properties of metal impurities in silicon. This new technique will be used for defect 
characterization in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
2.1 Carrier generation, recombination and lifetime in semiconductor
2.1.1 Generation and recombination in semiconductors
The process by which the electron-hole pairs are created in silicon is known as 
generation. The electron moves from the valance band (VB) to the conduction band 
(CB) by absorbing excitation energy that is equal to or more than the energy difference 
of the CB and VB. Excitation energy for generation either comes by means of a thermal 
or an optical (absorption of photons) process. Conversely, recombination is the process 
by which the generated electron and hole pairs are lost i.e., the transition of an electron 
from the CB to a hole (an unoccupied state in the VB). Both the generation and 
recombination processes satisfy conversion of momentum and energy. The rate of 
recombination is dependent upon the densities of the carriers involved in the process 
and certain coefficients. These coefficients are dependent upon the physical processes 
causing recombination and are known as recombination coefficients.
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Figure 2.1: Pictorial representation of (a) band to band or intrinsic generation and 
recombination in silicon, (b) defect assisted generation and recombination in silicon.
Generation and recombination are spontaneous phenomena in silicon. In thermal 
equilibrium the generation rate (Go) is equal to the recombination rate (Rq). The product 
of the electrons (no) and holes (po) concentrations remains constant at thermal 
equilibrium and the square root of that product is known as the intrinsic carrier 
concentration («,■). When the silicon is subject to optical excitation, generation (G > Go) 
and recombination (R > R0) both increase and counterbalance each other. Accordingly, 
the concentrations of electrons (n) and holes (p) also increase above their thermal 
equilibrium values (no and p 0). When optical excitation is ceased, the excess carrier 
concentrations (n -  n0 and p  - po)  decrease at a certain rate (U), which is the difference 
between the total recombination rate (R) and the equilibrium recombination rate (Ro). 
For silicon without any trapping defects the excess number of electrons (An -  n -  no) is 
always equal to the excess numbers of holes (Ap =p -  po). Hence during the 
spontaneous recombination process and in the absence of generation, An can be 
expressed as a function of time An(t). The recombination rate U is a function of the 
carrier concentrations, and can be written as U(An(t\ no, po). Then the time decay of 
An(t) can be expressed as
(2-1)at
The lifetime of An(t) is the ratio of An(t) to its rate of decay (dAnldt) and can be 
expressed as
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T(An,n0,p 0) A n(t) 
dAn(t) 
dt
An{t)
U{An(t),n0,p 0)
(2 .2)
This is the general expression of carrier lifetime in a semiconductor and the solution for 
An(t) can be expressed as
An(t) = Att(O) exp| -  —
? j
(2.3)
where r is a time constant of the exponential function of An(t) and known as the 
lifetime.
The recombination mechanisms in silicon are classified as “intrinsic” and “defect- 
assisted” on the basis of their character. Intrinsic recombination is also known as band 
to band recombination and is unavoidable. This is further classified as radiative and 
Auger recombination [1] on the basis of the nature of the release of the excess energy by 
the decay of electron-hole pairs. In the defect-assisted recombination process, the 
number of electron-hole pairs decays by the transition of electrons from the CB to VB 
through a defect energy level, which lies between the CB and VB. This recombination 
mechanism is known as Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination [2, 3]. This 
recombination mechanism can be avoided theoretically by producing a perfect crystal 
structure. However in practice SRH recombination is the most dominant recombination 
process because many defects are introduced either by impurities or lattice defects in the 
bulk of silicon and by dangling bonds at the surfaces, and by virtue of the fact that 
radiative recombination is suppressed in crystalline silicon due to its indirect band-gap. 
This section describes the three processes and presents their expressions and their 
parameters for all recombination mechanisms mentioned above.
2.1.2 Effective and multiple recombination lifetimes
The three recombination mechanisms occur simultaneously. Each recombination 
mechanism has its own lifetime and the overall recombination rate is the sum of the 
individual rates. For a sample which has active radiative (URa(j), Auger (UAug) and SRH 
( Usrh) recombination mechanisms, the total recombination rate (UTotal) is the sum of 
these three, expressed as UTotai~ URa(j + UAug + Usrh- If the lifetimes of these
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recombinations are given as TRad, TAug and TSRH respectively, then the effective lifetime 
Treat can be expressed as
1
TTotal
1 1 1
------- 1---------1-------
^  Rad ^A ug  ^ SRI I
(2.4)
^ Aug
Region for lifetime analysis,
Excess carrier density An  (cm")
Figure 2.2: Effective lifetime composed of SRH, radiative and Auger terms. 
Lifetimes are calculated for a typical solar cell at 300 K, doping density,
1 x 1015 cm'3 (boron) and impurity density, 5 x 1011 cm'3 (titanium).
Figure 2.2 depicts the three lifetimes as a function of An and their resultant lifetime 
( Ttoioi)' This figure plots the lifetimes for a p-type silicon with doping density 1 x 1015 
cm'3 with defect energy level 0.28 eV above the valance band and shows the relative 
importance of SRH lifetime for a typical silicon solar cell. Coefficients for Auger 
recombination and radiative recombinations are taken as B = 1 x 10'14cmV' [4] and 
Cn = 2.8 x 10’31 cm V 1 and Cp = 9.9 x 10'32 cm V 1 [5] respectively. Capture cross section
for SRH recombinations are taken as <J„ = 1.92 x 10'14 cm2 and crp = 5.3 x 10’17 cm2 [6]. TRad
and TAug are several orders of magnitude higher than TSRH for low An (< lx 1014 cm'3). 
Hence the recombination due to radiative and Auger mechanisms can be neglected in 
comparison to SRH recombination for these injection ranges. However for high An
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(> lx 1016 cm'3) ZSrh is often much higher than TRad and TAug, and so no longer dominates 
the effective lifetime. Hence for the purpose of defect characterization, analysis of TTo,a\ 
when equal to TSRH at lower values of An is preferred.
2.1.3 Radiative recombination
Radiative recombination is a process in which an electron in the CB recombines with a 
hole in the VB by emitting a photon with an energy equal to the band gap. The radiative 
recombination rate LW  is a function of the concentration of electrons and holes in the 
CB and the VB respectively and can be expressed as
^ = - 5 ( « x p - « , 2) (2.5)
where B is a constant. B accounts for the probability of recombination and depends 
upon the band structure of the semiconductor [4]. Conservation of momentum of 
carriers must prevail during the recombination process, hence the probability of 
radiative recombination in a direct-band semiconductor (GaAs) is higher than for the 
indirect-band semiconductor (Si). The value of B for silicon is 1 x 10'u cm V ‘ and 
3 x lO'10 cm3s'1 for GaAs [4] at 300 K.
Equation (2.5) is valid for both equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions, so by 
replacing n = «o+ An and p = po + Ap (and assuming An = Ap) the recombination rate 
can be expressed as
URad =B{n0 + p 0)An + BAn2 (2.6)
from which the recombination lifetime can be determined using Equations (2.2)
An _ 1
Rad B(n0 + p 0 )A n + BAn2 B(n0 + p 0+An)
(2.7)
The radiative recombination lifetime (rRad) is inversely proportional to the sum of no, po 
and An. For large values of An, i.e. An »  po + no, rRacj can be simplified as the inverse 
of the product of ß x  Arc. However for small An, with An« po + no and 
po = Na »  no for p-type and no = ND »  po for w-type, rRacj is inversely proportional to 
the product of B with majority carrier concentration (NA or No). Figure 2.2 shows that
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TRacj switches from inversely-proportional to NA to inversely-proportional to An for An > 
Na.
This radiative recombination mechanism is dominant in direct-band semiconductors (for 
example GaAs). However, it has negligible effect in comparison to SRH or Auger 
recombination mechanisms in an indirect-band semiconductor, i.e in silicon, as seen in 
Figure 2.2. This thesis is confined to the defect characterization of silicon, so this 
recombination mechanism has little importance for this work.
2.1.4 Auger recombination
Auger band-to-band recombination is another form of an intrinsic recombination 
mechanism. In this recombination the excess energy released by annihilation of an 
electron with a hole is transferred to a third free carrier instead of emitting a photon as 
in the case of radiative recombination. The Auger recombination rate UAug is dependent 
upon the type of third carrier and is also named after it. If the third carrier is an electron 
in the CB, it is called an electron-electron-hole (eeh) recombination event, and if the 
third carrier is a hole, then the process is called an electron-hole-hole (ehh) 
recombination event. The corresponding recombination rates are expressed as Ueeh = 
Cn(n2p -  n02po) and Uehh = Cp(np2 -  nopo2)- Where Cn and Cp are the Auger coefficients 
of the eeh and ehh process respectively and the most quoted values are C„ = 2.8 x 10'31 
cm V  and Cp = 9.9 x 10"32 cm V  [5]. The net recombination rate can be expressed as
e Aug„=C„(n2p-n"0p 0)+Cp{np2- n 0p l)  (2.8)
For /7-type silicon, no «  po and An, so n = no + An can be replaced by An and any 
product of no can be neglected. Similarly, for «-type silicon, p0 «  no and An, so p =po 
+ Ap can be replaced by An (Ap = An) and any product of po can be neglected. Hence 
the Auger recombination lifetime can be expressed as
:— -------------for /7-type
zAug is inversely related to the carrier concentration (NA, No or An). For NA, No or An 
greater than 1 x 10 cm' , Auger recombination is the dominant mode of recombination 
and limits the overall recombination lifetime as shown in Figure 2.2.
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1 8 7For samples with NA or No less than 5><10 cm' , the Auger lifetime is calculated by 
using the values of C„ and Cp stated above and are found to be larger than the measured 
values [1]. Hangleiter [7] and Hacker [8] put forward a “coulomb-enhanced Auger 
recombination” theory to explain this problem. This theory describes the coulombic 
interactions between electron-electron, electron-hole and hole-hole as the reason for a 
smaller value of actual Auger lifetime for a lower doping level.
The Auger recombination mechanism is natural and unavoidable in a silicon solar cell 
and has a significant effect for higher levels of An as depicted in Figure 2.2. To avoid 
the effect of xAug in Te//, this work concentrates on lifetime analysis in medium and low 
injection levels (An <1 x 1015 cm'3) for defect characterization.
2.1.5 Shockley-Read-Hall recombination
Conduction Band Conduction Band
1t
1
'
Cn 2
r
en
E,
2 3
e p
Occupied state Empty state
Valance Band 
(a)
o Valance Band
(b)
o
E,
Ey
Figure 2.3: (a) State before carrier transaction (b) state after carrier transaction.
This recombination mechanism is named after W Shockley, W T J Read and R N Hall 
[2, 3], who originally proposed and modelled it. In this recombination process 
annihilation of the electrons from the CB into the holes in the VB happens through 
defects. The excess energy of the electron in transition is released in the form of 
phonons and photons [9]. An electron in the CB makes a first transition to the defect 
level and then to the hole in the VB, so this is also known as a two-step recombination 
process. The defects are the intermediate energy level (Et) within the band-gap of the 
semiconductor and are created either by dislocation in the crystal structure or due to 
impurities. Such an intermediate state can be occupied by an electron or by a hole and 
can interact with the CB and the VB in four ways. An empty defect can capture an
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electron from the CB (1) or emit a hole into the VB (4) while a filled defect can emit an 
electron into the CB (2) or absorb a hole from the VB (3). These four fundamental 
interactions of the defect energy level are depicted in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.3(a) shows 
the state before the carrier transaction and Figure 2.3(b) represents after the carrier 
transaction.
Depending upon the combination of these four fundamental carrier transitions, each 
defect can behave as a recombination, a generation or a trap centre. The combination of 
transitions (1) and (3), in which an electron from the CB is captured by an empty defect 
level, then sees the defect level absorb a hole from the VB which is annihilated by the 
previously absorbed electron is known as recombination. Conversely, a defect level can 
emit an electron to the CB (2) and a hole to the VB (4). This process is called 
generation, where the defect level behaves as a generation centre. The electron and hole 
captured by the empty defect level may be bounced back to its original level, which is 
the combination of transition (1) and (2) or (4) and (3). This process is called trapping 
and the defect level is then known as a trap centre.
2.2 Derivation of the SRH equation and its assumptions
The SRH equation is an essential element of any type of lifetime spectroscopy. The 
proposed TIDLS for this work is also based upon the SRH equation. This Section 
presents the derivation of the comprehensive form of the SRH equation and discusses 
the assumptions necessary to simplify it.
2.2.1 The SRH equation
a. Rate o f change o f carrier concentrations: The rate of change to electron density in 
the CB and hole density in the VB can be determined by using their capture and 
emission rates. The capture rate of electrons (Cn) and holes (Cp) for a defect centre in 
the lattice of a semiconductor can be expressed as [10]
Cn -  &nvlhn = cnn for electrons and C = <JpVthp  = cpp  for holes (2.10)
where v,* is the thermal velocity of the defect centre, and an and crp are the capture cross 
sections of electrons and holes. The thermal velocity of the defect centre can be thought
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of as its movement in relation to carriers which are regarded as immobile. The defect 
centre sweeps out the volume an x vXh on the CB and op x vtyl on the VB in each second 
, and captures electrons or holes. If (f,) is the probability of emission of the electrons by 
a defect centre in the CB, i.e. the occupation by the electrons, then (1-/) is the 
probability of capture of the electrons. For N, number of defects with the same defect 
energy level, then the total number of electron emissions is proportional to N, x f  and 
capture is proportional to Nt x (1-/). Conversely, the total number of hole emissions is 
proportional to N, x (1 -f) and capture to Nt x f .  Hence the rate of change of the 
electrons and holes can be expressed as
du x
—  = electron emission -  electron capture = en N t f t -  cnnNt (l -  f t ) (2.11)
dp
dt
hole emission -  hole capture = epNt (l -  f t ) — c p N tf t (2 . 12)
where en and ep are the emission rate of electrons and holes respectively and can be 
determined in an expression formed by subjecting Equations (2.11) and (2.12) to an 
equilibrium condition dn/dt = 0 and dp/dt = 0. The expression for en and ep are 
expressed as
en
/
= cnn
V
1 - / ,
/,
A
)
and ep (2.13)
where n and p  are the number of electrons and holes respectively.
b. The occupation probability (ft) is determined using Fermi-Dirac integral approaches 
with Boltzmann’s statistics for thermal equilibrium with carrier concentrations of no and 
po [11] in the CB and VB. The expressions for no and po for a Fermi energy level Ef in a 
non degenerated semiconductor are
« 0 N c exp
Ec ~ Ef '
kßT j
and p 0 N v exp
E f - E y '
k BT  ,
(2.14)
where Nc is the state density of electrons in the CB, N v is the state density of holes in 
the VB, Ec and E v are the energy levels of the CB and VB respectively, Ef is the Fermi
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energy level, kg is Boltzamnn’s constant and T is temperature, in Kelvin. Nc and Ny are 
dependent upon the effective masses of the electrons and holes [11]. Hence, the 
emission rates for equilibrium with a defect energy level E, can be expressed as
e„=c„Nc ex P
v
Ec-E," 
k J  J and =cpexp
E , - E f '  
kBT j
(2.15)
When the Fermi level coincides with the defect energy level (E,) the emission rate is 
equal to the product of capture rates (c„ and cp) with corresponding equilibrium carrier 
concentrations no and po. However for other conditions the electron and hole 
concentrations are termed as SRH carrier densities and denoted as n\ and p i, which are 
expressed as
/?, = N c exp
f
V
Ec - E , ' and P\ N v exp
E , - E r '
k B T  >
(2.16)
Equation (2.15) can be simplified to Equation (2.17) by using Equations (2.10) and 
(2.16)
= cnn{ and = c pp ] (2.17)
Hence the occupation probability of an electron f  is expressed by equating Equations 
(2.10) and (2.11) with Equation (2.16) as dn!dt = dpldt, which gives
/,
Cnn + CpP\
c„(" + ”\) + cp(p + P\)
(2.18)
c. Expression for Usrh and tsrh• Subjecting the value of f  to either Equations (2.10) 
or (2.11) and applying n\p\ = nf (Intrinsic carrier concentration), the recombination rate 
can be expressed as
U
np -  n. np -  nj
SRH ” + I P + P\ rp0(n + n,) + Tn0(p  + p ,) 
cpN t cnN t
(2.19)
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where r„o  and zpo are known as fundamental capture time constants and depend upon the 
capture cross section (o), thermal velocity (v^) and defect concentrations (N,) and are 
expressed as
^ nO and Tp° N a yp th
(2 .20)
The non equilibrium carrier densities n and p  can be replaced by the sum of the carrier 
densities at thermal equilibrium {no + po) with the excess carrier densities {An and Ap). 
For negligible trapping effect of the defect level An = Ap, hence the SRH lifetime can be 
expressed as
An 7p0 ("i + n0 + An) + r„0 (p„ + />, + An)
------=  — -----------------------7 -------— ----------------------  ( 2 .21)
Usm + A) + An
2.2.2 Assumptions for SRH lifetime expressions
There are four assumptions made in obtaining the simplified expression for the SRH 
lifetime expressed in Equation 2.20. In general these assumptions are valid, however 
they need to be taken into account while using this expression for the ensuing analysis. 
It is worthwhile to discuss these assumptions as they need to be fulfilled in the lifetime 
spectroscopy technique used throughout this thesis.
1. Defect levels involved in recombination have the same energy level E, and are 
stable.
This assumption is needed to be valid to in order to derive the expression for the rate of 
change of carrier emission or capture. If the defects have multiple energy levels or are 
unstable then Equations (2.9) and (2.10) becomes invalid, hence the expression for SRH 
lifetime becomes invalid. This assumption is valid when a single impurity in silicon 
dominates the overall recombination process and hence is valid for point defects. 
However this assumption is not valid for the impurities in precipitate form in bulk or in 
the surface. Furthermore, the co-existence of multiple defect energy levels is valid for 
the condition when these defects do not communicate with each other and are treated 
independently.
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2. Non-degenerate semiconductor.
This assumption is part of a condition of the Fermi-dirac distribution which is used 
during the derivation of SRH lifetime to obtain the thermal equilibrium number of 
electrons (no) and holes (po). This assumption is valid in the bulk region of a silicon 
wafer, however this may not be valid in heavily diffused regions. All analysis in this 
thesis is performed for defects in the bulk of the silicon, hence this condition is satisfied 
throughout this work.
3 The defect concentration (N,) is ‘small’
This condition is necessary to ensure that the SRH lifetime reflects the recombination 
lifetime of the carriers in cases when not all the defects act only as recombination 
centres. When the defects also act as trapping centres the excess carrier concentrations 
can become unequal (An £ Ap).
Macdonald et. al. [12] presented an analytical expression for the upper limit of N, above 
which the standard SRH theory becomes inaccurate to support assumption 3. On the 
basis of their work, which compared the simplified SRH model with a more general 
model that accounts for the trapping effect, Macdonald et. al. suggest a critical defect 
density (Ncrit) which must not be exceeded by the recombination centre density, and 
which is a function of N Dop, defect energy level E, and the capture cross sections (cr„ and 
ttp). The expression for Ncrit for a /?-type silicon at low level injection is
i r l L I  _ [ / ' o + A ] X [ « l + ( ^ o / r p o ) ( P o + / ’ l ) ]
^  cat i ~  \  \ Z . I A )
Po- ( t„o/ tpo)P>
This condition is fulfilled in the experiments and analyses performed in this work.
4. The relaxation time of the charge carrier captured is negligibly small in comparison 
with the average time between two emission processes.
This is yet another condition required to ensure that the defect level behaves as a 
recombination centre rather than a trap or a generation centre in assumption 3. When the 
relaxation time of the captured carrier is significant in comparison with two successive 
emissions, then the defect centre’s behaviour are traps rather than recombination 
centres. The trapping effects of the defect centres cause distortion in excess carrier 
concentration and An becomes unequal to Ap. This results in significant deviation
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between actual lifetime and trapping-free SRH lifetime. Relaxation time of the captured 
charge carrier depends upon temperature [13, 14]. This assumption can be verified by 
analysing the measured injection dependent carrier lifetime data over a wider range of 
temperatures.
2.3 Parameters of the SRH equation
Table 2.1: Components of the SRH parameters and their dependencies.
Components of the 
SRH parameter Relationship to SRH parameter
Defect
Dependent
Temp
Dependent
C a rr ie r  c a p tu re  c ro ss
se c tio n s
(<r„ an d  op)
C a p tu re  tim e  co n s ta n ts  (rp0 a n d  t„0) 
op =  (rpo x  v lhp x  A ,) '1 fo r p - ty p e  an d  
On =  (r„o x  v thp x  A ,) '1 fo r  « - ty p e
V V
T h e rm a l v e lo c it ie s  o f
ca rr ie rs
(v thp an d  v thn)
C a p tu re  tim e  co n s ta n ts  (rp0 an d  t„0) 
v,hp =  Opo x  op x  A ,) '1 fo r p - ty p e  and  
Vthn =  h „ 0 x  on x  A ,) '‘f o r« - ty p e
X V
Im p u rity  d o p in g  
c o n c e n tra tio n  
( N do p)
E q u ilib r iu m  c a rrie r  c o n c e n tra tio n s  
A dop ~  Po fo r p - ty p e  an d  
N Dop ~  «o fo r « -ty p e
X V
In trin s ic  c a rr ie r  
c o n c e n tra tio n  
(«/)
E q u ilib riu m  ca rr ie r  c o n c e n tra tio n s  
ni2 ~ « 0x  N dop fo r  p - ty p e  an d  
n f  ~  po x  N DOp fo r « - ty p e
X V
D e fe c t c o n c e n tra tio n
W )
C a p tu re  tim e  co n s ta n ts  (Tp0 an d  r„0)
A, =  (ipo X op X v,hp)A fo r  p - ty p e  an d  
A, =  (r„0 x  (7„ x  v ,^ ) '1 fo r « - ty p e
X X
D e fe c t en e rg y  lev e l
(AE d
S R H  ca rr ie r  d e n s itie s  (pi an d  « 0  
AE, = -k Bx T x l n ( p \ / N y ) f o rp - ty p e  
AE, = -kB 'X T x ln ( n \ / N c )  fo r « - ty p e
V X
S ta te  d e n s itie s  o f  
c a rr ie r  in b an d s  
(N y  an d  A c)
S R H  c a rr ie r  d e n s itie s  (p\ an d  « 0  
N v = p \  /  exp(-zl£ '/ /  k BT) fo r p - ty p e  an d  
A c = « 1  /  exp(-zJ£ , /  k BT) fo r  « - ty p e
X V
The SRH equation is a combination of four defect specific parameters ( t„o , Zpo, «i and 
p i), two basic parameters («o and po) and the excess carrier density (An). These 
parameters can be expressed as a function of other fundamental parameters of a 
semiconductor and temperature. A T-dependent model of these parameters and their 
constituent parameters will be applied during the measurement and analysis of lifetime. 
This section discusses the adopted models of these parameters and their relation to the 
more fundamental parameters. Table 2.1 presents the relationship of the constituents of 
the main SRH parameters, their dependency on defect energy levels and temperatures.
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2.3.1 Capture time constant for electrons and holes ( t„0 and Tp0)
Electron and hole capture time constants (r„o and Tpo) are dependent upon the respective 
capture cross sections (o), thermal velocity (v,/,) and defect concentrations (Nt). The 
expression for rno and tpo is presented in Equation (2.20). The parameters of rn0 and zp0 
and their constituent parameters are described below.
Excitonic Auger Capture
Two Stage Model of 
Cascade Capture
Cascade Capture * <  •  •  •
Multiphonon Emission Capture
200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600
Tem peraure (K)
Figure 2.4: Temperature dependencies of different capture mechanisms.
a. Carrier capture cross sections (<7n and <jp)
In the SRH recombination process the carrier capture cross sections (<7„ and op) are 
constituents of fundamental capture time constants rno and as shown in Equations 
(2.19) and (2.20). The defect centre moves randomly with the thermal velocity v,h in the 
lattice of silicon when we consider a free carrier as a frame of reference, (i. e. mobile 
defect and a stationary carrier). These movements of the defect centres enable the 
capture of free carriers in one second within a volume of a *  v,h. This volume is known 
as a sweep-out volume and is also known as the fundamental capture rate. The physical 
area within the sweep-out volume is known as the capture cross section (o). Capture 
cross sections are carrier specific and represented as <jn for electrons and (Jp for holes. 
Capture cross sections of a particular defect level are dependent upon the effective
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capture mechanisms by which they capture the carriers. Three different capture 
mechanisms have been proposed in which they are categorized on the basis of the 
energy released during the capture process. The temperature dependency of Gn and Gp is 
decided by the effective capture mechanism they follow. Three capture mechanisms and 
their thermal models are discussed here.
i. Radiative Capture
In the radiative capture process, excess energy is dissipated in the form of photon 
emission. This type of capture process is relevant to direct band semiconductors such as 
GaAs. However in the case of indirect band-gap semiconductors (Si, Ge etc), the 
radiative capture process is irrelevant [15] for room temperature and above. 
Furthermore, in the radiative capture process, the energy is dissipated in the form of 
photons and gives rise to a characteristic line in the emission spectrum corresponding to 
the depth of the defect in the silicon band gap. In this regard Hangleiter et. al. [16] 
mentioned that most impurities in silicon do not show such deep luminescence in the 
spectrum and, if shown, they are too weak and not sufficient to explain recombination 
[17]. The capture cross section size of this mechanism is 10'24 to 10‘22 cm2 and 
independent of temperature, i.e. o{T)~ constant [18].
ii. Phonon-assisted capture
The capture process in which the energy is dissipated in the form of a phonon is known 
as phonon-assisted capture. This capture process is modelled as multiphonon emission 
capture (MPE) [19], cascade capture [20, 21] and a two-stage model of cascade capture 
[22] depending upon their nature as defect centres.
The cascade capture process was first introduced by Lax [20] in 1960. This capture 
process assumes that the defect centres possess numbers of closely spaced excited levels 
below the maximum phonon energy level. Hence a free carrier can be captured by 
hopping down to each level, releasing its excess energy in the form of one phonon 
during each step. This step-wise capture of a free carrier is known as cascade capture 
and is relevant to shallow coulomb attractive centres. The probability of capture by this 
mechanism decreases with temperature as the reemission of the carrier increases. The
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temperature dependence of this capture mechanism is best described with a power law 
[20] and can be expressed as
a(T) = cJ0x T - a (2.23)
where oo is known as the T-dependent pre-factor of the capture cross section and its 
value lies between 10'12 to 10'15 cm2 and the value of temperature exponent a lies 
between 1 and 4. This capture mechanism is explained for the shallow impurity level 
which has coulomb attraction, however it does not explain recombination through a 
deep level defect centre with coulombic attraction [18].
In the MPE capture process the defect energy level crosses the CB by virtue of lattice 
vibration and captures a free electron. The equilibrium state of the occupied defect level 
jumps to a new equilibrium state after the capture process. These transitions of occupied 
defect levels result in the release of energy in a form of localized lattice phonons. A 
large amount of excess energy is released during the MPE capture process. This capture 
mechanism is relevant to the defect levels which are near the centre of the band gap, 
which are also known as deep levels. Furthermore, as MPE capture is the result of 
lattice vibration, the capture probability increases with temperature and can be 
expressed as
(j(T) = (7„xcxp(-Ea / k BT) (2.24)
where a«, is known as T-dependent pre-factor of the capture cross section and its value 
lie between 10'14 and 10'15 cm2 [19]. Ea is known as the activation energy that has to be 
overcome by the defect level to capture an electron in the CB or a hole in the VB and 
may lie anywhere between 0 and 0.56 eV (half of band gap).
As a cascade capture mechanism does not account for the capture of a carrier through 
the deep coulomb attractive centres, Gibb et al. [22] suggested a two-stage model of 
cascade capture in 1977. In this model, it is assumed that a free carrier is first captured 
by a cascade capture process into a shallow excited level E\ of the defect centre and 
then sees transition of the carrier to a deeper ground state by MPE in a subsequent 
single step. The T-dependence of this model is expressed as Equation (2.25) as the 
combination of MPE and cascade capture
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cr(T) = cr0 XT 2 xexp
E, - E
(2.25)
where E\ is the energy level of the first excited state and E« is the thermal barrier. The 
capture cross section decreases with increasing temperature for this type of carrier 
recombination.
iii. Auger capture
The capture process in which excess energy is transmitted to the other free carriers is 
known as the Auger capture process and it is further divided into two categories, 
classical and excitonic Auger capture. In the classic Auger capture process two 
independent free carriers meet at the impurity site and one of the carriers jumps into the 
defect level while the other receives the excess energy and becomes excited in its 
respective band. This capture process is less likely to be T-dependent and linearly 
dependent upon the carrier concentration [23].
Excitonic Auger capture is another type of Auger capture mechanism which considers a 
free exciton (a bound state of an electron-hole pair) containing a carrier to be captured 
and another to take over the excess energy when Auger capture occurs. As excitons are 
the main contributor of this type of recombination and their presence is strongly T- 
dependent, the capture process is also temperature dependent. For temperatures below 
60 K, all carriers are bound as free excitons, hence the capture cross section is not 
dependent upon temperature. However for temperatures above 60 K, the capture cross 
section decreases with the increase in temperature, as more excitons become thermally 
ionized. The T-dependent expression for the excitonic Auger capture can be expressed 
as [24]
<J(T) = <J0xT~a for  E > 6 0 E  (2.26)
where <70 is known as the T-dependent pre-factor of the capture cross section and its 
value lies between 10'12 and 10'15 and the value of the temperature exponent a can be 
any positive value (a > 0).
In this regard, detection of an effective or dominating capture mechanism and its T- 
dependence is crucial to the understanding of the overall recombination in silicon.
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Lifetime spectroscopy can be applied to find the effective capture mechanism for a 
particular defect. This is within the scope of this thesis and will be discussed in detail in 
Section 2.3.
h. Thermal velocity o f the electrons and holes ( Vthn and vthP)
3x10 -
2x10 -
1x10 -
Green and Humphreys mode!
400
Temperaure (K)
Figure 2.5: Temperature dependence of thermal velocity of electrons v,/,„(7) 
and holes vlhp(T).
The thermal velocity of the electrons (vth„) and holes (vthP) are constituents of the SRH 
parameters r„o and Tpo. Equation (2.20) shows the relationship between thermal 
velocities and Tno and Tpo. Thermal velocities of the carriers are their movements in the 
lattice of the semiconductor when the defect centres are considered as the frame of 
references. The thermal velocity of electrons differ for a same defect thermal velocity 
because of the difference in their effective mass. Thermal velocities have a strong 
dependence on temperature and their average values can be expressed as [25]
v,ta(0 f  8  k j )
2 f  8Jcbt )
for electrons and vthp (T) = *
1 * m ,c J
for holes (2.27)
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♦ $ $ 
where m,c and mtv are the effective masses of electrons in the CB and VB. m,c is
independent of temperature and can be expressed as [26]
m'tc(T)
4 m]
1 +
m\  t y
sin ~ ' S
(2.28)
where m* = 0.9163 x m0 and is known as a longitudinal effective mass and 
m* = 0.1905 x wo and is known as a transverse effective mass associated with the 
ellipsoidal constant energy surfaces and S2 = (m *- m *) / m*.
mtv*{T) is strongly dependent upon temperature and can be expressed as [26]
m l(T) = a + bT 2- c T l + dTA- e T 5 + f T 6 - g T 1 (2.29)
where a to g are empirical constants and values are given below.
a = 0.3676 d = 1.4153 72 x 1 O'9 f  = 5.410849 x W 15
b = 1.98738 x 10'5 e = -3.919169 x W 12 g = -2.959797 x JO'18
c = -2.588144 x 10'7
The Equations (2.28) and (2.29) show that the effective mass of the electrons and holes 
are T-dependent. The average thermal velocities of each carrier also differ according to 
their effective masses. Figure 2.5 shows the average thermal velocity of electrons and 
holes over a temperature range of 200 to 590 K.
c. Defect concentration (NJ
Defect concentration (N,) is a constituent parameter of the fundamental capture time (r„o 
and r^o) in the SRH equation as shown in Equation (2.20). N, is the number of defect 
energy levels within unit volume in the lattice of a semiconductor. Intentional metallic 
contamination is performed for lifetime spectroscopy experiments to permit the study of 
the behaviour of particular metal defects. N, is taken as equal or less than the implant 
dose if contaminated by the ion implant technique. Metal contamination can also be 
performed by adding a metallic impurity in the molten state before the crystal growth of 
silicon. In such a case Nt can be determined by using the technique Neutron Activation 
Analysis (NAA). LS can also be applied to determine N, in some conditions, which is
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described in Section 2.4. N, is considered as being independent of temperature and this 
work makes this assumption throughout.
2.3.2 Equilibrium carrier concentration (n0 andp0)
The equilibrium carrier concentrations (no and po) are basic parameters in 
semiconductors. These concentrations can be expressed in terms of Fermi levels (EF), 
and can be calculated by using the law of mass action using the doping concentration 
and intrinsic carrier concentration (/?,)
where No, NA are the doping densities and nt is the intrinsic carrier concentration.
The expressions for no and po show that minority carrier concentrations are T-dependent 
but not the majority carriers. These expressions are based upon the assumptions of 
impurity depletion and negligible intrinsic conduction, which are valid for a certain 
temperature range near room temperature. However at sufficiently low temperature the 
available thermal energy is not enough for thermal ionisation of all dopant atoms, so the 
assumption of impurity depletion becomes invalid. On the other hand at sufficiently 
high temperatures, «,(7) becomes comparable to NA or ND and so there will be 
significant intrinsic conduction.
So for p-type semiconductors Rein et al. [18] present the T-dependent expression for 
po(T) as
P oh) = f A( T ) x N Afor T < 350 K
where f A(T) is known as the ionization degree, which is a function of temperature, 
acceptor concentration and acceptor energy level (EA), and can be expressed as
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
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/ A T )
- l  + Vl + 2xC(7- ;A f„£ J  
C(T;Na,Ea)
(2.33)
where, C(T\NA,EA) W A
N V(T)
f
exp
V kgT j
(2.34)
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Figure 2.6: Temperature dependence of the majority carrier concentration 
Po(T) ofp-type silicon for different doping densities NA.
Equation (2.31) has been used throughout this work for the determination of po(T) and 
rio(T) for p-type silicon by assuming that all dopant atoms are ionized. For «-type silicon 
rto{T) is assumed to be less affected by a lack of impurity depletion at low temperatures 
and Equation (2.30) is valid, however no(T) is affected by intrinsic conduction at higher 
temperatures. Figure 2.6 depicts how po{T) is affected by intrinsic conduction at higher 
temperatures and by a lack of depletion of impurities (freeze out) at low temperatures.
a. Intrinsic carrier concentration (ni)
The intrinsic carrier concentration («,) is the number of carriers (electrons in the CB and 
holes in the VB) present in an undoped or intrinsic semiconductor. Intrinsic carriers are 
generated by thermal agitation and are T-dependent. At thermal equilibrium in an un-
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doped semiconductor the number of electrons (no) in the CB is equal to the number of 
holes (po) in the VB, so the condition no = po = is valid. A doped semiconductor does 
not satisfy this condition however in thermal equilibrium the product of no and po is 
equal to the square of satisfying the law of mass action
n0(T )x p 0(T) = nf (T)  (2.35)
Intrinsic Carrier Concentration, n[T)
400
Temperaure (K)
Figure 2.7: Temperature dependence of intrinsic carrier concentration n,{T).
nj is not an explicit parameter of the SRH equation, however it affects no and po. «, can 
be expressed as [11]
n,(T) = yj N cNv exp
( E.
2 kT
(2.36)
where Nc and Ny are the effective densities of states in the CB and VB respectively. 
Figure 2.7 depicts the variation of nt with temperature.
b. Effective density o f states (Nc and Ny)
The effective state density (Nc and Ny) affect nt and therefore no and po- Nc and Nv also 
affect n\ and p\ as seen in Equations (2.42) and (2.43). A T-dependent model for Nc and 
Ny reported by Green et al. [25] is used in this work, which is expressed as
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JVc ( r )  = 2.541x10'
2  3
'  m '(T )X \  _( T v
*0 / 300
NV{T) = 2.541x10’ 2 ( T \X
l  m0 ) V30oJ
(2.37)
(2.38)
400
Temperaure (K)
Figure 2.8: Temperature dependence of state densities NC(T) and Ny{T).
where me*{T) and nih{T) are the effective masses of electrons and holes respectively and 
their temperature dependence is discussed next. Figure 2.8 depicts the temperature 
dependence of Nc and Ny in graphical form.
b. 1 Effective mass o f electrons and holes (m *e and m*h)
The effective mass of electrons is expressed as the function of band gap by Green et al. 
[25] and expressed as
m‘ST )=  6 ’ 0.1905X
EÄT)
xO.9163 (2.39)
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o 1
where mo = 9.81 x 10' kg and is known as a rest mass of electrons, Eg (0) = 1.170 eV 
and is known as zero-point energy gap of silicon and Egap{T) is the band gap of the 
silicon.
Ä  1.2x10
1.2x10
1.1x10
1.1x10
1.0x10
9.5x10
£  9.0x10
400
Temperaure (K)
Figure 2.9: Temperature dependence of the effective mass of electrons m*„(7) 
and holes m*p{T) in silicon
Similarly, the effective mass of holes in silicon can be expressed as [25]
2 
3
m0 (2.40)m p { T )
( a + bT + cT 2 +dT2 +eT4\  
[ \  + f T  + g T 2 +hT3 +iT4
where a to i are empirical constants and their values are given below.
a = 0.4435870 d = 0.1263218 x 10'5 g = 0.2286895 x 10'3
b = 0.3609528 x 10'2 e = 0.3025581 x 10'8 h = 0.7469271 x 10'6
c = 0.1173515 x 10'3 /  = 0.4683382 x 10'2 i = 0.1727481 x 10'8
The effective masses of electrons and holes are depicted in Figure 2.9. The effective 
mass of electrons is dependent upon the band gap of the silicon Eg, and is discussed 
next.
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b.2 Band gap in silicon (Eg)
EcjJ), Sze model [11]
>  1. 12 -
=  1.08-
400
Temperature (K)
Figure 2.10: Temperature dependence of the energy band gap Eg{T) in silicon.
The band gap (Eg) in highly pure silicon is considered as 1.12 eV at room temperature 
and normal atmospheric pressure [11]. However, Eg decreases with doping density 
(Ndop) and increases with temperature. The variation of Eg with temperature is 
expressed as Equation (2.32) and is valid for the temperature range 0 -  1000 K where,
r/T2
Eg(T)= Es (0 ) -—  (2.41)
and a = 4.73 x 10'4 eV/K and is known as the temperature coefficient, ß  = 636 K and is 
known as the temperature offset and Eg(0) = 1.170 eV [11]. The variation of Eg with 
temperature is depicted in Figure 2.10.
2.3.3 SRH carrier concentrations (n \  andp x)
SRH carrier concentrations (n\ and p\) are statistical factors and have important roles in 
the SRH equation. These are dependent upon respective densities of states (Nc and Ny), 
defect energy level (E,) and temperature. n\ and p\ satisfy the law of mass action so the
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product of ri\ and p\ is equal to the square of nt. The T-dependent expressions of rt\ and 
p\ are presented in Equations (2.42) and (2.43) [2, 3] while the graphical representation 
is depicted in Figure 2.11 for the specific case of interstitial Fe in silicon.
A Et = 0.391 eV 
above Valance band
x  10 -
400
Temperature (K)
Figure 2.11: Temperature dependence of SRH carrier densities, n\(T) and p\{T) for 
an interstitial iron (Fed defect in silicon.
n,(T) = Nc(T) Ec- C
kßT y
P\(T) = N V{T) E,~Ey'
kBT j
where kß = 8.6174 x 10'5 eV and is known as Boltzmann’s constant.
(2.42)
(2.43)
2.3.4 Other parameters of the SRH equation
Excess carrier concentration (An), doping concentration (Ndop) and Boltzmann’s 
constant (kß) are independent of temperature while the defect energy level (E,) is 
assumed to be independent of temperature throughout this work. Figure 2.12 depicts po, 
pit no, ni and nt for different E, and temperatures in 1.0 Q cm, p-type silicon.
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Figure 2.12: Carrier concentrations (p0, p h n0, n\ and n,) for different E, and temperatures in 
1.0 Q cm,p-type silicon.
2.4 Lifetime Spectroscopy
Lifetime spectroscopy (LS) is a measurement and analysis technique for the 
characterization o f defects in semiconductors. Apart from the better sensitivity o f LS 
compared with DLTS as described in Chapter 1, LS uses the recombination process 
itself to analyse the recombination properties o f defect centres, giving a better picture o f 
those defects in semiconductors. The approach o f LS is to fit the SRH Equation (2.19) 
to experimentally determined lifetime data (rsrh) at different values o f An, Ndop, T etc. 
This permits to determine one or more o f the four defect specific parameters, T„o, rpo, n\ 
and p\, that are related to the more fundamental parameters, crn, <7P, Nt and Et, as 
described in Section 2.2.
The SRH equation describes the lifetime as a function o f the seven parameters t„o, tpo, 
n \,p \, no,po and An. These parameters are the functions o f ten other parameters, <7„, vth„, 
op, vthp, Nt, Et, Nc, N v, nh and NDOp, and most o f them ( on, Gp, vthn, vthp, Nc, N v, nt and 
N dop) are T-dependent. In this regard, the measured SRH lifetime (rSRH) at different An 
is not enough to solve the SRH equation in order to determine the four defect specific
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parameters mentioned above. LS applies different approaches and conditions to extract 
some of the defect specific parameters by making one or more other parameters 
negligible, irrelevant or constant. Based upon these approaches and conditions LS are 
named accordingly. The first type is injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (IDLS) 
in which the lifetime for different values of An is analysed considering other parameters 
being negligible, irrelevant or constant. Temperature-dependent lifetime spectroscopy 
(TDLS) is the second type in which the lifetime at different temperatures is used to 
determine E,. Finally, temperature and injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy 
(TIDLS) performs analysis at different An and T. These different LS techniques have 
specific advantages, applications and limitations which are discussed in this section.
2.4.1 Evolution of Lifetime Spectroscopy
The first systematic LS was applied in 1990 by Kirino et al. [27] followed by Shimura 
et al. [28]. They applied a Laser Microwave-DLTS system (LM-DLTS), which was T- 
dependent and identified as TDLS to determine E, of Na, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, W and Au 
in silicon. In 1991 Ferenczi et al. [29] put forward IDLS theory and applied it to defect 
characterization of Fe-contaminated silicon. Later Bleichner et al. [30] used injection- 
dependent lifetime data obtained from different measurement techniques to study the 
recombination centre associated with a vacancy-oxygen complex. Since then, IDLS has 
been applied for the characterization of a boron-oxygen complex in Czochralski silicon 
by Schmidt et al. [31, 32].
Similarly, Walz et al.[38] in 1996, Keskitalu et al. [39] in 1998, Ahrenkiel et al. [43] in 
2000 and Macdonald et al. [40] in 2001 applied IDLS for determination of properties of 
interstitial iron and iron-boron pair defect centers in silicon. In 2003 Schmidt et al. 
combined TDLS with IDLS known as TIDLS [41] for the first time to determine Et and 
the ratio of a capture cross section (<7jcrp) for Al defects in silicon. Since then TIDLS 
has been employed by other researchers for defect characterization of other metal 
impurities in silicon. In this regard, this section discusses the basis of assumptions, 
potential and limitations of TDLS, IDLS and TIDLS. Table 2.2 depicts some of the 
lifetime spectroscopies applied in the past by researchers, together with the 
measurement techniques applied to the measured and calculated parameters.
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Table 2.2: Evolution of lifetime spectroscopy.
Researcher and Year Technique Measured
parameters
Calculated parameters
K irin o  an d  S im u ra  1990 
[27 , 28]
L M -D L T S  
fo r T D L S
A T t ) E , fo r  N a , C r, F e, C o , N i, 
C u , W  an d  A u
H a y a m iz u  e t al. 
1991 [33]
L M -D L T S  
fo r T D L S
A T ) E , o f  F eB
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2.4.2 Preliminary simplification of the SRH equation
The SRH theory is the basis of the LS mentioned above and also the basis of this work. 
Simplification of the SRH equation, subjecting different conditions and assumptions, 
helps to understand the defect characterization potential and restrictions of LS. The 
SRH equation for p -type silicon is presented in this section and an analogous 
simplification for «-type presented in Appendix B.l. A detectible effect of of A« on rsrh 
is one of the requisites for sensitive LS. In practice, higher values of Tpo in comparison 
to Tno for many common impurities makes rsrh less sensitive to An in «-type silicon and 
LS becomes difficult. As a consequence, almost all results published using the
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application of LS analysis have performed experiments on /?-type silicon. The 
simplified SRH equation mentioned in Section 2.1.3 is re-stated here.
Tp0 (»1 + ”o + Ak) + Tn0 (p0 + p, + An) 
n0+ p 0+An
(2.44)
In /?-type silicon no « po and no «  n\ for a certain temperature range (the temperature 
range is dependent upon NA and E,) which is presented in a tabular and graphical form 
in Appendix-B.2 so Equation (2.44) can be written as
T pSRJI ~
Tpo (” i + Aw) + Tn0 (p0 + p  1 + An) 
p 0 +An
(2.45)
We then impose a condition known as low-level injection (LLI), where the excess 
carrier concentration An «  po and n\, and tsrh can be written as
— LLI , p 
L SRJI
n \
T p0 ~  +  T n0
Po
1+ ^
. Po)
(2.46)
This expression can be subjected to two different conditions depending upon the 
location of E, in the band gap of the silicon. If we consider E, in the upper half of the 
band gap (UBGH), then po »  p\ hence the expression (2.46) can be re-written as
C = f , « x -  + r.0 (2-47)
Po
Similarly, if we consider Et in the lower half of the band gap (LBGH), then po »  n\ so 
the first part of expression (2.46) can be neglected and re-written as
—LLI ,p 
L SRH T'nO (2.48)
2.4.3 Injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (IDLS)
The objective of all lifetime spectroscopy is to determine the electrical properties of one 
or more defects in silicon wafers using parameterization of the SRH equation. As
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mentioned in the previous section, the SRH equation gives the SRH lifetime as a 
function of seven main variables, (r„o, Tpo, n \, p\, no, po and An), which are also the 
functions of other parameters. Hence achieving a solution from a single IDLS curve is 
almost impossible. In this regard, several attempts have been made to solve the SRH 
equation by changing only one or two variables and keeping those remaining constant. 
LS which applies variable injection density (A«) as a function of lifetime with or 
without other variables to determine one or more variable in the SRH equation is known 
as IDLS. Walz et al. [38] applied IDLS with variable doping density (N dop) samples to 
determine Et, ap and <7n of iron-boron pairs (FeB) in silicon. As they changed doping 
densities (TVdop) in different samples and made the SRH equation fit, the technique is 
known as Ndop-IDLS.
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Figure 2.13: IDLS analysis of 1 Dem boron-doped silicon, Source: Schmidt 
etal. [31], 1998.
Schmidt et al. [31] applied IDLS to determine op of suspected boron-oxygen (B,0,) 
pairs in boron-doped Czochralski silicon. They applied light to the samples which 
increased the number of B,0, defects (Nt), hence they fit the SRH equation for different
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An with known values of variable defect concentration N,. Their SRH equation fit is 
depicted in Figure 2.13. Later in 1999, Schmidt et al. [32] applied IDLS with different 
doping densities (Ndop) samples (1 -  31 Q cm) and different levels of impurity densities 
(N,) by the use of a similar light degradation technique and measured E, of the B/O, pairs 
and the electron/hole capture time constant ratio (ij,o / ^o)-
IDLS was performed by different researchers [18] for the characterization of the most 
common defects in silicon. However, IDLS has its own short-comings and restrictions 
which are discussed below.
Effect o f minority carrier trapping (MCT) and depletion region modulation (DRM)
I I 111 TTTTT
trap-affected lifetime
" 0.03
recombination lifetime
I t 1 1 1 1
Carrier Density (cm3)
Figure 2.14: The effect of MCT trapping in the lifetime at LLI, Source: 
Macdonald et al. [45], 2001.
IDLS compares the measured tsrh as a function of An in different conditions of other 
known parameters for defect characterization. The measurement or extraction of pure 
tSrh is a fundamental requirement for IDLS analysis, with this analysis requiring reliable
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measurement techniques for zSRH over the whole injection range. zSRH measurement for 
LLI may be completely affected if additional minority carrier trapping centres (MCT) 
[44] are present in silicon. These trapping centers do not contribute to recombination 
but only capture minority carriers and their effect dominates in LLI region, showing 
artificially high values of carrier lifetime. The effect of trapping in the lifetime at LLI is 
depicted in Figure 2.14. Such influence of MCT in zSRH measurement at LLI may be 
reduced by applying different techniques [45], however it is difficult to ensure that the 
measurements are absolutely free from MCT.
The second type of error associated while measuring lifetime at LLI, using 
photoconductance technique [46] for a particular type of wafer, is depletion region 
modulation (DRM) [47]. The DRM effect in measurements gives an apparent 
recombination lifetime much greater than the true lifetime at LLI. Hence, in both cases, 
a proper method of extracting pure SRH lifetime from the apparent lifetime is 
necessary.
MCT and DRM affect all three types of LS as they are sample specific. IDLS utilizes 
injection-dependent lifetime only at a particular temperature in contrast to TDLS and 
TIDLS. This makes IDLS more susceptible to these effects as the small effects are 
difficult to notice visually in a single set of injection-dependent lifetime curve, but may 
still affect the analysis. On the other hand TDLS and TIDLS require measurements at 
several temperatures where the effects of MCT and DRM can be noticed more easily. 
Furthermore, the effect of MCT can be nullified at higher temperatures in TDLS and 
TIDLS but it is not possible for IDLS at room temperature.
On the other hand, the net measured lifetime at high level injection (HLI) An is affected 
by the intrinsic recombination lifetime according to Equation (2.4). In the HLI 
condition, zSRH needs to be extracted from measured lifetime by deducting ZraD and zAUc- 
Hence, knowledge of Auger and Radiative recombination lifetime parameters is crucial 
for IDLS analysis at HLI. Furthermore, IDLS analysis for multiple defects in silicon 
decreases and becomes not possible as the number of parameters increase with the 
number of defects. These increasing number of defect parameters increases ambiguity in 
the analysis [18] and hence in the findings.
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Figure 2.15: DPSS analysis of titanium impurity in silicon, Source: Rein et al. [18], 2005
Considering the problems associated with IDLS, Rein et al. [18] propose a novel 
subsidiary analysis tool for IDLS, which is known as defect parameter solution surface 
(DPSS). In DPSS, the authors considered the ratio of fundamental capture time (rpo / T„o
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= k) as a constant. The expression (2.44) can then be re-expressed for LLI, where An «  
po and ni as
TLLISRH
( Po + P\ " 
\ P o + " o ;
(
+ k n0 + «,
^Po ~^n0 ;
(2.49)
Similarly for High level injection (HLI) where An » p 0 and «/, the expression (2.44) 
can be re-expressed as
*££=*.oO  + *) (2.50)
The difference between tsrh for HLI and LLI can be expressed as a function of three 
unknown parameters (Et, zn0 and k)
^ r SRH =  T SRH ~ T SRJI =  T n0
V f  \" o - P i + k
( \ 1
L I p o + " o J 1 Po "*■ no J_
(2.51)
DPSS determines three unknowns, k, T„o and Et, by solving the Equations (2.50) and 
(2.51) or their combinations which considers other SRH parameters fixed for analysis 
purposes. Figure 2.15 depicts the DPSS analysis of titanium defects in silicon. The 
detail of equation solving procedures is yet to be disclosed. Furthermore, authors [48] 
reported more than one solution for E, for the same defect which in some cases is non- 
consistent with Et when measured by other established techniques like DLTS [6]. This 
analysis can be performed by considering three variables, Tno, Tpo and E, rather than 
considering a third variable k. The third variable k was chosen by the author for 
simplification purposes.
2.4.4 Temperature-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (TDLS)
TDLS is considered as an independent method for the determination of E, and was 
reportedly first applied by Kirino et al. [27] in 1990. Unlike IDLS, TDLS analysis 
applies the measured lifetime at a particular An in LLI so the Equation (2.46) is 
applicable. Furthermore, the simplification of TDLS is performed in two different 
conditions depending upon the location of Et in the band gap. The stepwise
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simplification of the SRH equation for E, in UBGH is described here and the analogous 
final expression for E, in LBGH is stated.
For E, in UBGH, the Equation (2.47) is valid and when consider that the ratio of capture 
cross sections, <J„(7) / <rp{T) is equal to the ratio of the fundamental capture times 
?po(T)/Tno(T) = k, this implies vthn{T) = v,hh{T) and k is not T-dependent. The negative 
consequence of this assumption is an invalid result of energy levels reported by Roth 
et al. [48], which is explained later in this section. If this assumption is valid, Equation 
(2.47) can be written as
As, n\(T) is the dependent effective density of the conduction band according to 
Equation (2.33) and Nc can be expressed as
where, Nci00K is the SRH state density in the conduction band at 300 K.
Similarly, the thermal velocity expressed in Equation (2.27) can be re-expressed as
(2.52)
(2.53)
(2.54)
1 A A I /  #
where vth is the thermal velocity of electrons at 300 K.
According to Equations (2.20) and (2.54) t„q(T) can be re-expressed as
(2.55)
where ^o3°°K is the fundamental capture time for electrons at 300 K.
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In the temperature range in which impurity depletion is valid (temperature between 
freeze out and intrinsic conduction) p0 equals NA, and is independent of temperature. So 
for a sufficiently low temperature (which depends upon NA and E,) n\(T) / po can be 
neglected and the LLI-SRH lifetime is equal to Tno(T). However for sufficiently high 
temperatures n\(T) / po becomes dominant and the term rno(T) in Equation (2.52) can be 
neglected. Hence using Equations (2.52), (2.53) and (2.55) the SRH-LLI lifetime can be 
written as,
C,(7’) = r„o(7’)* —
Po
a T xqx  p EczC
k ß T j
(2.56)
This shows that the SRH lifetime is a combination of a linear and an exponential 
function of temperature. This expression can be written as
In r^(T)
T
const - Ec E, 
k j
(2.57)
Similarly, for the condition when the defect energy lies in LBGH, the ratio p\{T) / po(T) 
dominates temperature dependence in the Equation (2.50). Hence by applying the 
temperature dependence of Ny(T), v,h{T) and tpo(T) as being analogous to Equation 
(2.53), (2.54) and (2.55). tsrh(T) for sufficiently high temperatures (>200°C), can be 
expressed assuming vthn(T) = v,hh(T)
In O )
T
= const -
E , - E v
k j
(2.58)
Hence the slope of the plot of expressions (2.57) and (2.58) are only dependent 
upon Et. Figure 2.16 depicts TDLS analysis for the determination of Et in Arrhenius plot
form. This figure illustrates that Tsrh(T) starts to rise significantly after a certain 
temperature known as the onset temperature (Tonset) which is dependent upon An to a 
large extent and less dependent upon NA or Np. This significant rise of TSRH(T) with 
temperature is known as the Arrhenius rise and continues until the temperature (77c)
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where the intrinsic conduction begins. Tic is dependent upon the doping density NA or 
Nd.
Intrinsic conduction
Onset Temperatures
___A ^l^ lO  xdT —  —
1x10 cm
nset Temperatures
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
1000/T (1/K)
Figure 2.16: Arrhenius plots for TIDLS analysis depicting onset temperature 
(Tonsei) for Arrhenius rise in lifetime, Arrhenius span and the temperature for 
intrinsic conduction (TIC). (a) Depicts the An dependence of Tonset for /?-type 
wafer with NA= 1 x 1016 cm'3, (b) Depicts the NA dependence of Tjc for An = 1 
x 1013 cm'3. Both plots consider the defect energy level E, = 0.28 eV
Limitation and drawbacks o f TDLS
TDLS analysis is in principle a relatively straight forward measurement of the slope of 
the Arrhenius rise, revealing the energy levels, and is not influenced by other T-
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dependent defect parameters. Furthermore, the determination of E, is possible from a In­
dependent carrier lifetime measurement of a single wafer. The slope of the Arrhenius 
span is the same whether the plot is according to Equations (2.57) or (2.58).
Hence TDLS gives the depth of E, but does not provide any information about the band 
gap half in which the defect is situated. The accuracy of the measured E, is dependent 
upon the slope of the Arrhenius span which needs to be determined by approximation of 
Tonset and Tic. Hence the accuracy in locating Tonset and Tic on Arrhenius introduces 
error in the Et determination. Furthermore, the slope of the Arrhenius span is different 
with Arc as shown in Figure 2.16(b), hence the location of the true low level injection is 
crucial to this analysis.
In addition, TDLS assumes that the fundamental capture ratio, k = Tpo{T) / r„o(7), is 
independent of temperature. The temperature independence of k is only valid when 
electron and hole capture follows the same mechanism with exactly the same T- 
dependent parameters (see Section 2.2.1.a) and such a situation has not been reported 
for silicon. An inconsistent result for E, for a titanium defect {Ec -  0.49 eV) in silicon, 
reported by Roth et al. [48], can be taken as an example which was not detected by 
DLTS [6],
2.4.5 Temperature and injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (TIDLS)
1 0 3
1 o 13 1 0 14 1 0 16 1 0 16
Injection Density (cm'3)
AE = 0.26 eV
2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4
Figure 2.17: Measured lifetime data and temperature dependence of <JP x N, of the deep-level 
centre in Al-doped CZ-Si as determined from TIDLS analysis (open circles) Source: Schmidt 
etal. [41],
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TDLS and IDLS have their own advantages and short comings as motioned in previous 
sections. The lifetime spectroscopy in which lifetime measurements are taken for 
various An, at different temperatures and analyzed for a defect characterization is 
known as temperature and injection-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (TIDLS). In this 
context, TIDLS can be treated as an expansion of IDLS, where the temperature is 
considered as a variable and other SRH parameters as fixed or irrelevant.
The first TIDLS instrument was developed and tested on Al-doped silicon by Schmidt 
et al. [41] in 2003. They analysed their data to determine the defect energy Et and 
temperature dependence of the capture cross-section ratio Gn /  Gp. Measured data and 
results obtained by Schmidt et al. is depicted in Figure 2.17. The measurement device 
consisted of an inductive-coil PC instrument (WCT-100) from Sinton Consulting Inc 
[46] with a brass ring capable of heating the sample from 30 °C to 150 °C.
Since then various TIDLS experiments have been performed by different researchers 
using different experimental set ups in order to characterize the common defects in 
silicon. Diez et al. [52] and Brikholz et al. [53] applied a similar setup used by Schmidt 
et al. [40], for the measurement of E,, crn / <7P and the trap density N, of tungsten- and 
cobalt-contaminated silicon, and the measurement of Et, Gn and <JP of iron-contaminated 
boron-doped silicon. TIDLS analyses have been performed over a wider temperature 
range by Roth et al. using a photoluminescence (PL) [17] detector to measure E, of 
titanium-contaminated boron-doped silicon, and by Rein et al. using a microwave PC 
detector to determine E, and Gn /  Gp of molybdenum-contaminated silicon [54]. Rein et 
al. have also combined temperature-controlled microwave-detector and inductive-coil 
PC instruments to characterize recombination in iron-contaminated boron-doped silicon 
[42].
TIDLS has the potential to overcome the shortcomings of TDLS and IDLS. However all 
the analysis described above is based upon the assumption that Gn / <7P = k  is 
independent of temperature, which is not always valid. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, 
Gn and Gp can follow a different capture mechanism and k  becomes strongly T- 
dependent. Figure 2.18 depicts Gn{ T) / gp{T) based upon the T-dependent model of 
Gn and Gp as determined by various researchers for some common impurities in silicon.
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Figure 2.18: Temperature dependence of capture cross section ratios for most 
common types of impurities in silicon: Sources [6, 49-51]
In this regards IDLS, TDLS and TIDLS analyses applied so far for the defect 
characterization of silicon are not free of ambiguity. Section 2.5 presents and discusses 
the theoretical aspects of an unambiguous method of TIDLS analysis for the 
determination of rno and Tpo of a defect in silicon explicitly, which can later be used to 
determine <7n and ap with known values of Nt and v,/,. The proposed analysis is 
implemented for defect characterization later in this thesis.
2.5 New TIDLS analysis for T-dependent on, and op
Lifetime spectroscopy is a proven technique for defect characterization in the silicon 
industry. Traditionally, LS has been applied to determine the defect energy level (E,) by 
assuming the capture cross sections <7n and <7P or their ratio (<7„ / (Jp) are constant with 
temperature, an assumption which is unlikely to be true. This section presents a new 
approach in TIDLS analysis which independently determines crn(T) and <JP(T). This
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analysis makes E, irrelevant or assumes it independent of temperature, which is more 
realistic than assuming on and op as T-independent in traditional Lifetime spectroscopy. 
These T-dependent on and op can be used to determine the effective carrier capture 
mechanism in the recombination process and to determine the T-dependent expression 
for on /  op.
Similar to other Lifetime spectroscopy analyses the proposed approach is based upon 
the simplification of SRH lifetime Equation (2.21). This can be further simplified by 
neglecting one or more SRH parameters. Most of the SRH parameters are dependent 
upon carrier concentration and temperature. In this regard, the value of a SRH 
parameter is considered negligible if its value is less than one percent of another 
parameter (when summed).. Depending upon the doping type and location of Et in the 
band gap of silicon, SRH simplification is explained in four ways.
2.5.1 E, in lower band gap half (LBGH)
In this condition, a /?-type wafer can be considered where three assumptions can be 
made for the simplification of the SRH equation.
A: Negligible nn(T)
rto(T) can be neglected in comparison to po(T) for p-type silicon for a certain 
temperature range and doping density, NA. Figure 2.19 depicts the temperature region 
for which rto(T) can be neglected for different values of NA. The simplified SRH 
equation can be re-written as
s^tui ~
T no (P\ + Po + + T po ( « 1  + » 0  + A” )
(Po + A")
(2.59)
B: Negligible \rt\(T) + no(T^ ]
n\(T) is sufficiently low when E, lies in the LBGH. Similarly rto(T) is sufficiently low 
for a certain range of temperature for a given value of NA. Figure 2.19 shows the 
temperature region for different values of Et below which n\ + uq< 
0.01 x Aa? = 0.0001 x p 0 and pi = 0.01 x p0. Hence the SRH equation can be further 
simplified as
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7 srji ~
Tno(P\ + Po+An) + Tpo(An) 
(p0 +An)
(2 .60)
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S \
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Figure 2.19: Temperature below which n\ + no = 0.01 x An = 0.0001 x /?o, 
and p\ = 0.01 * po as a function of E, for p-type silicon of three doping 
densities (A )^.
C: Low level injection on »  An
For LLI, An can be removed from the denominator and the first part of the numerator in 
Equation (2.60), and can be re-expressed as
Tsw (T )X A,(T) = t„ (T )x [a  (D  + A ,(7-)] +Tpo(T)x (An) (2.61)
Hence for a particular temperature and An range, when conditions A, B and C are 
satisfied, a plot of Tsrh(7) x Po(P) versus An gives a slope corresponding to ^,o(T) and 
an offset as Tno{T) x [p\{T) + po{T)}. As p\{T) can be calculated for a known E, and 
Pq{T) from Na and temperature, sor„o(T)can be calculated from the intercepts of the 
plot. Finally, (Jpo(T) and <r„o(T) can be calculated from rpo(T) and t„o(T) using known 
values of vthP(T), vthn(7T) and N, according to Equation (2.20). Figure 2.20 depicts the 
condition for a 1 Q cm /?-type wafer with E ,-  Ey= 0.28 eV at 300 K.
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Figure 2.20: TIDLS analysis on a 1 Cl cm /?-type wafer with E,-  Ey= 0.28 
eV. (a) Depicts lifetime times doping density at different temperatures (b) 
depicts plot for selective injection range suitable for the determination of 
t„o(T) and zp0(T).
The simplified SRH expression in Equation (2.61) can be further simplified for a low 
temperature whenp\(T)<<po(T) and re-expressed as
= (2.62) 
Po(T)
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Figure 2.21: Temperatures below which p\ + po = 0.01 x An = 0.0001 x «o, 
and «i = 0.01 x «o as a function of E, for p-type silicon of three doping 
densities (NA).
Figure 2.21 depicts the temperature below which the assumptions are valid for «-type 
silicon with various No and Et. Minimum temperatures for this type of analysis of «-type 
silicon are presented in tabular form in appendix-B. This simplification procedure is 
analogous to an «-type wafer with a defect in the LBGH and can be expressed as
tSrh (T) X «0 (T) = Tno cT) x A« + (T) x Px (T) + rpo (!T) x «0 (T) (2.63)
2.5.2 E t in upper band gap half (UBGH)
Simplification of the SRH equation for a /?-type wafer can be performed by considering 
three different situations when E, lies in UBGH.
A: Negligible « n (73
« o (7 )  can be neglected in comparison to po(T) irrespective of the location of E, for p-  
type silicon for a certain temperature range. Hence Equation (2.59) is valid for this case.
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u  100 -
N = 1x10 cm
N = 1x10 cm
- 200 -
Defect energy level (eV)
Figure 2.22: Temperatures below which p\ + An =0.01 x po and no + An 
= 0.01 x /?o as a function of E, for p-type silicon of three doping densities (A )^.
B: Negligible y\(T) and nq(D
p i(7) is sufficiently small in comparison to po(T) and no(T) is negligible in comparison 
with rt\{T) when E, lies in UBGH for a certain range of temperatures. Equation (2.59) 
can be further simplified as
^SR H
T n o ( P 0 + & " )  +  T p o ( ” \ + A " )
(Po + An)
(2.64)
C: Low level injection no(D, n\(T) »  An
For LLI, An can be removed from the denominator and numerator in the simplified SRH 
Equation (2.64) and can be re-expressed as
^SR H  ( ? ) rno(T) +
r po(T)
Po(T)
x«,(r) (2.65)
hence for a particular temperature and An range, when conditions A, B and C satisfy the 
values of tpo{T) and r„o(7), can be determined by solving two equations for different NA
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and using the known values of po(T) and n\(T). Finally, <Jpo(T) and ono{T) can be 
calculated from Tpo{T) and t„o(T) using known values of vthp(r), vthn(T) and Nt according 
to expression (2.20). Figure 2.22 shows the temperature region for different values of E, 
below which the conditions, p\ + An < 0.01 x p0 no + An < 0.01 X n\ and no + An < 
0.01 x po are satisfied, where An is less than 0.01 x p0.
This simplification procedure of the SRH equation is analogous to an «-type wafer and 
Figure 2.23 depicts the temperatures below which p\ + po = 0.01 x An = 0.0001 * no as a 
function of E, for «-type silicon of three doping densities (ND). The simplified SRH equation 
for the «-type wafer with a defect in UBGH can be expressed as
rSRH (T)X n0 (7") = Tm( f )  x A« + Tp0(7-)[«, ( f )  + n0(r)] (2.66)
N =  1x10 cm
- - N =  1x10 cm
- 200 - N = 1x10 cm
0.4 0.6 0.8
Defect energy level (eV)
Figure 2.23: Temperatures below which p\ + po = 0.01 x A« = 0.0001 * «o as 
a function of E, for «-type silicon of three doping densities (ND).
The simplified SRH expression in Equation (2.66) can be further simplified for a low 
temperature region, when n\(T) «  no(T)
= + (2.67)
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In all four cases LLI is not mandatory as the Equations (2.60), (2.64) and corresponding 
analogous expressions for «-type can also be solved for Tpo{T) and r„o(T) with injection- 
dependent measured lifetime data for a given temperature. However, this LLI condition 
makes the SRH equation more simple and reduces the measurement errors in Zpo(T) and 
U(T).
The excess carrier density, A«, for TIDLS analysis is dependent upon the doping type, 
doping density, Et and Temperature. Appendix-C summarizes the suitable An and T 
ranges for TIDLS measurement for different values of doping density and Et for p and 
«-types of silicon.
2.6 Chapter summary
The SRH recombination mechanism and its equation have been used in lifetime 
spectroscopy for defect characterization of silicon. Derivation of the SRH equation is 
possible with the help of different assumptions and those assumptions need to be 
fulfilled during the implementation of the SRH equation in lifetime spectroscopy. Most 
of the parameters of the SRH equation are T-dependent and can be described by one or 
more thermal models reported by various researchers. A good thermal model of such 
parameters ensures better results from T-dependent lifetime spectroscopies like TDLS 
and TIDLS.
Traditional lifetime spectroscopies (IDLS, TDLS and TIDLS) have various strengths 
and weaknesses in defect characterization of silicon. It was found that these traditional 
techniques are unable to determine T-dependent values for on and op explicitly. A new 
approach to lifetime spectroscopy is proposed for the explicit determination of T- 
dependent values of an and op of a defect in silicon and assessment of the effective 
carrier capture mechanism and defect energy level (E,).
It is concluded that the traditional lifetime spectroscopies are not sufficient to explicitly 
measure T-dependent an and ap and a new procedure for lifetime spectroscopy is 
proposed to overcome the shortcomings. A new T-controlled lifetime measurement 
instrument is required to test the new procedure proposed in this Chapter. Chapter 3 will 
discuss the experimental development of such a T-controlled lifetime measurement 
instrument.
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CHAPTER 3
Lifetime measurement and instrument development
Lifetime spectroscopy requires an instrument for recombination lifetime measurement. 
This work implements a new approach to lifetime spectroscopy, which is based upon 
injection and temperature in order to characterize defects in silicon solar cells. An 
instrument capable of measuring recombination lifetimes for a wide range of injection 
levels and temperatures is a fundamental requisite for this work. This Chapter discusses 
various recombination lifetime measurement techniques and their suitability for this 
work. Furthermore, it explains the implementation of temperature control in the 
photoconductance (PC) based lifetime measuring instrument which is used for testing 
the theory presented in Chapter 2.
This Chapter discusses the dynamics of carrier recombination applied by lifetime 
measurement techniques and their technical details in Section 3.1. Section 3.1 further 
discusses the operating regime of each measurement technique for wider injection and 
temperature ranges. Following that, the development of a temperature control system in 
a PC lifetime measurement device will be discussed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 deals 
with the temperature dependent calibration of the developed T-controlled PC system. 
Finally, the accuracy of the developed measurement system and error analysis of results 
is presented in Section 3.4.
3.1 Measurement techniques
Recombination lifetime measurement techniques are based upon the recombination 
dynamics of generated carriers. Optical generation of carriers via the illumination of a 
semiconductor wafer is the most common practice. Xenon light or light emitting diodes 
(LED) are used as illuminating sources. Depending upon the illumination state of the 
optical source before and during the measurement, the lifetime analysis is classified as 
transient, steady state, or quasi-steady-state (QSS), (a generalised analysis combines all 
three). This section discusses the general principle of lifetime measurement and the 
technical details of three different types of lifetime measuring techniques, namely, the
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Micro-wave (MW) and Inductive-coil photoconductance (PC) and Photoluminescence 
techniques.
3.1.1 General principle
Lifetime analysis is based upon the continuity equation for excess carrier concentrations
(A/i)[l]
= M + I ^  (3.1)
dt q ax
where Gbuik and Ubuik are the generation and recombination rates in the bulk of the 
semiconductor, q is the elementary charge and Jn is the electron current density. For 
uniform generation and zero surface recombination, the electrical field within the 
sample is zero, so the carrier concentration is spatially uniform throughout the wafer. In 
such circumstances, the last term (known as the transport term) on the right-hand side of 
Equation (3.1) vanishes and the expression can be re-arranged as
U bulk  ( t ’ X )
dAn
Gbuik (l *) (3.2)
The basic expression for lifetime described in Equation (2.2) can be substituted by U 
(t,x) from the Equation (3.1) [2] and the effective lifetime (% ) can be expressed as
Tc(r =
A n(t)
G ( 0 -
dAn(t)
(3.3)
Equation (3.3) is the general expression for effective lifetime (Tefj) and can be 
simplified for transient and steady state analyses. During transient measurement the test 
wafer is illuminated by a sharp pulse of light before A«(t) is measured in the dark 
(G = 0). Hence the expression for transient measurement can be expressed as a reduced 
version of Equation (3.3)
A n(t) 
£^/r 5A«(/)
dt
(3.4)
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Practical limitations mean that the decay time of the illumination source can never be 
precisely zero. As a result, the transient analysis is only valid when the recombination 
lifetime is significantly longer than the decay time of the light source. This work 
requires the lifetime measurement of silicon wafers with various impurities which have 
a recombination lifetime as low as 2//s. Transient analysis is thus deemed unsuitable for 
this work, since the flash decay time of our apparatus is not suitable for transient 
measurement of lifetimes below 100 microseconds..
Steady state analysis is another type of lifetime analysis. In this case, the illumination is 
kept constant so that the rate of change of excess carrier concentration is negligible. 
Equation (3.3) can be re-written as
Teff
A n{t) (3.5)
A practical limitation also applies to steady state analysis. The test wafer needs to be 
kept under constant illumination during measurement, which causes heating, hence the 
true steady state lifetime is difficult to measure. In order to overcome this problem, 
Sinton et al. [3] proposed another technique known as quasi-steady-state (QSS). In the 
QSS technique the illumination intensity is slowly reduced to zero over a relatively long 
interval of time (several milliseconds) so that the decay rate is significantly higher than 
the recombination lifetime of the test wafer. This method is applied throughout Chapters 
4 - 6 .
An accurate measurement of An{t) and G{t) for the wafer under test is therefore essential 
for the determination of effective lifetime in this work. The generation rate can be easily 
measured by a reference cell. There are several techniques available for the 
determination of An{t). Photoconductance (PC) measurement is the first type of 
technique which measures the change in photoconductance of the wafer under test to 
determine An{t). Micro-wave (MW) and Inductive-coil techniques are based upon PC 
measurement techniques. A second type of measurement technique is based on 
photoluminescence (PL) in which a photon flux of radiative recombination is detected 
and used to determine kn{t). Other techniques such as DLTS are also used to determine
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An(t), however these techniques are not contactless. The following describes in detail 
the three most used contactless techniques for lifetime measurement. It then focuses on 
the suitability for implementation of temperature control for a wider range of An and 
temperature measurements.
3.1.2 Micro-wave photoconductance
The Microwave (MW) photoconductance technique was first applied by Ramsa et. al 
[4] in 1959. They measured the minority carrier recombination lifetime in Germanium. 
The experimental arrangement of a typical MW photoconductance technique is shown 
in Figure 3.1. An MW signal generated by a wave meter is regulated by the klystron and 
attenuator. A regulated signal is passed through the line section which consists of a 
squeeze section, a wave detector and a wave indicator for the measurement of wave 
ratios. The MW signal is passed through the semiconductor sample and the reflected 
power is measured with a tuned diode detector followed by an amplifier which is 
converted to An via calibration.
Attenuator
Klystron
Wave meter
Trigger
Generator
Pulse
Generator
Wave
detectorSqueeze
section
Wave
indicator
Detector & 
Amplifier
Oscilloscooe
Figure 3.1: Apparatus for a microwave lifetime measurement system.
The electrodeless (Optical) method is a commonly used version of the MW technique 
for minority carrier lifetime measurement in semiconductors. In this method, carrier 
injection in the semiconductor is performed by a light pulse and detection is via MW 
absorption. Figure 3.2 depicts the system used for lifetime measurement with the optical 
method.
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With the MW-PC technique, variation in sample photoconductance (Ad) is determined 
by the MW reflectance [5] of the test wafer after optical injection of carriers. The 
measured Act is then converted to average excess carrier density (Anav) as
A « „ v ( 0
Act (t)
qiVn+MpW
(3.6)
where //„ and /up are the carrier mobilities, q is the elementary charge and W is the width 
of the sample. The recombination lifetime of the carrier is determined from the 
asymptotic decay of Anav by transient analysis as stated in Equation (3.4).
Amplifier
Network
Power
Supply Pulse
Generator
OscilloscoDe
Motor driven 
mirror
Test wafer
Light source
Figure 3.2: Optical method for a microwave lifetime measurement system.
The MW technique is not suitable for absolute lifetime measurements at a higher carrier 
density (A«av), if knowledge of the injection level is required, as is the case in this work 
[6], This MW signal has a highly non-linear dependence on the photoconductance for 
higher values of Anav. As a result, lifetime measurements at higher Anav are usually 
performed with the application of a steady-state bias light.
Application of a bias light in order to measure recombination lifetime at higher Anav is 
not straight forward. Firstly, the measured lifetime with a bias light is a differential 
lifetime rather than actual lifetime [7], It is necessary to measure the differential lifetime 
with a bias light over the whole injection range and to integrate the resultant data in 
order to determine the actual injection level. Again, as the actual carrier density also 
depends upon the carrier lifetime, the integration procedure has to be performed 
iteratively. Furthermore, the MW reflectivity signal does not give the information about
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the absolute magnitude of excess carrier density, so the bias light has to be calibrated 
each time in order to calculate the background generation rate in the sample.
This work requires the measurement of carrier lifetime over a wide injection and 
temperature range. Since the MW-PC measurement system has some restrictions and 
limitations for the higher injection measurement and is more complex than the other 
contactless techniques (Inductive coil PC, discussed next), this technique is less suitable 
for our purpose.
3.1.3 Inductive-coil photoconductance
The use of an inductive-coil is another type of photoconductance (PC) based technique 
employed for recombination lifetime measurements in semiconductor wafers. This is a 
contactless technique which does not require the preparation of a special sample 
dedicated for measurement, i.e. with contacts. The fundamental approach of this 
technique involves the generation of carriers by optical energy, changing the 
conductance (Ad) of the test wafer and the measurement of A ct by using a magnetically 
coupled inductive-coil. Acris then converted to An which is used to calculate Tejj.
Rectifier & 
Amplifier
Generator
(<10Mhz) Balance Resistor
Solar cell
Balance Capacitor
Offset Resistor
Wafer
Sensor Coil
Figure 3.3: Inductive-coil photoconductance measurement system.
The inductive-coil PC based lifetime measurement technique was first used by Gabriel 
L. Miller et al. [8]. A patent registered in 1981 in the name of Miller et al. as a United
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States Patent with a title of “Method and apparatus for the contactless monitoring carrier 
lifetime in semiconductor materials’’ is the first recorded evidence of this technique. In 
his experiment, Miller et al. used a test wafer which was electromagnetically coupled 
into the tuned inductance-capacitance resonant circuit. The test wafer was then 
illuminated with a low frequency square wave modulated light source which changed 
the conductance of the test wafer by optically generating a number of carriers. The 
difference in the voltage across the resonant circuit between the period of illuminating 
and non-illuminating indicated the number of generated carriers. Miller also suggested 
using the difference between the current (AI) flowing into the circuit between the period 
of illumination and non-illumination of the wafer and converting A/ to a generated 
carrier concentration (An). The measured An can be converted to lifetime by employing 
Equations (3.3), (3.4) or (3.5) as required. The prototype developed by Miller allowed 
lifetime resolution of 0.1 ps, with 0.4 s of measurement time.
Kane and Swanson [9] used a technique similar to that used by Miller et al. to measure 
the emitter saturation current. However, the light source used by Kane et al. was 
different to that used by Miller and the calculation procedure was revised. A flash lamp 
with a single pulse was used by Kane et al. and the change in conductivity (Ao) of the 
wafer was measured after switching the light off. This technique thereby applied the 
transient photoconductance decay technique seen in Equation (3.4). The apparatus was 
improved by addition of the quasi-static flash and analysis, and commercialized by 
Sinton et al. [3]. A simple block diagram of the inductive-coil photoconductance 
measurement system is depicted in Figure 3.3.
An inductive-coil lifetime measurement system consists of a light source to illuminate 
the test wafer. A radio frequency generator is connected to the sensor coil that maintains 
a current-flow through the coil and creates a magnetic field around it. The test wafer 
when positioned adjacent to the coil is electromagnetically coupled with the coil. When 
the test wafer is illuminated with a pulse of light, the wafer generates excess electrons 
and holes (An) that change the conductance (er) of the wafer. The change in o alters the 
impedance of the sensor coil (ZC). This in turn, alters the overall impedance (Zlc) of the 
parallel inductive-capacitive (LC) circuit and alters the voltage drop across the coil. This 
change in the voltage of the LC circuit (Vlc) alters the voltage at the lower end of the 
primary winding in the differential transformer as shown in Figure 3.3. As there is a
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change in Vlc, the balance in the primary windings of the transformer (VR -  Vlc = 0) no 
longer prevails. This changes the output of the transformer to Vsec — £77? x (Vr - Vlc), 
where, kjR is the transformation ratio of the transformer. Vsec is then rectified and 
amplified and read as the output voltage Vou, and AF0U, is calculated. AVou, is then 
converted to the change in conductivity (Aö) by using calibration coefficients 
(discussed in Section 3.3). Act is then converted to An as per Equation (3.6) and to the 
effective lifetime ( Tejj) by using Equations (3.3), (3.4) or (3.5) as required. The 
generation rate G(t) is measured by using a solar cell located adjacent to the sensor coil. 
The output voltage of the solar cell is converted to the generation rate G(t) by using a 
calibration factor.
The inductive-coil PC technique measures the carrier injection level directly from the 
voltage output of the LC circuit and does not require device simulation. Furthermore, 
this technique is applicable for lifetime measurement for a wider injection range in 
comparison with the MW PC technique and there is no need to integrate the measured 
lifetime for a higher injection range as in MW PC. Again, there is no need for a bias 
light setting and calibration for each individual measurement for a higher carrier density 
in contrast to MW PC. In this regard, the inductive-coil PC technique is simpler and 
more accurate, and is therefore applied in this work.
3.1.4 Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) is another technique used for the measurement of carrier 
lifetime in semiconductors wafer. Unlike MW and Inductive-coil PC measurement 
techniques, PL detects a signal which is proportional to the product of minority and 
majority carrier concentrations rather than their sum. During the measurement a test 
wafer is illuminated with an appropriate light source for excess carrier generation. Some 
of the generated electron-hole pairs recombine via the radiative recombination 
mechanism (mentioned in Chapter 2), emitting a photoluminescence (PL) photon. A 
detector placed underneath the sample detects the number of emitted photons. The 
generation rate G{t) is detected by a reference solar cell as shown in Figure 3.4. The 
signal measured by PL detector can be expressed as
I PL = Aj B(T,An) n p  (3.7)
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Figure 3.4: T-controlled photoluminescence measurement system.
where A,- is a proportionality constant, B is a coefficient of radiative recombination 
which is dependent upon An, T, n and p. For p-type silicon p = NA + An and n -  An and 
for /z-type silicon n = Np + An and p = An, where NA and Np are the respective doping 
densities. Hence for p-type silicon Equation (3.7) can be re-expressed as
I PL = A, B(T, An) (N a + An) An (3.8)
This is a quadratic equation of a variable An, hence A/z(r) can be determined by its 
solution as
An(t) = +
2
( m
+ -
4 AiB(T,An)
(3.9)
Once An{t) is calculated, the effective lifetime ( Teff) can be determined by equations 
(3.3), (3.4) or (3.5) by using the measured value of generation rate G{t) when required.
The coefficient for radiative recombination B is not constant for An > 1 x 10 cm ’ . The 
measured value of An and hence zeff will be erroneous for An > 1 x 10l5cm'3. Hence the 
PL technique for lifetime measurement is only accurate for the value of An less than 
1 x 10l5cm'3 according to Trupke et al. [10].
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3.1.5 Suitable measurement techniques
Table 3.1: Capabilities and restrictions of contactless lifetime measurement techniques
(as of March 2006).
Technique
Suitable An Range Fast T-controlled
Low Medium High measurement option (available)
MW PC Yes Yes No No Yes
Inductive-coil PC Yes Yes Yes Yes To be developed
Photoluminescence Yes Yes No Yes To be developed
Table 3.1 depicts the capabilities and limitations of three different techniques for carrier 
lifetime measurement [11]. The inductive-coil PC measurement technique is found most 
suitable for this work in comparison with MW PC and PL technology. The complication 
associated with the MW technique for higher injection level measurement was 
explained in Section 3.1.1. Similarly PL technology requires adjustment in the radiative 
constant for an injection range higher than l x  10 cm' [11]. Inductive-coil PC 
measurement has been accepted as a reliable technique for lifetime measurement by 
several research institutes throughout the world [12]. On the basis of these facts, the 
inductive-coil PC technique was selected as the measurement technique for this work.
The inductive-coil PC technique for temperature dependent lifetime measurement has 
been employed by Schmidt et al. [13] and Rein et al.[5, 14]. The measurement device 
consisted of an inductive-coil PC instrument (WCT-100) from Sinton Consulting Inc 
[12] with a brass ring capable of heating the sample from 30 °C to 150 °C. This 
temperature range is relatively small for the purpose of this work. Hence an inductive- 
coil PC measurement instrument capable of measuring a wide range of temperatures (- 
150 to 350 °C) was designed in order to measure the electrical properties of various 
defects as mentioned in Chapter 2.
3.2 Instrument development
The implementation of temperature control to an inductive-coil PC measurement system 
was a pre-requisite for this work as there was no such system available. The WCT-100 
instrument from Sinton Consulting Inc [12] and a custom designed version of HCS-302 
from INTEC Inc. [15] were selected as the PC measurement system and the temperature 
control stage. This section describes the development of a temperature controlled PC
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measurement system and its operating range and condition. Furthermore, this section 
discusses the accuracy of measurement of the controlled temperature of the wafer and 
its effects in measured lifetime.
3.2.1 Description of existing systems
a. PC measurement instrument (WCT-100)
WCT-100 is a trade name of an inductive coil PC measurement system of Sinton 
Consulting Inc and there are more than 200 such systems in use throughout the world 
[12]. The system has a Xenon flash lamp as a light source which is powered by an 
adapter with a battery. Each battery is capable of providing 400 Watts per second. The 
flash has four user selectable operating modes i.e. automatic, manual, stroboscopic and 
TTL (with optional adapters for TTL camera control). For lifetime measurement 
purposes, the manual mode is preferred as pulse duration must be adjusted to suit the 
type of analysis mentioned in Section 3.1.1.
The PC sensor coil remains inside the main cabinet of the WCT-100 adjacent to the top 
surface where the test sample resides during calibration and measurement. The sample 
acts as the core for the sensor coil and change in wafer conductance is finally calculated 
as lifetime. The detail of calculation is discussed in Section 3.3. The coil is powered by 
a radio frequency generator of 8 Mhz frequency. The sensor coil is a part of a parallel 
inductor-capacitor (LC) circuit which has one fixed capacitor and one variable 
capacitor. The variable capacitor can be tuned externally to match the impedance of the 
LC circuit at the beginning of the measurement. This impedance matching process is 
known as balancing. The parallel LC circuit is connected to the upper-primary winding 
of a differential transformer. The lower-primary winding of the transformer is connected 
to the RF generator with a variable resistor (R) which is accessible externally by a 
resistor knob. Hence, during the process of balancing, the voltage in the upper and 
lower winding of the differential transformer should be equal so that the voltage output 
of the secondary winding is zero (minimum).
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Figure 3.5: Schematic view of WCT-100, depicting external interfaces balancing resistor 
and capacitor, test wafers and data acquisition to the oscilloscope.
The output terminal of the secondary winding of the differential transformer is 
connected to a signal conditioning unit which consists of a rectifier and an amplifier. 
The output signal of the amplifier is then fed to an oscilloscope or a PC for analysis and 
recording. The WCT-100 also has a light sensor made of a silicon solar cell. This cell is 
located next to the test sample location so it can measure the same light intensity that is 
falling on the wafer under test. The cell is connected in parallel to a variable resistor, 
which can be controlled externally. Appropriate selection of this parallel resistor moves 
the solar cell into the region of output current that exhibits linear correlation with the 
incident light intensity. A schematic diagram of a typical WCT-100 is depicted in 
Figure 3.5.
b. Heating and cooling stage (HCS-302)
‘HCS-302’ is the trade name of a temperature control stage produced by INSTEC Inc 
[15]. It was originally designed to provide a temperature controlled environment for 
optical microscopy. Figure 3.7 shows the HCS-302 with and without its outer cover.
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The stage temperature of the HCS-302 can be adjusted to between -190 and 400 °C. 
Heating in the stage is achieved via a resistive element controlled by a platinum 
resistive temperature detector (RTD) and the control stage known as STC-200. The 
STC-200 can also control a liquid nitrogen pump (LN2P) which is employed for the 
cooling of the HCS-302. Furthermore, the STC-200 has the capacity to control a water 
pump which becomes active when the stage temperature exceeds 100°C. This pump 
circulates water within the outer frame of the stage to prevent conduction of heat to the 
rest of the system. The test sample is covered by two inner and outer covers. Both 
covers are made of aluminium and have a central quartz window for optical access to 
the test sample. The inner cover is attached to the sample stage with four pin screws 
whereas the outer cover is attached to the outer frame with four thumb screws. The 
outer cover also has an inlet for dry nitrogen to facilitate demisting of the quartz 
window.
Figure 3.6: Pictorial view of HCS-302.
The physical and operating specifications of HCS-302 and its control were found to be 
compatible with the WCT-100 and suitable for incorporation into a T-controlled 
lifetime measurement instrument. However, both systems required modification before 
they could be combined.
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3.2.2 Modifications to the existing systems and their effects
The HCS-302 was designed for optical-thermal microscopy. The sample holding stage 
and optical windows on its covers (inner and outer) were small and not sufficient for 
lifetime measurement purposes. In the assumed T-controlled lifetime measurement 
system, the test sample is required to be concurrently housed within the HCS-302 and 
close to the sensor coil of the WCT-100. In order to fulfil this requirement the following 
changes were made in both components.
RF coil connection to WCT-100
Figure 3.7: Schematic view of the HCS-302 with raised coil of the WCT-100.
a. Sample holding stage of HCS-302
Initially, the maximum sample size that the HCS-302 could hold was 38 mm x 50 mm. 
Modifications were made so that this limit was increased to 50 mm x 55 mm. As a 
result a quarter of a 100 mm diameter wafer can be housed for measurement.
b. Apertures in outer and inner covers of HCS-302
The apertures of the outer and inner covers were 5 mm diameter. This was not sufficient 
to illuminate the test wafer for PC measurement. Hence, the apertures on both covers 
were increased to 20 mm. Both apertures were fitted with quartz windows for the 
optimal transmission of light during measurements.
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c. Rear aperture of HCS-302
The diameter of the rear aperture was increased to 22 mm from its original size of 5 mm 
in order to house the sensor coil inside the temperature controlled HCS-302 stage. The 
larger size rear aperture facilitates the housing of a larger diameter sensor coil in the 
WCT-100, increasing the sensitivity of lifetime measurements. However the larger rear 
aperture of the HCS-302 decreases the thermal stability of the stage. The aperture 
diameter of 22 mm was found to be optimum.
d. Sensor coil o f WCT-100
The diameter of the sensor coil of the WCT-100 was reduced to 16 mm from its original 
size of 20 mm so that it could be fitted within the rear aperture of the HCS-302. The 
diameter of the sensor coil has a positive correlation with the sensitivity of the coil, so 
we attempted to make the reduction as small as possible by increasing the HCS-302 rear 
aperture. The test sample fits inside the inner cover of the HCS-302 and the sensor coil 
should be located within close proximity (< 2mm) of it. The sensor coil is housed inside 
the groove of a ceramic solid cylinder (18mm dia.), which is a non-magnetic and high 
thermal stability material inserted into the HCS-302 via the rear aperture. The upper part 
of the coil housing, where the coil is found, is situated within 2 mm of the sample 
surface of the HCS-302. The positioning of the HCS-302 with the WCT-100 is depicted 
in Figure 3.7.
3.2.3 Complete system and its operating regime
A block diagram of the integrated system is depicted in Figure 3.8. It contains a flash 
light system controlled by a computer program (Microsoft Excel or MATLAB). The 
sensor coil of the WCT-100 is housed inside a ceramic cylinder and inserted into the T- 
controlled stage. The HCS-302 is temperature-controlled by the STC-200. The STC-200 
activates the resistive heating arrangement inside the stage for heating and activates the 
liquid nitrogen pump (LN2P) for cooling. When the STC-200 activates the LN2P, it 
starts to pump liquid nitrogen from the thermal flask via the stage. The STC-200 also 
controls a submersible water pump, which is submerged in a bucket of de-ionized water. 
The submerged pump operates when the temperature of the stage becomes higher than
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100 °C and circulates waters within the channel in the outer frame o f the stage. This 
water circulation prevents the spread o f heat from the stage to the rest o f the WCT-100 
system.
Liquid
N2Pump
Flash light
Liquid N2 
therm flask
Water bucket with 
submersible pump
T emperature 
control unit 
STC-200
WCT-100
with
HSC-302
Figure 3.8: T-controlled inductive coil PC based lifetime measurement system.
The temperature o f the stage can be controlled between -190 to 400 °C. The desired 
temperature can be input to the STC-200 manually. The sample should be placed inside 
the inner cover on the top o f the stage. Inner and outer covers provide better thermal 
stability for the sample by reducing convection heat loss or gain from its surroundings. 
The STC-200 displays the stage temperature rather than the wafer temperature. Hence 
the temperature o f the wafer may be different from the temperature shown on the 
display of the STC-200.
The temperature o f the sample under test should be stable before the taking o f 
measurements. Thermal stabilization o f the sample depends primarily upon the stage 
temperatures. Increased stabilization time (>5 min) is expected for higher or lower stage 
temperatures than when at room temperature. Once the wafer temperature becomes 
stable, measurements can be taken.
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3.2.4 Temperature deviation and thermal calibration 
a. Deviation of wafer temperature (T\\) with stage temperature (Ts)
The HCS-302 has its temperature sensor (RTD) inside the stage and the STC-200 shows 
the temperature on its display accordingly. The real temperature of the wafer needs to 
be measured separately by some other means. However, a correlation between wafer 
temperature (Tw) and stage temperature (Ts) is useful while setting Ts for a required 7V
Figure 3.9: Positioning of test wafer with thermocouple sensors (top 
view) in HCS-302 (cross sectional view).
Experiments were performed to find the correlation between Tw and Ts. The 
thermocouple sensors were attached to a wafer under test at uniform distances of 
one cm and the sample was placed on the HCS-302. Sensors were attached to the wafer 
by silver conductive paste for better thermal conduction. Figure 3.9 depicts the positions 
of the thermocouples in a quarter of a 10 cm diameter wafer and its position above the 
HCS-302. The average value of the thermocouple readings were taken as Tw and plotted 
as a function of Ts as shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Correlation between wafer and stage temperatures.
Tw is found to be higher than Ts for temperatures below room temperature (RT) and 
lower than Ts when the temperature exceeds RT. The correlations between Tw and Ts 
are determined separately for each of two temperature regions. The linear correlations 
between Ts and Tw are
Tw =0.871x T5 +2.12, for T5 < RT (3.10)
Tw = 0.924x71 +3.01, for Ts > RT (3.11)
Hence, these correlation equations should be use to set the temperature Ts for the 
required Tw.
b. Temperature deviation within the wafer
The HCS-302 implements conductive mechanisms to heat and cool the wafer. The 
wafer is normally placed freelyon the top surface, so a non-uniform air layer between 
HCS and wafer can not be avoided. Furthermore, the HCS has the rear aperture 
(22 mm dia.) for the sensor coil at its centre, which further reduces the uniformity of 
temperature distribution within the wafer. Non-uniformity of temperature distribution 
cannot be avoided in practice in this type of instrument arrangement. However, the
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accurate measurement of temperature deviation (Tdev) within the wafer is essential for 
the determination of confidence levels and the errors for the results obtained with this 
instrument.
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Max deviation 1.13 °C
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Figure 3.11: Temperature deviation within the wafer for -120, 30 and 
200 °C stage temperatures (Ts).
The experimental setup previously used for determination of the correlation between TV 
and Ts was used for the determination of TDEv within the wafer over the temperature 
range -120 to 300 °C. Tdev is plotted in Figure 3.12 for a Ts of -120, 30 and 200 °C for a 
mono crystalline silicon wafer with thickness 410 pm. Figure 3.11 shows that the wafer
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has a minimum temperature at its centre for the Ts> RT and a maximum temperature 
when Ts< RT. Tdev is found to increase as 7V deviates from RT. Tdev is determined as a 
function of 7> for later use during the calculation of errors in obtained results. The 
measured Tdev was better explained for three temperature regions. The first region (A) 
is below RT (-120 to 20 °C), for which Tdev decreases with an increase in temperature. 
Tdev is represented as a linear function of Tw and may be expressed as Equation (3.12). 
The second region (B) starts from RT and extends to 100°C, for which Tdev remains 
almost constant between 0.1 to 0.2 °C. The third region (C) is above 100°C, for which 
the Tdev is represented by a quadratic function of 7V as described in Equation (3.13)
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Figure 3.12: Temperature deviation within the test wafer.
TDEV = -3 .4 xlO-3 xTs +0.351, for 7s <RT (3.12)
Tdev = 2x l0~ 5x r 52 +1.75xl0"3x r 5 -0 .234, for Ts > 100°C (3.13)
3.3 Calibration and measurement
The test wafer is located at the core of the sensor coil and illuminated with a flash light 
in the inductive-coil PC measurement instrument. The light flash increases the excess 
carrier density (Aw) in the test wafer which, in turn, changes its conductance. This
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change in conductance ( A ct)  alters the inductance (L) of the sensor coil which is 
processed and finally presented as the carrier lifetime (7). This section discusses the 
step-wise signal-flow in the instrument during calibration and measurement. The 
validity of calibration and measurement is discussed for various ranges of temperatures 
and doping densities.
3.3.1 Lifetime measurement of inductive-coil PC system
The conductance (ö) of a silicon wafer can be expressed as a function of carrier 
densities and their mobilities
where n and p  are the numbers of electrons and holes and jUn and pp are respective 
mobilities. jun and pp are temperature and carrier concentration dependent and will be 
discussed in Section 3.3.2. The carrier concentrations p  and n for ap-type silicon can be 
expressed as
where N  is the net doping N -  \NA -  ND\. In equilibrium or dark conditions (An = 0), Ob 
therefore relates to N  as
where /4,o and fjpo are the mobilities of electrons and holes for respective concentrations 
in the dark. When the wafer is illuminated by a light flash, the hole density increases to 
(N + Ap) and electrons to [nl/(N + A«)], where An = Ap when we assume the wafer is 
without trapping centres. Hence the conductance o,i can be expressed as
<J = q(H„Xn + HPx P) (3.14)
p = N + An, and n — - j— + An (3.15)
ö-0 = 9  MpoN + (3.16)
2
(3.17)
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where n„i and flpi  are the mobilities of electrons and holes for respective concentrations 
in illuminated conditions.
The PC measurement technique should first determine N  from a measurement of Ob and 
then An from a measurement of <7l with the known values of jU„o, JUPo, H„l and flPL using 
Equation (3.16). This process of calculating An by using (Jo, (Jl, N /uno, jupo, jU„l and flpi 
is made simpler by determining the excess conductance {Ad) directly from the measured 
excess voltage (AT) using calibration coefficients as mentioned in Section 3.3.3. By 
combining Equations (3.15) and (3.16), Acrcan be expressed as
Act — er L ct0 q
2
(ßpi + M PL) A n  + (MpL-Mp*)N + ( M„ l o ) ^ - (3.18)
This can be further simplified with the help of two assumptions which make the second 
and third terms of Equation (3.17) negligible in comparison to the first term. The first 
assumption is flp = jupi = jUpo, which is valid for low values of N  but increasingly invalid 
for higher values. The second assumption is N »  nt which is valid at room temperature 
for N »  10 cm' (but increasingly invalid as the temperature rises due to the 
subsequent rise in n,.) The benefit of these assumptions is that An can be determined 
from A ct (and therefore AT) without knowledge of N, and with just the sum of the 
mobilities, rather than individual expressions for /jp and /un as
b<? = q ( H pL +/ / „ t )An (3.19)
These assumptions are routinely employed in lifetime analysis and must also be valid 
during the process of calibration, which will be discussed in Section 3.3.3.
How does the instrument work?
The illumination of the wafer changes its conductance (Ad) due to the increased 
numbers of carriers. The change in conductance ( A ct) of the wafer alters the inductance 
of the coil (Lm), which alters the impedance {Zl) of the coil as
Z L = kL{cüLM)2cr (3.20)
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Figure 3.13: Signal flow diagram in inductive-coil PC measurement instrument with 
calibration bypass.
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where ki is a constant dependent upon the physical dimension of the coil and co is the 
frequency of the system. Referring to Equation (3.20), a change in Zi alters the value of 
overall impedance (Zic) of the parallel LC circuit as
where Zc is the capacitive impedance of the parallel LC circuit. This change in Zlc 
alters the voltage drop (IVLC) across the LC circuit which engenders an imbalance in the 
primary winding of the differential transformer. An imbalance of the primary winding 
changes the output of the secondary winding ( Vsec) according to,
where kTR is the transformation ratio of the differential transformer and VR is the voltage 
of the upper primary winding.
Vsec of the differential transformer is then fed to the rectification and amplification unit 
and finally to the output voltage ( Vout), which is fed to the oscilloscope or data 
acquisition card,
where ka is the amplification factor. Figure 3.13 depicts the signal flow chart in the 
inductive-coil PC measurement instrument.
The instantaneous value of change to conductivity Ao{t) of the wafer under test is 
calculated from the measured Vout and then converted to An(t). The change rate of 
carrier density d(A/j) / dt is determined and the effective lifetime is calculated by using 
Equation (3.3), (3.4) or (3.5) as required. The physical parameters (ki, krR and ka) of 
Equations (3.20) to (3.23) are required in order to calculate Ao{t) from measured Vout- 
These parameters are difficult to obtain accurately and are sensitive to the vibration and 
displacement of the instrument. Hence obtaining and using accurate values of these 
physical parameters for the calculation of A a  from measured Vout is tedious. An 
alternative method of calculating A a  from measured Vout uses the pre-determined
(3.21)
Vsec ~  ^ tr(V r Vl c ) (3.22)
(3.23)
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correlation coefficients between Vout and A ct. The process of determining correlation 
coefficients between Vout and A ct is known as the calibration of the inductive-coil PC 
measurement instrument and is discussed in Section 3.3.3.
Acr is related to An and mobilities (jun and jup) as described in Equation (3.18) or in 
simplified form in Equation (3.19). jun and nP are also dependent upon carrier densities. 
Hence An should be calculated from measured Acr by an iterative procedure using a 
relevant carrier-density-dependent mobility model [16-20]. Further, jun and /up are 
strongly dependent upon temperature. As this work involves T-dependent measurement 
of effective lifetime, the appropriate carrier-density and T-dependent mobility model is 
essential for calibration as well as for measurement purposes. The next section will 
discuss temperature and doping-dependent mobility models.
3.3.2 Temperature and carrier-density-dependent mobilities
Carrier mobilities have a significant influence in a PC based lifetime measurement 
process. The effects of carrier mobilities are crucial for T-dependent lifetime 
measurements because both (in and flp have strong dependency on temperature. 
Accurate values for carrier mobilities are essential during determination of An from the 
output voltage signal (V out)- With this in mind a summary of temperature and carrier- 
density-dependence on mobilities and a review of reported mobility models [16-20] is 
presented.
The overall mobility of a carrier in silicon is determined by three kinds of scattering 
mechanisms to which carriers are subjected while under thermal agitation. Lattice, 
defect and carrier-carrier scattering are possible mechanisms. Each scattering 
mechanism is responsible for particular mobility components and can be distinguished 
[17]. The overall mobility is the function of these three types of mobilities is seen as
A „ „ ( n  = fW ( T ) - M , (T ) , jU ccs(T)} (3.24)
where ///,, /// represents the lattice, impurity and carrier-carrier scattering mobilities 
of carriers.
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Lattice scattering of carriers is caused by acoustic and optical phonons [21]. The 
mobility component of this scattering is known as lattice mobility (jjl ) and has strong 
dependence upon temperature. The generalized expression for /uL is
P l (T) — Mlo (3.25)
where fiL0 is a T-independent pre-factor and a is an exponent of the T-dependent 
function. The value of a  is dependent upon the type of impurity. Mobility models 
suggested by Dorkel et al., Arora et al. and Klassen et al. have a fixed values for a  
whereas Regiaani et al. [20] suggest a T-dependent function, a -  y ± c(77300).
Defect scattering of carriers comprises crystal defect, impurity and alloy scattering 
components. Among these three, impurity scattering dominates. Most reported models 
neglect crystal defects and alloy scattering in comparison with impurity scattering. 
Defect scattering mobility is also termed impurity scattering mobility or simply 
impurity mobility (//,). In general, jU, is found to increase with temperature and decrease 
with doping concentration (Nqop) and can be expressed as
M,(T)
A T 3/2
N
1 + B T 2
N + B T 2
(3.26)
where N  is the concentration of ionized dopants and A and B are physical parameters 
which depend upon the nature of the carriers. Klassen et al. [18, 19] presented two 
different forms of the expression for impurity mobility for majority and minority 
carriers. However, in either case, fl, is found to increase with temperature and decrease 
with doping concentration.
Table 3.2: Specifications of most commonly used carrier mobility models
Mobility model As a function Temp range Accuracy claim
Dorkel et al. [ 17] T, NA/D, An, n and p 200 to 600 K ±3% for 250 to 500 K and > ±10% for 200 to 600 K
Arora et al. [ 16] T, n and p 250 to 500 K >±10% for 250 to 500 K
Regiaani et al. [20] T, Na/d, n and p 300 to 700 K Not claimed
Klassen et al. [18, 19] T, Na/d, An, n and p 200 to 500 K Not claimed
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Figure 3.14: Electron mobility for 1 Q. cm boron-doped silicon.
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Figure 3.15: Hole mobility for 1 n  cm boron-doped silicon.
Carrier-carrier scattering is another type of scattering. It is responsible for the carrier- 
carrier scattering mobility (juccs) component. This type of mobility becomes very 
influential when carriers of both types are at high concentrations. Like jUh ( lccs is directly 
proportional to temperature and inversely proportional to the carrier numbers (n and p ). 
The generalized expression for jUccs can be expressed as
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Macs (T) = 2x}0^TC[l„{l + 8.28 x 108 T2(p ny m J '  (3.27) 
y j p n
The specifications o f four widely used mobility models [16-20] are presented in Table 
3.2. Electron and hole mobilities are depicted as a function o f temperature in Figures 
3.14 and 3.15.
The mobility model reported by Reggiani et al. is preferred for this work as this is the 
only model which is valid for the upper lim it o f the temperatures ( > 320 °C), which is 
required for this work. However, this model does not account for the scattering 
mobilities due to excess carriers (An). Hence this model is only suitable when 
An «  Ndop• This condition has been fulfilled while measuring and analysing the 
lifetime at higher values o f An throughout this work. Furthermore, the effect o f An 
scattering mobility on overall mobility was mapped at room temperature by comparing 
mobilities calculated from the Klassen et al. [18, 19] model which accounts for An in 
scattering mobilities. The Reggiani [20] model is formulated as
ß(ND ,Na,T) = ß0(ND ,Na,T)+ Ml(T )-ju0{Nd,Na,T)
1 +
M N D,NA,T) 
n d , ND V2 
CAT) CtX(D)
(3.28)
where /4(7) is the lattice mobility given as
- r + c ( T / m )
(3.29)
jUq(Nd, Na, T) and jux(ND, NA, T) are the carrier mobility modulators and given as
^ { N d,N a,T) M oc/ N d + Mog N A
n d + n a
and M \(N d , N a ,T ) MuND+MigNA
n d + n a
(3.30)
all the parameters o f expressions (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25) are presented in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Parameters of Reggiani’s mobility model
P a r a m e t e r s P h o s p h o r o u s B o r o n U n it
Umax 1141 4 7 0 cm2/V.s
C 0 .07 0 .0 0
Y 2.45 2 .1 6
Mod 6 2 .2  x r -0-7 9 0 .0  x T ' l i cm2/V.s
jUOz 132 .0  x T ' l i 4 4 .0  x r ’u'7 cm2/V.s
M\d 4 8 .6  x T'":I 2 8 .2  x T ' 2 " cm2/V.s
llu 7 3 .5  x T ' l lb 7 3 .5  x r ' 0-“ cirf/V.s
C r\ 8 .5 0  x 1 0 16 x T ibi> 1.30 x 1 0 18 x T 22 cm‘J
Crl 1.22 x 1 0 1' x T Zbb 2 .4 5  x 1 0 1V x T yi cm'J
C s i 4 .0 0  x I 0 i0 1 .10 x 1 0 18 x T b:i cm
C S2 7 .0 0  x 102U 6 .1 0  x 102U cm
CC\ 0 .68 0 .7 7
cc2 0 .72 0 .7 1 9
3.3.3 Calibration of the inductive-coil PC measurement instrument
—  300 K
- - 400 K 
• • • 500 K
- 600 K
b 10 -
Excess carrier concentration, An  (cm ')
Figure 3.16: Correlation between An and Adfor different temperatures. A ct 
is calculated by using Equations (3.14) and (3.15).
The calibration of the inductive-coil PC instrument is the process of finding correlation 
factors between the output voltage (Vout) and the conductivity (<r) of the wafers. Such 
correlation avoids the necessity of the determination of instrument specific parameters
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shown in Equations (3.15) to (3.18) in calculating Ao{t) from measured V0ut• The most 
common approach to calibration is to record Vout for a variety of wafers with known a, 
the data is then fit linearly or to a parabola as
O' = ax  V0UT2 + bx V0UT +c  (3.31)
where a, b and c are correlation coefficients and a = 0 for a linear calibration.
— 300 K
- ■ 400 K 
■ ■•500 K
600 K
Negative^
Correlation
Positive
Correlation
Non-linear region
Doping density, N  (cm'J)
Figure 3.17: Correlation of crwith NA for /?-type wafers at 300, 400, 500 
and 600 K.
Wafers with a wide range of doping densities (NA or No) are selected for calibration. 
These calibration wafers should have conductivity data with high precision to allow 
greater accuracy in measurements. The four point probe measurement technique [22] is 
the most common type of conductivity mapping technique used in silicon wafers. 
However, this technique has poor accuracy for lower conductivity (< 0.01 S/cm) wafers. 
The calibration process involves the placement of wafers above the sensor coil of the 
instrument. The corresponding Vout is recorded and the correlation between V0UT and <7 
is determined. The corresponding value of NA or No of the calibration wafers according 
to O’ is then used to determine the relation between carrier concentrations and Vout■ As
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discussed in Section 3.3.1, these assumptions must be valid during the calibration. Both 
assumptions are made to ensure a positive correlation of //w ith  eras An to A ct.
300 K 
400 K 
500 K 
600 K
Negative
Correlation/'*'
Positive
correlation
Non-linear region
Doping density, Nn (cm'3)
Figure 3.18: Correlation of erwith ND for «-type wafers at 300, 400, 500 and 600 K
-----Conductivity due to majority carriers only
-  -  Overall conductivity /
0 150 200
Temperature (°C)
Figure 3.19: Conductivity of p-type silicon due to the majority carriers and 
both carriers for different temperatures, depicting how the minority carriers 
dominate overall conductivity at higher temperatures (> Tmax).
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A positive correlation between NA or Nq with <7 ensures a simpler calculation of An 
from measured AG. Equation (3.15) shows a positive correlation between An and A ct, 
which is plotted in Figure 3.16 for different temperatures. T-dependent carrier 
mobilities, //„(T) and jUP(T) are calculated using the model suggested by 
Reggiani et. al. [20]. NA or ND also have positive correlation with <7 for the wafer having 
G > 10'4 S at RT. However, at higher temperatures (> 100°C) positive correlation does 
not occur for lower conductivity wafers. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 depict the correlation of 
Na or No with crfor p  and «-type wafers.
----- Conductivity due to majority carriers only
-  -  Overall conductivity /
0 150 200
Temperature (°C)
Figure 3.20: Conductivity of «-type silicon due to the majority carrier and both 
carriers for different temperatures, depicting how the minority carrier dominates 
overall conductivity at higher temperatures (> Tmax).
A non-linear region appears in conductivity versus doping density plots at a certain 
temperature, as shown in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. This nonlinearity occurs above a 
certain temperature, Tmax, when the overall conductivity of the wafer becomes less than 
the conductivity due to the majority carriers, i.e. the third term in Equation (3.18) 
became significant. Tmax is below 100 °C for low conductivity (< 10‘3 S/cm) wafers and 
increases with the conductivity of the wafer. Figures 3.19 and 3.20 depict the 
conductivity due to the majority carrier only and overall conductivity for p  and «-type 
silicon for temperatures 0 to 300 °C. T-dependent carrier mobilities, jUn(T) and jUp(T), are
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calculated using the model suggested by Reggiani et. al. [20]. Minority carrier densities 
are calculated by using Equation (2.35) where n,{T) is calculated by Equation (2.36).
The measured Vout for wafer temperatures greater than Tmax should not be used for 
calibration. Table 3.4 shows the Tmax of the wafers with their conductivity at room 
temperature (27 °C). Tmax is determined as the temperature at which the product of the 
minority carrier concentration with its mobility within 1 % of the product of the 
majority carrier concentration with its mobility.
Table 3.4: Maximum temperature (Tmax) for different conductivity of wafers (at 300 K) below 
which the minority carrier has a negligible contribution to overall conductivity of the wafer.
Conductivity 
(S cm’1)
p -type «-type
Na (cm'3) Tmax (°C) ND (cm5) Tmax(° C)
10 2 .3  x 1 0 17 4 5 8 .0 0 8 . 1  x i o 16 4 2 9 .0 0
1 1.5 x 1 0 16 3 1 2 .0 0 5.1  x i o 15 3 0 0 .0 0
0.1 1 .4  x 1 0 15 2 2 4 .0 0 4 .5  x i o 14 2 1 7 .0 0
0 .01 1.3 x 1 0 14 1 5 8 .0 0 4 .4  x i o 13 1 5 6 .0 0
0 .0 0 1 1 . 1  x i o 13 1 0 5 .0 0 4 .2  x 1 0 12 1 0 7 .0 0
0 .0 0 0 1 1 .4  x 1 0 12 7 0 .0 0 1.1 x 1 0 " 4 9 .0 0
Calibration of the system is performed with a variety of wafers with conductivity from 
0.1 to 100 Siemens. The resistivities of these wafers were measured using four point 
probe measurements and spreading resistance analysis. In four-point probe 
measurements, each data point has been derived from a statistical analysis of over 2000 
current-voltage measurements. Probe configuration switching was used to correct for 
any variations in probe spacing and for any current crowding due to wafer-edge effects. 
For spreading resistance analysis, the reduced data have been obtained by comparing 
measured values with measurements on standard bulk samples of known resistivity and 
appropriate crystal orientation.
The conductivity of a wafer is dependent upon its width and expressed as Siemens per 
unit of width (S/cm). The calibration and measurement wafer has a different shape and 
width, making exact calculation of conductivity difficult. Furthermore, it is not 
necessary that the entire area of the wafer is magnetically linked with the sensor coil of 
the PC measurement instrument during calibration and measurement. The conductivity 
of the wafer needs to be width independent. In this regard, the term “sheet conductance”
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(<Jsq) is introduced, which is independent of width of the wafer and can be obtained by 
multiplying the conductivity of the wafer by its width. Hence one Siemens square (<Jsq) 
is the conductivity of one unit area of the silicon wafer and can be expressed as
crsq=crxW  (3.32)
The specifications of the calibration wafers are presented in Table 3.5 with the 
maximum temperature (Tmax) for which assumption (2) is valid and the Vout of the 
respective wafers for different temperatures. The sensor coil is housed inside the heating 
stage and heating or cooling of the coil according to the stage temperature can not be 
avoided. Hence calibration was performed for the entire operating temperature range (0 
-  310°C) of the instrument in order to ensure any changes in the physical parameters 
mentioned in expressions (3.16) to (3.19) are accounted for.
Table 3.5: Calibration wafer details and their corresponding V0UT for selected 
temperatures, data in bold italic corresponds to the negative conductivity as shown in 
Figure 3.21
Wafer n a Width Tmax Vo u t(V) V0ut (V) Vo u t(V) *W (V )
(cm '3) (pm ) (°C ) (30 0 C ) (100 °C ) (200 °C ) (300 °C )
A 1.84 x 1013 517 118 0.038 0.020 0.023 0.028
B 1.70 x 1015 525 236 0.100 0.063 0.012 0.018
C 3.80 x 1015 543 265 0.150 0.105 0.030 0.035
D 1.50 x 1016 245 321 0.286 0.183 0.073 0.020
E 3.10 x 1016 336 356 0.598 0.388 0.202 0.105
F 3.30 x 1016 289 359 0.503 0.340 0.170 0.089
G 5.90 x 1016 297 390 0.827 0.550 0.301 0.612
The value of Vout recorded for sample (A) for 200 °C and samples (A), (B) and (C) for 
300 °C can not be used for the calibration purpose as these temperatures are above Tmax 
of the respective wafers. Figure 3.21 (a) depicts the correlation between crsq(T) and Vout 
at 30 °C. The correlation is expressed in linear and quadratic forms as
(7 = -0 .247xV0UT2 +1.253xV0UT -0.049 for quadratic fit and (3.33)
cr = 1.473xFot/7. -0.081 for linear fit. (3.34)
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G Measured data 
- Linear fit 
—  Quadratic fit
• 30 C
Linear fit 
Quadratic fit
Figure 3.21: Correlation of wafer sheet conductivity (<jsq) to VOUT for (a) 30 °C,
(b) at different temperatures.
The temperature of the wafers varies when the stage is operating at increased or 
decreased temperature, depending on shape and size. This makes it difficult to achieve 
Vout for the same temperature in all wafers at higher or lower than room temperature. 
Figure 3.22 (b) depicts the correlation between o{T) and Vout for the temperatures -25 
to 310 °C. The correlation between o[T) and Vout determined at 30 °C is found to be 
valid for the entire temperature range. The linear and quadratic fit has errors of 3% and 
2.8% error for 95% confidence interval.
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The coefficients of the expressions (a, b and c) are subject to change by physical 
displacement or vibration of the instrument. Frequent re-calibration of the system helps 
to maintain measurement precision.
24
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Figure 3.22: Slope of the plot VOUT Vs asq for different temperatures.
Figure 3.22 depicts the slope of the plot (Vout Vs <7s q )  for temperatures -25 to 310 °C. 
The slope does not show any trend with temperature and is within the error of the 
measurements (7%).
3.4 Uncertainties in measurement
The inductive-coil PC based instrument measures the carrier lifetime of the wafer under 
test on the basis of the parameters of the test wafer and the different models adopted. 
The accuracy of the measured data is dependent upon the accuracy of the test wafer 
parameters and the error associated with the employed physical models. Furthermore, 
the precision of the instrument is also vital in obtaining better accuracy in measured 
data. Detailed assessment of error associated in the results of the device is presented in 
Appendix D. This section lists the input and model parameters with their typical errors 
and corresponding error associated with lifetime measurement. Table 3.6 presents the
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typical uncertainty of the above mentioned parameters to three types of lifetime 
analysis.
Table 3.6: Effect of typical errors in different parameters on 
overall lifetime measurements.
Parameters Typical error (%)
Wafer thickness (W) ±2.5
Mobility {jin and fip) ±5
Intrinsic carrier concentration («,) ±5
Calibration factors (a, b) ±3
Reference voltage (Vrej) ±2
Temperature ±2
Measured injection density (Aw) ±6.4
Measured lifetime TejfG) (s) ±7.5
Measured lifetime TejfQSS) (s) ±6.0
Measured lifetime Tef{ (Tr) (s) ±0.0
a. Wafer thickness (W): The thickness of the wafer (test and calibration) is used to 
calculate A<rSq and An. The measured An is divided by W to calculate reff, hence the 
uncertainty inherited by W of the test-wafers cancel out. However, the uncertainty 
inherited by W of the calibration wafer transfers uncertainty on the calibration factor.
b. Mobility (ji„ and pip): The sum of the carrier mobilities (jun ± nP) used to calculate An 
from conductivity of the wafers (test and calibration) and Teff is calculated from An. 
Hence the uncertainty inherited by the carrier mobility model will transfer to the 
measured reff. As carrier mobilities are also the function of An, error in An is convoluted. 
However for the region An < 10 cm' , the effect of An on carrier mobilities is less 
significant. Furthermore, carrier mobilities also depend upon temperature hence the 
uncertainty associated with T is also transferred to carrier mobilities and then to 
measured lifetime.
c. Intrinsic carrier concentration (nj): nt is used to calculate the minority carrier 
concentration which is then used to calculate the base conductivity of the wafer. Hence
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the uncertainty associated with the adopted model for nt will be transferred to measured 
lifetime.
d. Calibration factors (a, b): Calibration factors are determined by linear or quadratic 
fit of the measured Vou, with the known conductance (asq) as discussed in Section 3.3. 
Hence the error in such fit of the data (Vout Vs <Jsq) introduces error in calculated An 
from measured voltage (AVoul).
e. Temperature (T): Carrier mobilities and intrinsic carrier concentration are the 
function of temperature. Hence uncertainty in T introduces error to p and nt and finally 
to measured lifetime.
f. Reference voltage (Vref): Reference voltage (Vre/) of the reference cell is used to 
calculate the generation rate G(t) of the test wafer. Hence the error associated with Vref  
is transferred to measured lifetime.
Appendix D discusses the effect of the above mentioned parameters in three different 
types of lifetime measurements.
3.5 Chapter summary
In this Chapter, three types of contactless lifetime measurement techniques which have 
potential for T-controlled lifetime measurement are discussed. The inductive-coil PC 
measurement instrument is selected for the implementation of the T-controlled stage on 
the basis of its simplicity and popularity. A T-controlled stage, HCS-302, was selected 
and custom-designed to be implemented with a modified version of an inductive-coil 
PC measurement instrument, WCT-100. The modifications to the original systems 
(HCS-302 and WCT-100) are discussed in Section 3.2.2.
HCS-302 can hold the test wafer from -190 to 400 °C, however the designed T- 
controlled lifetime measurement system is tested from -150 to 340 °C. The temperature 
of the test wafer (7 »  is found lagging behind the stage temperature (Ts) displayed in the 
system and the temperature gradient within the wafer is noted and discussed in Section 
3.2.4.
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A correlation is made between output voltage ( Vout) of the inductive-coil PC 
measurement system and the conductivities (aD) of the wafers as determined for the 
temperature -25 to 310°C. These correlation factors (calibration coefficients) are found 
to be unaffected by changes to wafer temperature. The detail of the calibration process 
is discussed in Section 3.3.
Uncertainties in the measured parameters are assessed on the basis of input and model 
parameters required and discussed in Section 3.4. A detailed explanation of 
uncertainties is further discussed in Appendix D. Wafer thickness, calibration factors, 
reference voltage and temperature are the entered parameters whose uncertainties are 
transferred to measured lifetime, whereas mobility and intrinsic carrier concentrations 
are the T-dependent models, which transfer their uncertainties to the measured lifetime.
This Chapter completes the development and commissioning of a T-controlled lifetime 
measurement instrument suitable for testing the new procedure of lifetime spectroscopy 
as discussed in Chapter 2. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 will use this instrument for lifetime 
measurement at different temperatures on intentionally metal-contaminated silicon 
wafers.
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CHAPTER 4
Molybdenum in silicon
Molybdenum (Mo) is a transition metal and a potential source of contamination in 
silicon devices[l]. Mo remains in interstitial form within the lattice structure of silicon 
and creates an electrically active defect. Such defects act as recombination centres 
which reduce the lifetime of the generated carrier and hence the efficiency of the solar 
cells. Electrical properties of such defects are important for the study of performance 
and to optimize or design an efficient solar cell and other semiconductor devices.
A significant number of Mo atoms (0.64 -  4.6 x 1013 cm’3) was measured by Istratov et 
al. [2] in commercially available multicrystalline silicon solar cells by neutron 
activation analysis (NAA) techniques in 2004. These cells were prepared by using 
sheet, cast and ribbon technology. Davis et al. [3, 4] presented the correlation between 
the concentration of various metallic impurities to the conversion efficiency of solar 
cells in his paper in 1980 as presented in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. The Mo concentration 
measured by Istratov et al. is sufficient to reduce the efficiency of solar cells by one 
third. Furthermore, Davis et al. reported that Mo is the second most effective impurity 
after Tantalum (Ta) for the reduction of the efficiency of silicon solar-cells.
Mo defects have a capture cross sections ratio in the range 13 -  28 at room temperature 
[1, 5, 6] and are ideal for testing the new approach of TIDLS proposed in Section 2.5 
for determination of T-dependent carrier capture cross sections of Mo defects in silicon. 
Furthermore, this Chapter presents a novel approach to assess the defect energy level 
(E,) of Mo defects in silicon from the measured crn(T).
Section 4.1 discusses the Mo defect in silicon and its effects on device performance and 
summarises the previous work performed in determining the electrical properties of the 
Mo defect in silicon. Section 4.2 explains the details of the sample and the methodology 
for determination of (Jn(T) and crr(T). Section 4.3 presents the results of (J„(T) and crr(T) 
of Mo defects in silicon and discusses a possible capture mechanism. Finally, Section 
4.4 presents a novel procedure to assess E, of a Mo defect by using the T-dependent 
trend of measured crn{T).
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4.1 Mo defects in silicon
Mo belongs to the 4d transition metal group in the periodic table. Even though the 
elements in the 4d group have low diffusivity, Mo atoms can diffuse into the silicon 
wafer during the expitaxial or plasma etching process [1]. Mo reacts strongly with 
oxygen by forming an oxide. Oxygen is excluded during the high temperature reduction 
process but Mo remains in the bulk. Thus Mo can be observed in an expitaxial wafer or 
in the processed wafer after plasma etching. The heat shield of the Cz pullers are 
another potential source of Mo contamination in Cz silicon as identified by Jester et al. 
[7]. It is believed that Mo neither appears in precipitate form nor forms pairs with other 
impurities [1]. Mo appears in the lattice of silicon and forms electrically active defects. 
Such defects reduce the lifetime of the generated carrier and hence reduce the 
conversion efficiency of solar cells.
Ec
Conduction band edge
E,=
Ev
Defect energy level range
0.375 to 0.28 eV
Valance band edge
Figure 4.1: A band diagram of silicon depicting the defect energy level of Mo.
In 1995, Graff[l] summarised published information about the electrical properties of 
Mo in silicon, principally based on deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS). 
Interstitial Mo was found to introduce a single defect energy level (Et) that is donor-like 
and exists at 0.28 ± 0.01 eV above the valance band edge of silicon (Ev) with hole and 
electron capture cross sections crr = 6.0 x 10 16 cm2 and on =1.60 x 10 14 cm2 
respectively. In addition to those studies, Rohatgi et al. [4] applied DLTS coupled with 
dark and illuminated I-V measurements and concluded the defect energy to be E, = Ev 
+ 0.30 eV. Hamaguchi et al. [8] applied DLTS and optical-DLTS to investigate the Mo- 
related defects in silicon and reported E, = Ey + 0.31 eV. Similarly Pettersson et al. [9] 
applied Junction Space Charge Techniques (JSCT) and found E, =  Ey + 0.298 eV. More
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recently, Rein et al.[5, 6] applied a combination of temperature and injection-dependent 
lifetime spectroscopy to determine E, = Ey + 0.317± 0.05 eV and the ratio of the capture 
cross sections on/op = 13 ± 3. Furthermore, they concluded that both ap and crn have a 
dependence on temperature T ]'5, where it was assumed that the temperature dependence 
of on/op was constant. Table 4.1 summarises these published results on the interstitial 
Mo defect in silicon. Figure 4.1 depicts the Mo defect in silicon in band a diagram.
Table 4.1: Reported results of the electronic properties of Mo related defects in silicon.
<x„ (cm2) Op (cm2) On /  Op
(at 27 °C)
E , (eV) Reference 
and Technique
4.21 X 10'8X r~295 7.60 X 10“8X r -107 11 ±2 Ev + 0.375 ±0.04 This work,
1.6 x 10'14 
(at 27 °C)
6.0 x 10‘16 
(at 27 °C)
26.67 Ev + 0.28 [1], Average
NA NA NA Ev + 0.30 [4], DLTS
NA NA NA Ev + 0.31 [8], DLTS
NA NA NA Ev + 0.298 [9], JSCT
7.8 x 10'15 
(at 27 °C)
NA 13 ± 3 Ev + 0.317 [5, 6], TIDLS
4.2 Sample detail and methodology
A silicon ingot was grown with the pedestal growth technique and boron-doped with a 
resistivity of 1.8 & cm. The ingot was intentionally contaminated by adding 2800 ppma 
of Mo in the silicon melt [10]. A Mo concentration of 2 x 1013 cm'3 was determined by 
Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA) on the section of the ingot studied here, as 
described in detail elsewhere [10]. If all of the Mo atoms are interstitial and active, this 
gives an upper limit to A, of 2 x 1013 cm’3, however only a factor (fact) of those Mo 
atoms act as recombination centers [1]. The experiment was performed on a silicon 
sample sliced from the ingot. The wafer was subjected to a phosphorus diffusion step, to 
remove unintended fast-diffusing impurities such as Fe, which may otherwise affect the 
lifetime. The diffused layers were then removed by chemical polishing, followed by 
cleaning and a Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) process, an 
SiNx layer optimised for surface passivation as described by Coletti et al. [11]. The 
average width of the sample was 285 microns.
Mo forms a donor level in the lower half of the silicon band gap. A boron-doped silicon 
with Mo impurity satisfies the conditions for the simplification of the SRH equation as
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mentioned in Section 2.5.1, therefore Equation (2.61) is valid. Equation (2.61) requires 
E, to calculate p\(T), however at very low temperatures, when thermal generation is 
negligible, i.e. p\(T) «  po(T), Equation (2.61) is further simplified as
w o = u n + ^ 7 ^ > < A «  (4.i)
Po(T)
Table 4.2: Temperature for which the assumptions (n\ + n0) <0.01 x An and p\ <0.01 x p0 is 
valid for analysis.
Et «i(7) + n0(T) « A n p x(T) « p 0(T) References
Ev + 0.28 eV T< 160 °C T< 0°C Graff [1]
Ev + 0.30 eV T< 158 °C T< 10 °C Rohatgi et al. [4]
Ev + 0.317 eV T< 155 °C T< 18 °C Rein [5, 6]
At temperatures where Equation (4.1) is valid, the slope of a plot of tSrh against An 
gives tpo / po and the intercept gives r„o- Hence <r„ and crp can be calculated using the 
measured slope and the intercept of a linear plot of tSrh against An for different 
temperatures by using Equation (2.20) and an effective capture mechanism can be 
inferred from the temperature dependence of <7n(T) and <7P(T) [12-14].
Upper limit of 
An for analysis
P0(T)>> P,(T) for all
reported E((Mo)
-100-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
Temperature (°C)
Figure 4.2: Carrier densities ( n p i, n0 and p0) for E,= Ey+ 0.28 eV for Mo 
defect shows 0°C as the most conservative temperature at which Equation (4.1) 
becomes valid.
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When An < 2.5 x 1014cm'3, the above mentioned conditions of Equations (2.60) and 
(4.1) are satisfied. The carrier densities (n\, p\, no and po) and An for the analysis are 
depicted in Figure 4.2 for the defect energy level of Ey  + 0.28 eV in silicon. This graph 
shows m+no «  1 x io 14 cm'3 for temperatures less than 160°C and p\ «  po for 
temperatures less than 0°C. Table 4.2 depicts the temperature ranges for which the 
assumption («i + no)«  An and p\ «  po is valid for different reported values of Eh 
where we require the negligible value to be no more than 1% of the significant value. In 
this work, the most conservative upper limit of temperature is chosen for subsequent 
analysis.
■ Control wafer 
* Mo Contaminated wafer
-110 to 150°C 
in the steps of 20°C
Excess carrier density (cm")
Figure 4.3: (a) Injection-dependent lifetime of Mo-contaminated and control 
wafers at room temperature, (b) Injection-dependent lifetime for 
temperatures -110 to 150°C in intervals of 20 °C.
no{T) was determined by using the doping density (Na) and the T-dependent intrinsic 
carrier concentration, m{T) [15]. Freeze-out of the boron atoms can be taken into 
account at low temperatures (< 77 °C) by adopting the T-dependent model of po(T)
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suggested by Ashcroft and Mermin [16]. Table 4.2 presents (7/ow) for different Et for the 
selected sample. Taking the most conservative value (0°C) as Tiow, T„o(T) is determined 
for -110 to 0 °C only. Tpo(T) is determined for the entire temperature range (-110 to 
150 °C) as it can be calculated from the slope of the plot (tsrh Vs An) which is valid for 
any temperature in Equations (2.61) or (4.1). T-dependent models for v,hn and vthp 
reported by Green et al. [15] were employed to calculate <rn and <rp using Equation 
( 2 .20).
Experimental
3.0x10
>1.5x10
2.4x101.2x10 1.6x10 2.0x103
Excess carrier density (cm )
Figure 4.4: Lifetime plot and linear fit of Mo-doped (1.8 Ohm cm) wafer for the 
selected injection range (1 x 1014 - 2.0 x 1014 cm'3).
Lifetime measurements were performed on a temperature controlled inductive coil 
photoconductance based instrument, described in Chapter 3. Figure 4.3 (a) depicts the 
injection-dependent lifetime data for a Mo-contaminated wafer and a control wafer at 
room temperature. The effective lifetime (tefj) in a Mo-contaminated wafer was found to 
be less by an order of magnitude than the control wafer, which ensures the Mo-defects 
are dominating recombination centres. Figure 4.3 (b) depicts the injection-dependent 
lifetime for temperatures -110 to 150 °C in intervals of 20 °C. Typical injection- 
dependent lifetime plots, from -110 to 150 °C in steps of 40 °C over the An range 
chosen for analysis, are depicted in Figure 4.4.
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4.3 Capture cross sections of Mo in silicon
<JP(T) o f Mo in silicon
4.0x106 
3.0x106 
\  2.0x106a>
l.OxlO'6
0.0 
2.4x10 21 
2.0x10 21 
1.6x1021
<D
Q -  .2 1
0 1.2x10V)
8.0x10 22 
4.0x10 22 
0.0
^  2.0x105
5  1-6x10 5
^  1.2x10 5 
<u
1  8.0x106
^  4.0xl0'6
0.0 
6xl0'16
5xl0’16
\  4x10 16
^ 3 x 1 0  60
1  2x10 16 
3  1x10“
0
$ £
□ a □ E
Q Measured r^at An = lx l0 'H cm’3_____  eft
Temperature (°C)
Figure 4.5: Measured r^a t An = l x 10'l4cm'3, slope of the plot (%-Vs An 
over the range 1 -  2.5 x 1014 cm'3), calculated Tp0 and ap as a function of 
temperature(T).
The xeff of the test wafer at low level injection (An < 2.2 x 1014 cm'3) was found to 
increase with temperature. Measured re^ a t An 1 x 1014 cm'3 and the slope of the plot (reff
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Vs An for the range 1 -2 .5  X 1014 cm"3), calculated for tpo and gp when f act = 1 over the 
temperature range -110 to 150°C, is depicted in Figure 4.5. The measured value of op 
decreases with temperature over the entire temperature range. This eliminates the 
possibility that hole capture occurs via multiphonon emission (MPE) in which ap 
increases with temperature [12]. We also rule out cascade capture as a possible capture 
mechanism because it is only relevant to shallow coulomb attractive defect centres [14]. 
This leaves excitonic Auger capture (EAC)[13] as the most likely mechanism for the 
capture of holes by the Mo defect.
The temperature dependence of o  under EAC is governed by the equation o  = cr0T**, 
where Go and a  are independent of temperature. The line in Figure 4.5 is a fit of this 
equation to the experimental data, where Go = 6.1 ±0.8 x 10"14 cm'2 and a  = -  
1.07 ± 0.05. The uncertainty in these values represents a 95% confidence interval from 
an error-weighted least-square fit to the experimental data.
The above calculation assumes 100% of the Mo atoms are electrically active, however 
this may not be valid if, for example, precipitation occurs [1]. In the case where only a 
fraction ifzc{) of Mo atoms are electrically active, the temperature dependence of the 
hole capture cross section is therefore
Gp (T) = —’— (6.05 ± 0.8x 10~14 )r-(, 07±0 05) (4.2)
fa c t
Thus, Go is inversely proportional to f act while oris independent of f act. If the fraction of 
electrically active impurities w ere^ t = 0.3, then gp becomes consistent with the DLTS 
value reported by Graff at room temperature [1]. We note that a fractional activation of 
Mo atoms does not alter the conclusion that EAC is the most likely capture mechanism 
of holes.
CJn(T) o f Mo in silicon
The electron capture cross section g„(T) was first determined for the temperature range - 
110 to 0 °C by implementing Equation (5), which does not require E,. g„ is also found to 
decrease monotonically and like gp, it can be best described by an EAC mechanism. The 
EAC fit of the measured g„ gives
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Gn(T) = —  (4.21 ±0.4x1 o-8) r - (2-95±002) 
fad
(4.3)
Figure 4.6 depicts measured re^ a t An = 1 x  lO14 cm'3, an intercept o f the plot (r^V s  An 
for the range 1 - 2 . 5  x 1014 cm'3), calculated r„o and the calculated on(T) when f ac, = 1 
over the temperature range -110 to 150°C. W hen/act = 0.3, an extrapolated to room 
temperature is consistent with Rein’s value o f an!op multiplied by G raffs value o f cr„, 
and when/act = 0.15, cr„ is consistent with G raffs value o f an.
re/rfor A/? = 1x10 cm'
@ ® ® 8
B  ®  O
0.0
4 .0x l0 '6 - 
j3 3 .0x l0 ’5-
Q .
$ 2.0x10 
C l.OxlO’6- 
0.0
^  4 . 0 X 1 0 ' 6 
</>
^  3.2x10 6
■g 2.4x10
3 1.6x10 6 ■ 
ro
U 8.0x10'
0.0
1 .6 x l0 14
1.4x10 14 -
^  1.2x10 14 -
w  -14^  1.0x10
8 . O X I O 15-
T3
jo 6.0x10 15 -
3
Q 4 .0 x l0 15 
2.0x10 15 - 
0.0
Measured Intercepts 
Fitted Trend
Calculated xm for -110 to 0 C 
- Extended trend of xM calculated for -110 to 0°C 
r^ o tor E = 0.28 eV [) 
for £ = 0.30 eV [] 
r^for £ = 0.32 eV [] 
for £ = 0.375 eV
Calculated <7,(7) for -110 to 0°C 
Fitted trend of <rn( 7) for EAC
☆  Graff [1] value at 27°C 
Rein [7] value at 27 °C 
an(T) for £  = 0.28 eV [1]
<t„(7) for £  = 0.30 eV [] 
0,(7) for £  = 0.32 eV [] 
an{T) for £  = 0.375 eV
© ® ® ®
J J  I i  I
■100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Temperaure (°C) _______
Figure 4.6: Electron capture cross section for Mo in silicon fitted with 
excitonic Auger capture mechanism and other previously published values at 
RT.
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4.4 Assessing Et of Mo in Silicon
The extended trend of cr„(7) determined above is then compared with the calculated 
Vn(T) for the temperate range 0 to 150°C. crn(T) for the temperature range 0 to 150°C is 
calculated according to Equation (2.61) by using E, reported by various researchers [1, 
4, 5] to calculate p\(T) and n\{T). Figure 4.7 depicts the calculated on{T) for reported Et 
and the best fit for EAC according to Equation (4.3). The corresponding Et for the best 
fit on(T) is found as Ey + 0.375 ± 0.03 eV which is deeper than the previously reported 
values [1,4, 7].
The Mo defect has an effect comparable to the Tantalum (Ta) defect in reducing the 
efficiency of a silicon solar cell [3] and the efficiency of such a solar cell has a positive 
correlation with the carrier lifetime [17]. The carrier lifetime is a function of E, and cr for 
a defect assisted recombination mechanism [18, 19]. Ta has er„(-23 °C)>3.9 x 10'15 
cm and Et = Ec -  0.58 eV [1] for a donorlike defect in silicon. Since on of Ta is 
comparable to Mo, a deeper Et for Mo is expected than the reported values for a 
comparable recombination effect of Mo in silicon similar to Ta. Furthermore, an 
exponential rise in carriers’ lifetimes, known as Arrhenius rise, should be observed in 
an injection-dependent lifetime plot of a silicon wafer at different temperatures (see 
Figure 4.3), at a low injection level at temperatures around 100- 120°C for Et < 
Ey + 0.35 eV [5]. Figure 4.3 depicts a gradual rise rather than an Arrhenius rise of the 
carriers’ lifetime for injection level An<  1><1014 cm'3 up to 150°C which justifies a 
deeper Et for Mo defect than those reported in the literature [1,4, 5].
4.5 Capture cross section ratio
Figure 4.7 plots the ratio of the capture cross sections (^ 7n/ap) over the temperature 
range, -110 to 150 °C. The symbols in Figure 4.7 plot the data assuming 
E, = Ev + 0.375 eV, and the error bars combine the uncertainty in the measurement with 
the uncertainty in Et. The figure shows that an/ap decreases with temperature, even 
though both carriers are best described by the same capture mechanism (EAC). The data 
agrees well with the values reported by Rein et al.[5,6] at room temperature. The 
uncertainty due to any partial activation of Mo atoms in silicon (represented by f act in 
Equations (4.2) and (4.3)) cancels in the calculation of on/op. However the uncertainty in
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ojop increases at higher temperatures (> 0 °C) due to the uncertainty in an associated 
with the uncertainty in Et.
40- 
35- 
30- 
p  25- 
P  20- 
bC 15- 
10 
5 
0
° This work 
*  Graff [1] 
° Rein
Sil}I i S si 2 2 9 2 2
-100-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Temperaure (°C)
Figure 4.7: Capture cross section ratio of Mo defects in silicon at different 
temperatures.
4.6 Chapter summary
The T-dependent trend of o „ and op of Mo defects in silicon were determined by 
applying a new analysis procedure of SRH lifetime as mentioned in Chapter 2. T- 
dependent SRH lifetimes were measured by using the inductive coil technique 
mentioned in Chapter 3. T-dependent expressions for on and op of Mo in silicon were 
determined independently for the temperature range -110 to 150 °C. The T-dependent 
trends of both an and op are best represented by the excitonic Auger capture mechanism, 
giving the minimum values of the coefficients <70min = 4.21 ± 0.4 x 10' , 6.05 ± 0.8 x 10‘ 
14 cm2 and the T-exponents a = 2.95±0.2 and 1.07±0.05. The energy level of an 
interstitial Mo defect in silicon is accessed as 0.375 ± 0.03 eV above the valance band 
of silicon, by considering a EAC as a only possible single capture mechanism for the 
temperature range mentioned above.
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CHAPTER 5
Iron and iron-boron pairs in silicon
Iron (Fe) is a one of the common impurities in silicon solar cells. The dissolved Fe in 
silicon creates electrically active defect energy levels which act as recombination centres. 
The electrical properties of these defects are important for the study of the silicon solar cell 
and the optimization or of design an efficient solar cell. This Chapter discusses the different 
types of iron related defects and the measurement of their electrical properties.
Section 5.1 discusses Fe related defects in silicon and summaries the previously reported 
results of their electrical properties. Detail of samples and methodologies used to 
implement the novel TIDES technique for the determination of the T-dependent values of 
carrier capture cross section of interstitial iron (cr,;(Fe,) and c^(Fe,)) and iron-boron pairs 
(ö;,(FeB) and cr/7(FeB)), is discussed in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents the results of T- 
dependent expressions for cr„(Fe/), ö;,(Fe(), <r,;(FeB) and c^,(FeB). This section also
discusses the effective capture mechanism of Fei and FeB pairs in silicon.
5.1 Iron and its defects in silicon
Silicon can be contaminated by iron, (Fe), during the crystal growth and fabrication 
process. Fe is located at the middle of 3d transition metals, which indicates that it diffuses 
moderately within the silicon atoms at room temperature. The diffusivity of Fe increases 
rapidly above 100°C [1] so Fe can be dissolved and forms electrically active defects even 
during annealing at low temperatures [2]. Once dissolved in silicon, Fe remains in either 
interstitial sites or in a precipitate form, but Fe in a substitutional form is not stable in 
silicon [3]. The precipitated Fe in silicon contributes to increased leakage currents and 
reduced breakdown resistance, which eventually reduces device performance [2], Fe 
dissolved in interstitial lattice sites (Fe/) of silicon is electrically active and affects 
recombination in silicon and reduces the performance of solar cells. Fe/ in silicon becomes 
electrically active and exhibits a donor energy level (Fei+) in the lower half of the band gap.
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In addition, Fe, also has a double donor level (Fej++) below the valance band of silicon 
which is not electrically active as it is outside the band gap of silicon.
Conduction band edge
*
E, range of FeBy- 0.^7 eV
E, range of Fej+/0
T E, range of FeB+/(l
0.39 eV _i__
i 0 1 eV
Valance band edge 4
Figure 5.1: Energy level ranges of Fe-related defects in silicon 
depictingEt(Fe+/0), E,(FeB+/0) and E,(FeB0/).
In p-type silicon positively charged Fe;+ and Fej+ + is attracted toward negatively charged 
dopants by virtue of coulombic attraction and forms donor-acceptor pairs, like iron-boron 
(FeB), iron-aluminum (FeAl), iron gallium (FeGa) or iron-indium (Fein) pairs, at room 
temperature (300 K). Fe can also form donor-acceptor pairs with gold in both n and p-type 
silicon, forming a donor and an acceptor level [2]. Among these possible donor-acceptor 
pairs in silicon, the FeB pair is most obvious for boron-doped silicon. Figure 5.1 depicts the 
E, of Fej+, Fej+ +, FeB and FeB+ with the band gap of silicon.
The defect energy E, of the above mentioned defects has been measured and reported by 
researchers using different techniques and was found to be quite consistent. However, the 
reported values for their capture cross sections (<7n and <7P) and the dependence of an and crp 
on temperature are inconsistent, as summarized in Table 5.1.
T-dependence of <7p(Fej) was first determined by Induskhar et al. [4] in 1966 using DLTS 
followed by Wunstel et al. [5] in 1982 and Brotherton et al. [6] in 1984. Their results 
demonstrated that multi-phonon emission (MPE) capture [7] to be an effective mechanism 
for hole capture with an activation energy Ea which varies from 0.040 to 0.048 eV and the 
T-independent pre-factor varying from 1.6 x 10~16 to 6.8 x 10~16. On the other hand 
ö;,(Fej) has not been studied as frequently as <7p(Fei) by many researchers. The first results
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on <J„(Fei) at room temperature were published by Collins et al. [8] in 1957, followed by 
Zoth et al. [9] in 1990 and Lagowski et al. [10] in 1993. Their experiments were based 
upon surface photo-voltage (SPV) and the photo-dissociation technique and reported 
different values for an(.Fe,) at room temperature. Later, in 1999, Graff [2] presented a T- 
dependent expression for <7„(Fej) in his text by taking the average of reported results from 
different researchers. However the T-dependent expression presented by Graff [2] does not 
lead to the same cr„(Fei) at room temperature published by Zoth et al. [9]. Wunstel et al. [5] 
applied DLTS for temperatures between 50 K and 65 K, followed by Gao et al.[ 11] at the 
temperature 55 K to measure o^(FeB) and published the result, in 1982 and 1991, 
respectively, neither investigated thermal activation. Lemke et al. [12] reported the values 
of 0£,(FeB) and <r„(FeB) at 90 K applying DLTS. Later Zoth et al. [9] reported <r„(FeB) at 
room temperature using DLTS with SPV techniques. Walz et al. [13, 14] reported <J„(FeB) 
and (jp(FeB) at room temperature using SPV and the ELYMAT technique. Birkholz et al. 
[15] applied the crossover point (CoP) technique with photoconductance measurements and 
devices, reporting <r„(FeB) and <J„(FeB) for FeB\
5.2 Sample details and methodology
Sample details
Boron-doped silicon samples with resistivities 0.6, 1.0, 5.5 and 13 Q cm are used. The 
average widths of the samples were 250, 490, 199 and 445 microns respectively. Those 
samples had been intentionally contaminated with Fe by ion implantation with an implant 
dose of 1 x 1011 cm'2. After implantation the sample was annealed at 900 °C for one hour in 
order to obtain uniform distribution of Fe throughout the bulk. The dose is then divided by 
the width of the wafer to calculate the Fe concentration (N,) within the bulk. Fe 
concentration is below the solubility limit of Fe at 900 °C, so that there should be very few 
Fe atoms in precipitate form. Furthermore, the sample was coated with Plasma-Enhanced 
Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) SiNx in order to ensure that the surface 
recombination was negligible relative to the bulk recombination [16]. Fe atoms also appear 
in the form of FeB pairs at low temperatures and the fraction of Fe atoms in the form Fe* 
and FeB is unknown. The TIDLS procedure to determine (JP{T) and <Jn{T) is slightly 
modified and is presented below.
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Methodology for determination of <7„(Fe,) and oj,(Fe,)
FeB pairs form in boron-doped silicon due to coulombic attraction between a positively 
charged interstitial Fe (Fe,+) and a negatively charged boron atom (B ). Such a 
coulombic bond can be broken by the external supply o f optical, thermal or electrical 
energy which dissociates the FeB pairs back to isolated Fe,+ and B' atoms. The 
temperature at which complete thermal dissociation (Tqtd) o f FeB pairs occurs is 
dependent upon the boron (A^) and Fe concentration in silicon. Figure 5.2 depicts the 
Arrhenius plot o f a boron-doped Fe-contaminated 1.0 Q cm wafer at A/7 = 5 x 10 cm' , 
which illustrates T ern  at 235 °C and the effects o f Fej and FeB on the carrier lifetime. 
Hence the analysis o f effective lifetime measurements at temperatures higher than Tern 
gives parameters for Fej defects only. t„o(T) and ^o(T) o f Fej can be determined by 
using Equation (2.61) where p\(T) can be determined by using a known, E, = 0.39 eV 
[2], from DLTS, by using the model reported by Green et al. [17] and po(T) from the 
doping density. <Jn(T) and <JP(T) can be calculated from r„o(T) and Tpo(T) respectively 
by using Equation (2.20) where vthn(T) and vthp{T) can be determined by using a model 
reported by Green et al. [17] and N, can be determined calculated dividing implant dose 
by the wafer thickness (W).
An = 5 x 10 cm
° Measured lifetime, Post-light soak
^  Q Measured lifetime, Pre-light soak
^  --------SRH Model, Fe only
lu 4  _
Fe-, only Fe; + FeB
1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 
1000/T (1/K)
Figure 5.2: Arrhenius plot of 1.0 £2 cm depicting the complete thermal 
dissociation temperature ( Tctd) for FeB pairs at 235 °C and the effect of Fej 
and FeB in silicon.
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Methodology for determination of crn(FeB) and <jp(FeB)
Control Wafer
Fe contaminated wafer 
after light soaking
Fe contaminated wafer 
before light soaking
Cross-over point
Excess carrier density (c m ')
Figure 5.3: Effective lifetime measured for a 1.0 Cl cm sample at 50 °C,
depicting the differences in recombination lifetime of an Fe-contaminated 
wafer with control wafer and cross-over point.
Fe can be present in the form of an Fei or FeB defect below Tctd• The concentration of 
Fei or FeB can be altered in boron-doped silicon by dissociating FeB pairs. Despite 
variations in the density of Fei and FeB, the effective lifetime remains unchanged at a 
particular excess carrier density known as the characteristic crossover point (CoP) [15, 
18]. CoP is depicted in Figure 5.3 for a 1.0 H cm wafer at 50 °C. The CoP carrier 
density (Anc0p) is independent with a degree of dissociation of FeB pairs and only 
depends upon the temperature and NA. Hence at CoP, if we only consider the Shockley- 
Read-Hall recombination [19, 20], the lifetime (Tc0p) at Anc0p can be simplified as
1 1 1 1 1  1 1
----- = ----------- = ------------= -------------- + ------------- = -------------- + -------------- (5.1)
7 COP ^associated ^dissociated ? SRH ,as(FeB) ^SRH ,as(Fei) ^SRH ,dis(FeB) ^SRH  ,dis(Fei)
where Tas denotes the associated and Tdis denotes the dissociated lifetime at the crossover 
point. Birkholz et al [15] solved Equation (5.1) for Ancop for p-type boron-doped
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silicon when n\(Fei), p\(Fej), p\{FeB) and no can be neglected in comparison to po» 
giving
a-nx{FeB) - ( j -n\ F e i)- i
1COP
( r : \ F e  t )
P o + a p(FeB)
N c exp
E - E { F e B ) \
(5.2)
Therefore, from the slope and intercepts of the linear plot of Ancop versus po at different 
temperatures, and with the values of <7„(Fe,), crp{Fe?), Nc, and E,(FeB), T-dependent 
values for an(FeB) and ap(FeB) can be determined. Figure 5.4 shows a linear plot of 
AnCop versus p0, according to Equation (5.2) for different temperatures where the slopes and 
intercepts are functions of <7n(FeB) and <rp(FeB).
Experimental details
Intercept = a(Fe)Nc&(p[-Er{FeB)IVJ]l a(FeB)
I ' I  ^ 1 r  1 I-------  ^ r
5.0x10 1.0x10° 1.5x10 2.0x10 2.5x10
Doping Density, po( T) (cm ')
Figure 5.4: Linear plot of AnCop versus p 0 depicting slope and intercepts as a 
function of crn(FeB) and ap{FeB).
Lifetime measurements were performed on a temperature controlled inductive coil PC 
based device, described in Chapter 3. Tctd of the sample was achieved by heating the 
sample (1.0 cm) above 235 °C, which ensures the complete domination of Fej defects 
on the overall recombination process as illustrated in Figure 5.2. Injection-dependent 
lifetime time measurements for the temperature range 240 to 320 °C were taken and
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analyzed according to the procedure proposed in Section 2.5.1 for the determination of 
c n(Fei) and ap(Fe,). The upper limit of the temperature is taken as 320 °C, as intrinsic 
conduction begins in the sample above this temperature.
A light soaking technique was applied for a partial dissociation of FeB pairs in all four 
samples in order to determine Anc0p for different temperatures. Lifetime measurements 
were taken before (^ s) and after ( tjis) the light soaking for each temperature. Samples 
were illuminated by a 25 W halogen lamp for two minutes in the T-controlled stage of 
the PC measurement device for light soaking. All samples were kept in the dark for two 
hours before taking the next measurement in order to repair a significant fraction of the 
FeB pairs broken by the light soaking.
FeB pair domination 
in effective lifetime
o 0.6 Q  cm 
° 1.0 Q  cm
Fe defect domination
I
in effective lifetime
Light soaking region 
for experiment
Light intensity (Sun)
Figure 5.5: Effective lifetime measured after light soaking for 2 minutes on 0.6 
and 1.0 Q cm, B-doped, Fe-contaminated wafers with different light intensities.
The experiment was repeated from 0 to 90 °C at 10 °C steps for all samples. 90 °C is 
selected as the upper limit for CoP analysis in order to satisfy the condition n\(Fej), 
p\(Fei), /?i(FeB) and no(T) «  po(T) for all samples under test. Figure 5.5 depicts 
lifetime measured after light soaking for 2 minutes on 0.6 and 1.0 Q cm, boron-doped, iron- 
contaminated wafers with different light soaking intensities. Lifetimes were measured for 
excess carrier density An < Ancop-
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5.3 Capture cross sections of Fej
-201.5x10
8.1.0x10'
o
L T )
5.0x10'
0 . 0 .
2  1.6xl0’4
R  -4
1.2x10 HR-
"8 8.0xl0'5
1jg
3 4.0x105-| 
Q 0.0
(a)
Q Measured sope = r ( 1)1 p j ,  T) 
------Fitted Trend
HHh-HHHh
(b)
[
------Fitted trend
D Calculated r  ( 7) = Slope x p Q{ T)
Figure 5.6: Measured slope of the plot % vs An (a), calculated r^o(J) (b) and 
calculated <JP{T) with previously reported model (c) of Fej defects in silicon for 
the temperature range 240 to 310 °C.
Figure 5.6 (a) depicts the measured slope, (b) depicts calculated Tpo and (c) depicts 
calculated <7p{Fe{) for the temperature range 240-310°C . (Jp{Fe{) found increase with 
temperature which suggests that MPE is the only effective capture mechanism, 
consistent with previously reported capture mechanisms [1,2, 4-6]. However, we find
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different values for the activation energy (.Ea) o f 0.05 ± 0.006 eV and that the T- 
independent pre-factor (<%0) is equal to 4.54 ± 0.5 x 10'16 cm2. The errors for the results 
in this work are estimated from the best-fit o f the measured data to the equation o f the 
reported capture mechanisms [7, 21, 22]. The MPE capture expression obtained in this 
work is extended to 220 °C and shown in Figure 5.6 along with expressions reported by 
others. Where
4.54x10
3 Measured intercepts 
- - Fitted trend
a; 2x10
- 1—§ — I
£  6x10
3 Calculated r j ,  T) 
- - Fitted trend2x10
x T 'l s&  8x10
Calculated <^(7)
This work fit for EAC 
Graffs average model for EAC
To 4x10
(7) = 3.47x10 'n x r148u  2x10
Temperature (K)
Figure 5.7: Measured intercepts of the plot %  vs An (a), calculated Tno(T) (b) 
and calculated <T„( 7) with previously reported models (c) of Fej defects in silicon 
for the temperature range 240 to 310 °C.
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Similarly, Figure 5.7 (a) depicts the measured intercepts, (b) depicts calculated T„o and 
(c) depicts calculated <Jp(Fei) for the temperature range 240 -  320 °C. The measured T- 
dependent data for <Jn(Fei) over the temperature range 240 -  320 °C is found to decrease 
with temperature. Hence the MPE capture mechanism can be ruled out. Instead, the 
data shows a better fit to the negative power relation to temperature, consistent with the 
capture mechanism being either cascade capture [21] or excitonic Auger (EA) capture 
[22]. As the defect level of Fej is treated as deep, cascade capture is unlikely in this 
case. Hence we fitted the measured data for <Jn{Fei) for the EA capture mechanism to 
give the T-independent pre-factor, Ob = 3.47 ± 0.5 x 10'11 and the correlation exponent, 
a = 1.48 ±0.02. A T-dependent expression for <Jn{Fei) has rarely been reported 
compared to crp(Fei). Graff [2] reported a T-dependent expression for <rn(Fei) by taking 
average values from various work [6, 9, 12]. Figure 5.7 shows that the expression for 
(Jn{Fei) obtained by this work is extended to 220 -  320 °C along with other previously 
reported values for (Jn{Fet) at room temperature.
= 3 .4 7 x 1 0 -"  XT’-148 (5.4)
5.4 Capture cross sections of FeB
op{FeB) and crn(FeB) are calculated on the basis of T-dependent expressions determined 
earlier for <Jn(Fei) and <Jp(Fei) and using the measured slope and intercepts of the linear 
plot of AncoP versus doping density (po) for the temperature range 0 -  90 °C. Measured 
(jp{FeB) was found to increase with temperature over the temperature range 0 -  90 °C 
and the measured data is comparable with reported data by Brikholz et al. [15], however 
it is less than the values reported by Macdonald et al. [23] and Rein et al. [24] at room 
temperature as depicted in Figure 5.8. The T-dependent trend of <jp{FeB) is increasing 
with temperature. Hence the only possible capture mechanism is MPE capture as shown 
in Equation (5.5), where Ea = 0.262 ± 0.012 eV and <7«, = 3.32 ± 1.22 x 1011 cm2. Table 
5.1 shows the reported values and expressions for op{FeB) and <7n(FeB).
&  p{FeB ) 3.32 x l O “10
V
0.262 "
k  BT  j
(5.5)
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(a )D Measured Intercepts 
------- Fitted trend
S  6x10
y  4x10
MPE capture fit for <7 = 3.32 x 10' , E =  0.262 eV
This work » Birkholz et at. [15] y 5
S. Rein [18] » Macdonald etai [23] t /  ..
u  2x10
10 20 30 40 50 o 60 70 80 90
Temperature (°C)
Figure 5.8: (a) Measured intercepts (b) calculated <JP ( T )  of FeB pairs for 0 -  90 °C 
with multi-phonon emission capture model fit.
Measured <J„(FeB) was found to decrease with increase in temperature and was 
comparable to the values reported by Macdonald et al. [23] and Rein et al. [24] at room 
temperature. The T-dependent trend of an(FeB) resembles the T-dependent trend of 
cr„(Fei) and shows a better fit to the excitonic Auger capture mechanism due to deep 
centers [22]. Figure 5.9 depicts the plot of excitonic Auger capture with the T- 
independent pre-factor, Ob = 5.1 ± 1.3 x 10‘9 and the correlation exponent, a -  2.5 ± 0.05 
as
&  n (FeB) 5 .1 x 10“97’“25 (5.6)
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Figure 5.9: Electron capture cross-section of FeB pairs for 0 -  90 °C, measured 
data and excitonic Auger capture model fit.
5.5 Chapter summary
T-dependent expressions for c^Fej) and <r„(Fej) in crystalline silicon have been 
measured using a T-controlled PC measurement device and a novel approach in TIDLS. 
The most likely capture mechanisms for both types of defects are discussed. Measured 
T-dependent o^Fe,) and <7„(Fe() are consistent with previously reported values and 
expressions through a relatively complex technique (DLTS).
A T-dependent expression for c$,(FeB) and rr„(FeB) had not been reported before, 
however, the measured value at room temperature shows consistency with reported 
values. This investigation of a T-dependent expression for o^(FeB) and <7„(FeB) using 
lifetime spectroscopy is believed to fill this gap in our knowledge of defect properties of 
the FeB pair in silicon.
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CHAPTER 6
Titanium in silicon
Titanium (Ti) is another common impurity in silicon. Ti can occur as a grown-in 
impurity during silicon ingot growth, especially in applications for photovoltaics [1]. Ti 
is less electronegative (1.3 r.u.) than silicon (1.8 r.u.), so it is unlikely for Ti to be 
segregated out by using an electrochemical segregation technique. Ti can also 
contaminate the surface of silicon devices during fabrication, such as during sputtering 
or by mechanical contact in the production line [2]. Such surface contaminations can 
easily transfer to the bulk during high temperature processes. Once incorporated in a 
device, in most cases Ti remains dissolved in silicon due to its low diffusivity and form 
three defect energy levels which acts as recombination centres. Previous research 
confirmed some of the electrical properties (E, for all defects and <7 of the nearer band 
gap half as shown in Table 6.1) of Ti-defects in silicon, however <rof the defects lies in 
the latter band gap half and effective capture mechanisms are yet to be determined. This 
Chapter presents a T-dependent study of carrier lifetime in Ti-contaminated multi- 
crystalline silicon wafers, and includes a novel method to measure defect concentration, 
determination of the segregation coefficient, crn{T) and the assessment of the effective 
electron capture mechanism of Ti defects in silicon.
Chapter 6 presents temperature and injection-dependent lifetime measurements 
performed on deliberately Ti-contaminated, directionally-solidified, p-type multi­
crystalline silicon wafers. Ti-related defects in silicon and their importance in silicon 
solar cells are discussed in Section 6.1. This section also lists previous work in 
characterization of Ti-related defects in silicon. Section 6.2 discusses experimental 
details and calculation procedures for the identification of active Ti-defect levels and 
their concentrations. This section presents a lower limit for the effective segregation 
coefficient for Ti in directionally-solidified multi-crystalline silicon. Section 6.3 
presents a procedure for identifying an active Ti-defect level and its concentration. 
Section 6.4 presents T-dependent value of cr„ for a double donor defect, and analyses 
this T-dependence in terms of the likely carrier capture mechanism. Section 6.5 presents 
a lower limit of the segregation coefficient for Ti in multi-crystalline silicon.
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6.1 Titanium and its defects in silicon
Ti is incorporated into the silicon lattice in interstitial form, introducing one of three 
defect energy levels [2](Er). These defect levels are namely, an accepter (77, ), a donor 
(77,+) and a double donor (77,++), all of which can act as recombination centres. The 
electronic properties of Ti defect levels in silicon have been studied by several groups, 
as summarised by [2], with most of them based on deep-level transient spectroscopy 
(DLTS). Defect energy levels have been determined by DLTS to be Ec - 0.08, Ec- 0.27 
and Ev + 0.28 for the accepter, donor and double donor respectively, where Ec and Ev 
represent the energy levels of the conduction and valance band edges in silicon. These 
defect energy levels were determined at a particularly low temperature (< 200 K), 
however a common assumption is that the defect-energy level does not vary with 
temperature. DLTS has also been employed to determine the electron capture cross 
section on{T) for the acceptor and donor defects, and the hole capture cross section 
crp(T) for the double-donor defect, each as a function of temperature [2].
x Conduction band edge
0.08 eV
V 0.27 eV
Ti. T TV
Tij++
f  ■ ■
0.28 eV
t
JL
Valance band edge
Figure 6.1: Energy level ranges of Ti-related defects in silicon depicting 
£,(77, ), £,(77,+) and £,(77,++).
In addition to DLTS, lifetime spectroscopy has been used to characterize Ti defects. 
Rein [3] employed a mixture of injection-dependent, doping-dependent and T- 
dependent lifetime spectroscopy to determine E, and the ratio of the capture cross 
sections (o,/op), also known as the symmetry factor k. More recently, Roth et al. [4] 
performed T-dependent lifetime spectroscopy (TDLS) with injection-dependent lifetime 
spectroscopy (IDLS) with photoluminescence (PL) lifetime measurements to determine
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E, and k. The value of Et as determined by Rein (Ey + 0.289 ± 0.005 eV) has close 
agreement with the double donor level from DLTS [2]. One value of E, determined by 
Roth et al. (Ec - 0.24 ± 0.03 eV) has fair agreement with the donor level from DLTS, 
however their second energy level (Ec- 0.49 ± 0.03 eV) does not match any levels 
detected by DLTS[2]. Note that both Rein[3] and Roth et al.[4] calculate on at room 
temperature from measured k assuming the op at 200 K listed by Graff [2].
Table 6.1 Reported results of the electronic properties of Ti, in silicon.
Defect E,(eV) op (cm2) On (cm2) Reference
Acceptor
(Tif)
E c - 0.08 ±0.01 3.5 x 10'14 [2]
E c -  0.24 ±0.03 2.7 x 10'1Ü [4]
Donor (Tij+)
£ c - 0.27 ±0.01 1.3 x IO'14 [2]
E c -  0.49 ±0.03 3.3 x 10'13 [4]
Double 
donor (Tij++)
E y  ± 0.28 ± 0.01
1.9 x 10'17 at 30 °C or
1.5xlO-16exp(-° 036/kT)
[21
E v +  0.289 ±0.005 2.3 x lO’16 [3]
9 x io*14 exp*'™ '» This work
6.2 Sample details and methodology
Sample details
Four Ti-contaminated boron-doped multicrystalline silicon wafers were selected for this 
experiment. Large-area wafers (12 x 12 cm") were taken from 14, 37, 53 and 81% 
below the top of the ingot, to enable the segregation of Ti along the ingot length to be 
studied. The nominal resistivity of the samples was 1.0 £2 cm, however the boron 
concentrations on each sample were determined from dark conductance using the carrier 
mobility model developed by Regiaani et al. [5] at 300 K and it was found to vary 
slightly due to dopant segregation during crystallization. The concentration of Ti added 
to the silicon prior to commencement of crystallization [6, 7] was lOppma, which 
equates to approximately 2.9 x 10 cm' . One control wafer was selected from the 
middle of another ingot prepared by the same procedure with similar boron doping, but
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without Ti contamination, in order to verify the dominance of the Ti defect on the 
lifetime measurements.
All wafers were etched and cleaned prior to a phosphorus gettering step which removes 
fast diffusing interstitial metals such as Fe, which could otherwise partially mask the 
impact of Ti on the carrier lifetime. After removal of the gettering layers and further 
cleaning, plasma-enhanced chemical vapour-deposited silicon nitride films were applied 
to both surfaces, which act to suppress surface recombination. QSSPC [8] 
measurements were performed at room temperature on one wafer to identify the region 
which had the highest and most uniform carrier lifetime, and which also fit into the 
heating and cooling stage of the measurement device mentioned in Chapter 3. This 
same section (3.5 x 3.5 cm ) was cut out of each wafer for subsequent analysis. This 
was necessary to ensure that the recombination is dominated by Ti, and not by 
crystallographic defects such as dislocation clusters.
Methodology
Three different energy levels of interstitial Ti that may occur in silicon are discussed in 
Section 6.1 and shown in Figure 6.1. It is essential to first make sure of the dominance 
of a particular energy level before performing lifetime spectroscopy for defect 
characterization. Furthermore, Ti impurity was added in the molten state before the 
crystal growth of the silicon wafer, thus the Ti concentration (N,) needs to be 
determined before performing the lifetime analysis for the determination of capture 
cross section as mentioned in Chapter 2.
The Ti concentration (Nt) can be determined by measuring tpq{T) and by applying the 
simplified version of the SRH equation [9, 10] to measured lifetime data and the known 
value of <7p(T) of a particular defect energy level and v,h(T) in Equation (2.20). Hence, 
due to unavailability of N,, a known T-dependent model of (Jp{Ti) is used to determine 
N, in the sample and then crn(T) is determined. The measured concentration of Ti on four 
samples taken from the four different positions of the silicon ingot is then used to 
calculate the segregation coefficient of Ti in directionally solidified multicrystalline 
silicon and is presented in Section 6.5.
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Experimental details
The injection-dependent lifetimes of the Ti-contaminated wafer taken from the region 
53% below the top of the ingot, and the control wafer, which was also from a similar 
position in the ingot, are depicted in Figure 6.2 for temperatures 0, 100, 150, 200, and 
250 °C. The effective lifetime ref f  was measured as a function of the excess carrier 
density, An, for each wafer over the temperature range 0 -  270 °C.
................................................ — -
♦ 250 X
Excess carrier density (cm ')
Figure 6.2: Injection-dependent lifetime of a Ti-contaminated wafer and a control 
wafer.
The effective lifetime of all four wafers and the control wafer was found to increase 
significantly at lower excess carrier densities, i.e. under Low Level Injection (LLI). This 
is caused by minority carrier trapping (MCT) for the temperatures below 100 °C [11]. 
However, for the temperature range above 100 °C, the trapping effect was removed, 
since the traps become filled with thermally generated carriers [11, 12]. Figure 6.2 
shows that the effective lifetime of the Ti-contaminated wafer is only about seven times 
less than the effective lifetime of the control wafer taken from a similar position in the 
ingot. Hence the lifetime associated with the Ti defect, T77, was calculated [3] by using
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1 1 1
' Ti-wafer ^control
( 6 . 1)
where T y , i s  the overall lifetime measured on the Ti-contaminated wafer, and Tco„troi 
is the lifetime on the corresponding control wafer taken from a similar position in the 
ingot.
6.3 Active Ti-defect level and its concentration
Active Ti-defect energy level
ni{T) = Nc{ 7) exp (-0 .27/ kT)
n Measured lifetime data 
— © — Selected linear region data 
Slope = -2.13X 10'04 
Intercept = 1.17 x 1CT03
•S 4x10
(/?,(7)+A/7)/ (pn(T)+&ri)
Figure 6.3: Lifetime of Ti-defect wafer versus («, + An)/ (p0 + A/?) for the donor 
level defect at 200 °C.
The Tif and 77;+ levels lie in the upper band gap half, making p\(T) «  po(T) for all 
temperatures for a boron-doped silicon wafer. In such situations Equation (2.61) 
becomes valid, and is re-stated here
(n. -I- An)
T SRH ~  *no +  ^ po 7 7 7 (6.2)(Po+An)
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Thus, if all inherent assumptions mentioned in Section 2.5.2 are valid, the slope of a 
plot of Tsrh versus {ri\ + An) / (n\ + An) gives Tpo and the intercept gives Tno. Such plots 
of the measured data with n\ for either donor or acceptor energy levels had negative 
slopes when T is in the range 140-270 °C. Figure 6.3 provides an example of a Ti-
wafer at 200 °C when the donor level is considered. Since Tpo cannot be negative, this 
observation rules out the dominance of energy levels in the upper band gap (77,' and 
Tii+).
If instead, the dominant defect is the double donor defect that lies in the lower half of 
the band gap, n\{T) is negligible and Equation (2.60) becomes valid and, when An is 
sufficiently less than po , tsrh is expressed as
t srh = —  (Pi +Po) + —  An (6.3)
P o Po
LO 
'
‘oiHXCO
1
Cn _5
^  6 x 1 0 5.
E
2
i °  "  ' '  °  :
An  «  A n < Po(T>
t i  4x10  5_
£
(U
T D ° M easu red  d a ta
K 2 x 1 0 5. [ ■ T j .P 1+ P + * n ) +  T j . A r i ) ] / [ p 0+ M ]
Fitted  d a ta
0
i i i
0 2xlOw 4x10m 3 6x l014
Excess carrier density (cm’3)
Figure 6.4: Measured lifetime data (Ti wafer at 180 °C) depicting linearity 
with the fitted model for LLI [An «  po(T)].
Hence, the slope of a plot of TsRH(An) gives zpo/po and the intercept gives (p\+po)T„o/po. 
The measured data and the plotted data for a Ti-wafer is depicted in Figure 6.4 at
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180 °C, showing a region in which the assumptions above remain valid, i.e. 
A«<3 x 1014 cm’3. The slope of the measured lifetime of this sample for different 
temperatures is depicted in Figure 6.5, showing close agreement with the fitted model 
for the low injection region.
Ti-density for double donor level
1.0x10
7.5x10
£  5.0x10
210 C,-L 2.5x10
o 240 C
2.0x10 3.0x10
Excess carrier density (cm'3)
4.0x10
Figure 6.5: Measured carrier lifetime data showing consistency of Ti wafer with 
fitted model for different temperatures.
The concentration (Nt) of interstitial Ti was determined by assuming that all 
recombination occurred through its double donor defect energy level, and hence at all 
temperatures [3]
Nt = --------'--------= ------------- !------------  (6.4)
TPo x  v ,h x  17P s lo P e  X Pa X v ,h x
where the slope represents the slope of a plot of tSrh(^u) for low injection and the 
calculation does not require knowledge of cr„. The calculations were made using 
<jp(7) = 1.5 x 10A6exp(- 0.036 / kT) (cm2), as determined for the double donor level [2], 
and the models for v^(7) and po(T) given by Green [13] and Rein [3] respectively. N, is 
plotted in Figure 6.6, where the uncertainties result from the error in lifetime and in the
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least square linear fits. It depicts a constant, Nt, at all temperatures, which supports the 
technique and the choice of the defect energy level’s parameters {Et and op(T)) . Note 
that below 140 °C, there was no clear impact by the Ti-related energy level on the 
effective lifetime due to lower values of n\ and p\, and to carrier trapping. Note that 
Rein [3] also concluded that the level in the lower half of the band gap (which is the 
double donor) is dominant for recombination in /?-type silicon, by a combination of 
TDLS and IDLS.
Measured slope 
Fitted trend
i i i l  I i
o Calculated Ti concentration 
—  Average value
Temperature (°C)
Figure 6.6: Measured slope (Tsrji verses An) (a), calculated Ti concentration 
after lifetime data corrected with the control wafer data (b) for temperature 
range 145 to 270 °C.
6.4 <Jn{T) of Tij++ defect in silicon
The intercept on the lifetime axis of the plot of refj{An) gives (p\+po)T„o/po according to 
Equation (6.3). Hence, t„q{T) can be determined using p\{T) = NV(T) x expi-AE/kßT,),
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the energy level of the double donor and po(T). With values of r„o(T), NT and v,h{T) the 
T-dependent value of on{T) was calculated and is plotted in Figure 6.7.
The T-dependent trends in <rn(T) associated with various capture mechanisms are listed 
by Rein [3]. Of these mechanisms, only multiphonon emission (MPE) due to the deep 
centres [14] yields an increase in cr„(7) with T, consistent with the measured data 
depicted in Figure 6.7. This suggests that the following mechanisms do not contribute 
significantly to electron capture at an interstitial Ti defect: photon emission and classical 
Auger, which have no T dependence; and excitonic Auger capture due to deep centres, 
cascade capture, and two-stage cascade capture due to the deep coulomb attractive 
centres [15], all of which decrease with temperature.
o Measured intercepts 
-----Fitted trendg  6x10
a; 4x10’ -
2x10
Measured <Jn{ T) for AEf = 0.28 eV 
-Fitted for MPE Capture mechanism 
Calculated value of <7^ (27 °C) by taking
(7(7) from Graff2 and k from Rein [3]
Temperature (°C)
Figure 6.7: Measured intercepts (a) and calculated crn(T) for 77++ defect in 
silicon fitted with multi phonon emission capture (MPE) (b).
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The electron capture cross section associated with MPE follows the equation [14]
<rn(T)
f
= <yoo exp z E o o
kBT
\
J
(6.5)
where cr* is the T-independent pre factor and Ex is known as activation energy, and 
where = 9.01 x 10'14cm2 and Em = 0.107 ± 0.01 eV provide the best fit to the 
experimental data (plotted in Figure 6.7). Equation (6.5) and these best-fit parameters 
yield cr„(300 K) = 1.5 x 10'15 cm2, which is 3.4 times higher than when calculated from 
k determined by Rein [3] using <7^ (300 K) from Graff [2].
fC 80"
Measured data (This work) 
Rein, 2005
100 150 2(
Temperature (°C)
Figure 6.8: Temperature dependence of carrier capture cross section ratio 
for a double donor level of Ti in silicon.
T-dependent values of the capture cross section ratio (Tn{T)lap{T) have also been 
determined, and are plotted in Figure 6.8. The capture cross section ratio was found to 
increase with temperature because the activation energy for hole capture is less than the 
activation energy for electron capture, even though both exhibit the same capture 
mechanism. The T-dependent trend of k gives the value of 40.4 ± 4 at 27 °C, which is 
3.4 times higher than the value determined by Rein [3].
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6.5 Segregation coefficient of Ti in silicon
A lower limit to the segregation coefficient of Ti in directionally-cast, multi-crystalline 
silicon was determined by fitting the Scheil equation [16, 17] to the values of NT along 
the ingot length as
C,  = * „ C 0( l - / , ) ‘ (6.6)
where Cs is the concentration of impurities in the solid phase, which is equal to N, 
determined in this work, Co is the initial concentration in the liquid and f s is the fraction 
of solid formed. Ti concentrations on all four wafers were calculated by using Equation 
(6.6). As there was no control for the wafers taken from the positions 14, 37 and 81% of 
the ingot, the non-corrected value of Nt has been applied to calculate the segregation 
coefficient, which gives its lower limit. Furthermore, there are several pre-conditions 
required for the Scheil model to be valid; a) diffusion in the solid is negligible; b) local 
equilibrium is maintained at the solid-liquid interface and the curvature effect at the 
interface is neglected; c) uniform liquid composition; and d) equal solid and liquid 
densities. As these wafers are prepared by directional solidification and Ti is a slow 
diffuser, these conditions are believed to be approximately fulfilled in this case. The 
initial liquid concentration Co was 2.9 * 1017 cm'3. The Ti concentrations determined in 
this work are shown in Figure 6.7 as a function of the position in the ingot from which 
they came. Also shown is a fit of the Scheil equation. The value of the segregation 
coefficient that best fits the data is 2.2 x 10’6 with N, calculated from the lifetime data 
which was not corrected with the control wafer, and 1.8 x 10'6 with Nt calculated from 
the lifetime data adjusted with the control wafer. In the second case N, for one Ti-wafer 
was calculated and Nt for the other three wafers was adjusted in the same proportion. 
Note that this is strictly only a lower level limit on the segregation coefficient, as the 
solid concentrations were determined only for the double donor defect energy level for 
interstitial Ti. Segregation of metallic impurities on the grain boundaries of 
multicrystalline silicon can occur as reported by Grovenor [18] and Morita et al. [19]. 
Rohatgi et al. [20] measured only a small amount of segregated Ti into the grain 
boundaries of multicrystalline silicon, where this increase with Ti concentration and 
decrease with an increase in grain diameter [20]. The Ti concentration in the 
multicrystalline silicon studied here (9 ^ 1 0  cm ) is more than 100 times smaller than
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the Ti concentration in the samples studied by Rohatgi et al., and the nominal grain 
diameter (1 cm) is more than 10 times larger. Hence the segregation of Ti on the grain 
boundaries can be neglected in this case. If there are significant quantities of Ti present 
in other forms (for example as the interstitial acceptor or donor, or as substitutional Ti, 
or as precipitates), then the segregation coefficient would be larger. This, in fact, could 
explain the deviation from the Scheil equation for the sample taken from near the top of 
the ingot.
n Measured Ti-concentration 
—  Schiel plot for uncorrected Nt 
k = 2.2 xlO-6
• ■ -  - Schiel plot for corrected Nt 
k = 1.8 x 1CT6
■2 3x10
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Fraction from the top of ingot_____________
Figure 6.9: Ti concentration for different positions within the ingot plotted 
with Scheil equation with different keff.
The segregation coefficient for Ti in single-crystal silicon ingot growth, which is 
assumed to represent the equilibrium segregation coefficient, has been reported 
variously as 1.8 x 10'6 [21], 2* 10'6 [22] and 3.6 x 10'6 [23]. These values are very 
close to the value determined here. Assuming that there is an insignificant amount of Ti 
in forms other than the interstitial double donor, this would imply that the segregation of 
Ti in directionally-solidified multicrystalline silicon proceeds essentially in equilibrium. 
Recent work has shown that the segregation coefficient of Fe in multicrystalline silicon 
is also close to the equilibrium value [24].
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6.6 Chapter summary
Ti concentrations in multicrystalline silicon wafers were calculated by analysis of 
injection-dependent carrier lifetime data for different temperatures, in conjunction with 
the published T-dependent model for ap{T). Measured lifetime data for the temperature 
range (140-270 °C) were used to calculate the T-dependent value of the electron 
capture cross section for the double donor level of Ti in silicon. The T-dependent 
trend for on{T) best matched the multi-phonon emission model for carrier capture and 
when extrapolated gave a comparable value with previously published values of <Jn{T) at 
room temperature. A lower limit for the segregation coefficient of 1.8 x 10'6 for Ti in 
multicrystalline silicon was determined by using the Scheil model, and indicated that 
segregation proceeds in equilibrium in this type of ingot growth.
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Conclusion
This thesis presented a new procedure to analyse injection dependent lifetime data of a 
semiconductor for explicit determination of the fundamental capture times for electrons 
and holes (r„o and tpo). A T-controlled, inductive-coil, photoconductance-based 
instrument was developed to measure carrier lifetime as a function of excess carrier 
density (An) suitable for the newly developed characterization procedure. The T- 
dependent carrier lifetime studies of three common metal impurities in silicon solar 
cells (Mo, Fe and Ti) were performed to determine electron and hole capture cross 
sections (an and <7P) as a function of temperature as well as other electrical properties of 
the defects.
The proposed characterization technique employs injection-dependent lifetime 
spectroscopy (IDLS), to determine the slope and intercept of a linear plot of measured 
minority carrier lifetime (% ) with excess carrier density (An) at different temperatures. 
The measured slope was then used to determine the fundamental capture time of the 
majority carriers (tpq for p-type and r„o for «-type). The measured intercept was used to 
determine the fundamental capture time of the minority carriers (t„o for p-type and tpo 
for «-type), which requires a known value of E, only above a certain temperature, where 
that temperature depends upon the depth of E, in the band gap. The measured r„o(T) and 
rpo(T) can then be used to determine (Jn(T) and crp(T) with known values of v,hn, vthP and 
Nt. Alternatively, this technique can be used to determine N, when either <7„ or <7P is 
known. This technique is equally applicable to both p  and «-type silicon regardless of 
the position of Et in the band gap and is valid below the temperature at which intrinsic 
conduction begins.
An inductive coil PC measurement instrument (WCT-100) was modified to measure 
carrier lifetime as a function of excess carrier density for the temperature range -150 to 
310 °C. Previously, the WCT-100 had been adapted to operate over a temperature range 
only from room temperature to 150 °C. The T-dependent calibration of the developed 
instrument verified that the correlation between photoconductance voltages (Vpc) and
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sheet conductance (asq) of the silicon wafer is nearly linear and independent of 
temperature.
The proposed characterization technique was implemented to determine Gn(T) and gp(T) 
of Mo defects in silicon. Measured Gn(T) and gp(T) shows the excitonic Auger capture 
(EA) as an effective capture mechanism, with T-independent coefficients 
tTo = 4.21 ± 0.4 x 10"8, 6.05±0.8 x 10'14 cm2 and the T-dependent exponents a = 
2.95 ± 0.2 and 1.07 ±0.05 respectively. This indicates that the recombination will be 
lower with increasing temperature in a solar cell with Mo impurities and the deleterious 
effect of the Mo impurities is lessened as the temperature increases in both p  and n- 
types. The capture cross sections ratio Gn(T)/Gp(T) was also found to decrease with 
temperature. Measured Gn, Gp and g„/gp at room temperature were found to be 
consistent (within ± 10%) with previously reported values determined by using other 
techniques.
The measured values of g„(T) and gp(T) for interstitial defects of iron (Fe;) in silicon at 
different temperatures were found to be consistent with previously reported values. The 
measured Gn of Fe, at different temperature depicts a T-dependent trend that can be 
better defined with an EA capture mechanism giving the T-independent coefficients, Gq 
= 3.47 ± 0.5 x 10'1! cm2 and the T-dependent exponent a = 1.48 ± 0.02. Conversely, the 
T-dependent trend of measured Gp was better defined by multiphonon emission capture 
(MPE) with activation energy (.Ea) of 0.05 ± 0.006 eV and T-independent pre-factor 
(Gao) equal to 4.54 ± 0.5 x 10' cm . The measured values for Gn(T) and gp(T) of iron- 
boron (FeB) pair defects in silicon at room temperature also depicts consistency with 
previously reported values. The T-dependent trend of the measured Gn depicts EA as an 
effective capture mechanism for electrons in FeB pair defects giving a T-independent 
pre-factor, Go = 5.1 ± 1.3 x 10‘9 cm2 and the T-dependent exponent, a = 2.5 ±0.05. 
Conversely, the T-dependent trend of the measured gp(T) depicts MPE as an effective 
capture mechanism for holes in FeB pairs giving Ea = 0.262 ± 0.012 eV and 
Gao = 3.32 ± 1.22 x 1011 cm2. This indicates that the lifetime of the minority carriers in p- 
type solar cells with Fe, or FeB impurities increases with temperature and the 
detrimental effects of Fe, or FeB pairs in solar cells are lessened at higher temperatures. 
On the other hand, the lifetime of the minority carriers in «-types solar cells with Fe,
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impurities decreases with temperature and reduces solar cell performance at higher 
temperatures.
Ti-contaminated boron-doped multicrystalline silicon wafers with a known E, and In­
dependent model for ap were used to determine the active Ti concentrations (N,) in 
silicon. Measured Nt on the wafers taken from different positions in the ingot were used 
to determine the segregation coefficient for Ti in silicon. The measured segregation 
coefficient for multicrystalline silicon was found to be close to the previously reported 
segregation coefficient for Ti in single-crystal silicon ingot growth, which was assumed 
to represent the equilibrium segregation coefficient. The T-dependent trend of measured 
(Tn for double donor defects in silicon depicts MPE as an effective capture mechanism 
giving Eoo = 0.107 ± 0.01 eV and = 9.01 x 10'14 cm2. This indicates that the 
detrimental effect of Ti impurities in solar cell increases with increase in temperature.
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Table AI: Parameters of solar cells taken for PC ID simulation
Parameters and Cell type A B C D
Area (cm2) 1 1 1 1
Thickness (pm) 250 250 200 500
Doping and diffusion
Background doping p-type p-type «-type p-type
Concentrations(cm'3) 1.5xl016 1.5xl016 9.2xl014 1.5xl016
First front diffusion «-type «-type p-type «-type
Concentrations(cm'3) 8.1xl019 8.1xl019 9.3xl018 4.5xl0 '19
Depth (pm) 0.3788 3.788 0.2541 0.1974
Profile Erfc Erfc Erfc Erfc
Second front diffusion NA NA NA NA
Front external diffusion NA NA NA NA
First rear diffusion (cm'3) p-type p-type NA NA
Peak doping (cm'3) 2.1xl020 2.1 x 1019 NA NA
Depth factor (Dm) 1.781 1.718 NA NA
Second rear diffusion (cm'3) NA NA NA NA
Rear external diffusion (cm'3) NA NA NA NA
Recombination
Bulk t„o (ps) 102 102 102 1
Bulk Tpo (ps) 5xl02 5xl02 5xl02 5xl02
Front surface sn, sp (cms) 103,103 103,103 X o
) 
^ 
M 102,102
Rear surface s„, sp (cms) 107,107
or~O
5x10, 40, 40
Surface texture
Front surface Textured T extured T extured T extured
Angle (degree) 54.74 54.74 54.74 45.74
Depth (pm) 3 3 3 2
Rear surface Textured T extured T extured NA
Angle (degree) 54.74 54.74 54.74 NA
Depth (pm) 3 3 3 NA
Surface charge Positive Positive Positive Positive
Front surface (cm'2) 1012 1012 1012 1011
Rear surface(cm'2) Neutral Neutral Neutral 1011
Contacts definitions
Emitter contact
Internal series resistance (D) 1 1 0.7 0.2
Distance from surface (pm) 0 0 0 0
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B ase  co n tac t
In te rn a l se rie s  re s is ta n c e  (f2) 10 '6 10 '6 10-i6 1 0 '16
D is ta n ce  fro m  su rfa ce  (p m ) 104 ~ W ~ 103 104
R e fle c ta n c e
F ro n t ex te rn a l C o a te d C o a te d C o a te d F ix ed
B ro ad b a n d  re f le c ta n c e  (% ) 5 5 0 1
T h ic k n ess  (nm ) 75 75 75 N A
Index 2 2 2 N A
R e a r  ex te rn a l re f le c ta n c e  (% ) 0 (fix ed ) 0 (fix ed ) 0 (fix ed ) 0 (fix e d )
In te rn a l re f le c ta n ce
F ro n t su rfa ce D iffu se D iffu se D iffu se D iffu se
F irs t b o u n ce  (% ) 50 50 90 90
S u b seq u e n t b o u n ce  (% ) 50 50 90 90
R e a r su rfa ce D iffu se D iffu se S p e c u la r S p e c u la r
F irs t b o u n ce  (% ) 50 50 90 90
S u b seq u e n t b o u n c e  (% ) 50 50 90 90
Types of solar cells:
A: Selective Emitter, screen printed, industrial (SunPower)
B: Selective Emitter, screen printed, next generation (SunPower)
C: High efficiency solar cell (SunPower)
D: Passivated emitter with rear locally diffused (PERL) cell
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Simplification of the SRH equation for «-type silicon
This appendix presents the simplification of the SRH equation for «-type silicon which 
can be used in lifetime spectroscopy. This simplification is analogous to p -type silicon 
as mentioned in Chapter 2. This thesis has presented the results of the experiments 
performed on p -type silicon. However, characterization of «-type silicon is equally 
important as various researches have been performed on «-type silicon.
B. 1 Preliminary simplification of the SRH equation for «-type silicon
The simplified version of the SRH equation allows the determination of the four defect 
specific parameters rno, 2 0^, «1 and p \ , which are related to more fundamental 
parameters, <Jn, crp, N, and E, as described in Section 2.2.
The simplified SRH equation mentioned in Section 2.1.3 is re-stated here.
Ao ("l + n 0 + A") + *n0 (Po +P1 + A«)
^SRH ~ n0+ p 0+An
( B . l )
In «-type Silicon p 0 «  «0 and p 0 «  p\ for a certain temperature range (the temperature 
range is dependent upon Np and Eh which is presented in a A.2), hence Equation (B.l) 
can be written as
■p _  ' p °
■SRH
Ad («I + «0 + A") + Tn0 (P\ + A")
« 0 + A«
(B.2)
In this expression if we subject a condition where excess carrier concentration, A« «  «0 
and A« «  p \ , known as low-level injection (LLI), Tsrh can be written as
LLl,n _
LSRH ~  1 pO 1 + i
. " 0 ,
+ r  El (B.3)
This expression can be subject to two different conditions depending upon the location 
of E, in the band gap of the silicon. If we consider E, in the lower half of the band gap 
(UBGH), then «0 »  «1 and Equation (B.3) can be re-written as
Pxr LLI ,n _  
'SRH ~  A O  ^ n 0  X  ' (B.4)
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Similarly, if we consider E, in the upper half of the band gap (LBGH), then no »  p\ and 
the second part of Equation (B.4) can be neglected and re-written as
r LLI ,n 
SRH 1 + ^  
W0
(B.5)
This shows that the SRH lifetime of «-type silicon at high temperatures and low 
injection levels is only dependent upon three defect specific parameters, rpo, Tno and p \y 
when E, lies in LPGH and only two, Tpo and «i, when E, lies on UBGH of silicon.
B.2 Validity of assumptions for preliminary simplification of the SRH 
equation
1x10 cm
500- 1x10" cm
1x10’ cm
200 -
0.4 0.6 0.8
Defect energy level (eV)
1.0 e
Figure B.l: Minimum temperature required for p\{T) or n\(T) »  0.0001 
x po{T) or «0(7) for different doping densities and defect energy levels.
The simplification of the SRH equation for /?-type and «-type semiconductor presented 
in Section 2.4.2 and Annex-A.l respectively, made the assumptions (a) lifetime is 
measured at low injection levels (An « p o ,  «o), (A« «  p n \) and (b) high 
temperatures (p\ » p 0 or n\ »  «0). These conditions are dependent upon doping 
density (NA and ND), E, and temperature. This appendix presents the temperature and A« 
for different NA or ND and E, and are considered that for a parameter A «  B when A is 
less than 1% of parameter B. The minimum temperatures for which p\{T), n\{T) >
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0.01 x An, where An < 0.01 x pG(T) or no(T) < p\, n \) for different E, are presented in 
Table A.l.
Table B.l: Minimum temperature (°C) for which p\(T), n\{T) > 0.01 * An, where 
An < 0.01 x po(T) or n0(T) < p u n\) for different E,
E t (eV) N d o p =  I x IO14 cm'3 N d o p  = lxIO15 cm'3 N DOp  = l x l 0 ,6cm'3
Above Ev p\ »  An n \ »  An px »  An n \ »  An p\ »  An n i »  An
0.05 -230 345 -222 409 -212 488
0.1 -194 321 -181 382 -164 459
0.2 -126 272 -105 330 -77 401
0.3 -63 223 -33 276 6 342
0.4 -1 173 37 222 85 282
0.5 61 122 105 166 168 221
0.6 120 70 172 109 239 158
0.7 179 17 238 51 314 94
0.72 190 6 251 39 329 81
0.75 208 -22 171 21 351 61
0.8 237 -38 303 -9 388 27
0.9 295 -98 368 -71 461 -42
1.0 353 -154 432 -137 534 -117
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Simplification of the SRH equation for n-type silicon for the new 
TIDLS procedure
This appendix presents the simplification of the SRH equation for «-type silicon for the 
new TIDLS procedure, which is analogous to the p -type presented in Chapter 2. This 
thesis has implemented the procedures for p -type semiconductors as all the experiments 
were performed in p-type silicon. However this procedure can also be implemented for 
n-type silicon. Appendix C.2 presents the temperature range for different E, and doping 
densities for which the assumptions made during the simplification of the SRH equation 
are valid.
C.l Simplification of the SRH equation for /7-type silicon
C. 1.1 E, in the lower half of the band gap («-LBGH)
Simplifications of the SRH equation for an «-type wafer with E, in LBGH can be 
performed by subjecting it to the following three conditions.
A: Negligible value of pn(D: po{T) can be neglected in comparison to «o(T) 
irrespective of the location of E, for «-type silicon for a certain temperature range. The 
simplified SRH equation can be expressed as
T'srh ~
Tno (P\ + Po + En) + Tpo («, + «0 + An) 
(«0 +A«)
(C.l)
B: Negligible value of n\(T) and pa(T)\ «i(7) is significantly low in comparison with 
«o(7) and po{T) is negligible in comparison with p\(T) when E, lies in LBGH for a 
certain range of temperatures. The equation (C.l) can be further simplified as
^SRJI
Tno(Pl  + A") +  A o('?0 + A '7) 
(«0+A«)
(C.2)
C: Low level injection p \(T), «n (D » A « : For LLI, An can be removed from the 
denominator and numerator in the simplified SRH equation (C.2) and can be re­
expressed as,
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Tsrh (T)X «0(T) = rno (T)x P](T) + r po( f ) x n 0(T). (C.3)
Hence for a particular temperature and An range, when conditions A, B and C are 
satisfied, the values of tpq{T) and t„q(T) can be determined by solving two equations for 
different Np and using the known value of p\(T) and «o(7). However, for the medium 
level of An when An «  no(T) but comparable with pi(T) then the Equation (C.2) can be 
simplified as
rsm (T) x n0 (D  = r„„ (T) x A« + r„„ (T) x />, (T) + t„ (T) x n0 (T) (C.4)
Tpo(T) and Tno(7) can be determined from the slope and the intercept of the linear plot of 
Tsku(T) x no(T). Finally, <Jpo{T) and <7„o(T) can be calculated from (T) and rno(T) 
using known values of vthP(T), vthn(7) and N,.
C. 1.2 Et in upper band gap half (/7-UBGH)
Similar to the other three conditions, simplification of the SRH equation for an «-type 
wafer with Et in UBGH can be performed by subjecting it to the following three 
conditions.
A: Negligible value of Po(D: po(T) can be neglected in comparison with no(T) 
irrespective of the location of E, for «-type silicon for a certain temperature range. 
Hence, the equation (B.l) is also valid in this case.
B: Negligible value of v\(T) + «nd f The sum ofpi(E) and po{T) is significantly low for 
«-type silicon when E, lies in UBGH for a certain range of temperature and An. Hence 
P\ + po ( «  An) can be removed from the first part of the numerator in Equation (C.l) 
and expressed as
Tno (An) +  T («o +  «J +  A«)
'SRH (C.5)( « o + A « )
C: Low level injection nn(D »  A«: For LLI, An can be removed from the denominator 
and numerator in Equation (C.5) and can be re-expressed as
%  (T )x»o(H  = r„„(T):x An + r  (T)[«,(T) + na(F)] (C.6)
Hence for a particular temperature and An range, when conditions A, B and C are 
satisfied then the slope of the plot %rH(T) x no(T) versus An gives t„o(T) and offset as 
tpo(T) x {n\(T) + no(T)}. As n\(T) can be calculated for a known Et and «o(7) from ND
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and temperature, so^ o(t) can be calculated from the offset of the plot. Finally, <Jpo(T) 
and (7„o(T) can be calculated from ty(T) and t„o(T) using known values of vthP(7), 
vthn(7) and N, .
In both cases LLI is not mandatory as the Equations (C.2), (C.4) and (C.5) can also be 
solved for tpo(T) and r„o(7) with injection-dependent measured lifetime data for a given 
temperature. However, this condition makes the SRH equation simpler and reduces the 
measurement errors in tpq(T) and r„o(T).
Excess carrier density An for TIDLS analysis is dependent upon the doping type, doping 
density, Et and temperature. Appendix-C.2 summarizes the suitable An and T range for 
TIDLS measurement for different values of doping density and Eti for both p  and n- 
types of silicon.
C.2 Valid T and An range for assumptions in TIDLS analysis
Table C .l: Minimum temperatures (°C) for which n\{T) + n0(T) < 0.01 x An and 
P\{T) <0.01 x pdT) where An <0.01 x p0(T) for different NA and E,
E, (eV) Na = 1 x 1014 cm'J Na = 1 x 1015 cm'3 Na= 1 x 1016 cm‘J
Above Ev « 1+ « o «  An P\ « P o a? i +  « o »  A« P\ « P o n i+ n0>> An P 1 « P o
0.05 93 -239 138 -234 195 -228
0.1 93 -195 138 -183 195 -168
0.2 93 -127 138 -107 193 -77
0.3 92.5 -64 137 -34 190 5
0.4 87 -2 125 36 169 84
0.5 53 59 84 104 121 162
0.6 9 119 38 171 69 238
0.7 -35 185 -12 242 16 317
0.8 -81 512 -61 514 -38 524
0.9 -128 1068 -114 1069 -96 1068
1 -177 na -168 Na -155 na
For a p-type silicon three assumptions were made to simplify the SRH equation; (a) 
n0(T) «  pq{T), (b) n\(T) + n0(T) «  An for a defect in LBGH and p \(T )«  An for a 
defect in UBGH and (c) low level injection An « po{T). Assumption (a) is only 
dependent upon the NA and T. This assumption is valid below 300 °C for Na = 1 x 1016 
cm'3, 250 °C for NA = 1 x 1015 cm'3 and 150 °C for NA = 1 x 1014 cm'3. Assumption (b) 
is dependent upon Et, NA and T. The temperatures below which this assumption is valid
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are listed in Table B.l for different E, and NA. Similarly assumption (c) is valid when An 
is below 1% of NA and calculations in Table B.l include this aspect.
In «-type silicon, three assumptions, which are analogous to p-type silicon, were made 
for simplification of the SRH equation, (a) po(T) «  no(T), (b) p\{T) + po(T) «  An for 
defects in LBGH and p\(T)<< An for defects in UBGH and (c) low level injection 
no(T) »  An. Assumption (a) is only dependent upon the Nd and T. This assumption is 
valid below 300 °C for ND = l x  1016 cm'3, 250 °C for iVD = l x  1015 cm'3 and 150 °C 
for Nd = 1 x 1014 cm'3. Assumption (b) is dependent upon Eu ND and T. The 
temperatures below which this assumption is valid are listed in Table C.2 for different 
Et and No- Similarly assumption (c) is valid when An is below 1% of Nd and the 
calculations in Table B.2 include this aspect.
Table C.2: Minimum temperatures (°C) for which p\{T) + p\(T) < 0 01 x An and 
n\(T) <0.01 x no(T), where An = 0.01 x n0{T) for different ND and E,
E, (eV) ND= l x i o 14 cm'3 Nd = 1 x 1015 cm'3 Nd = 1 x 1016 cm'3
Above Ev P\+Po «  An «1 «  no P\+Po«  An n i «  no Pi+Po«  An n i «  n0
0.05 -241 344 -236 408 -231 487
0.1 -212 320 -204 382 -194 458
0.2 -158 271 -144 329 -127 400
0.3 -106 222 -87 275 -64 341
0.4 -55 172 -31 221 -2 281
0.5 -6 121 23 165 60 220
0.6 43 69 77 108 119 157
0.7 85 16 124 50 173 93
0.8 92 -39 136 -10 191 26
0.9 92 -95 137 -72 193 -43
1 92 -155 137 -138 194 -118
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Uncertainties in measured lifetimes
Chapter 3 presents the step-by-step measurement of carrier lifetime using 
photoconductance instrument. Measured lifetimes sustain uncertainties, which are 
dependent upon the uncertainty of input data, the adopted model and instrument error. 
This Appendix discusses the effect of each parameter on measured carrier lifetime.
The inductive-coil PC based instrument measures the carrier lifetime of the wafer under 
test on the basis of the parameters of the test wafer and the different models adopted. 
The accuracy of the measured data is dependent upon the accuracy of the test wafer 
parameters and the error associated with the employed physical models. Furthermore, 
the precision of the instrument is also vital in obtaining better accuracy in the measured 
data. This section discusses the relative importance of uncertainties in input parameters 
and the employed models with a review of measurement procedures.
The measured lifetime can be expressed in transient, generalized or steady state forms. 
The error associated with the measurement of A/7 is transferred to the measured lifetime 
for all three types of lifetimes. A/7 is measured as
A n(t)
q X jus (A/7, T)  X W
(D.l)
where jus = (jupi + fi„i) is the sum of the carrier’s mobilities. This shows that the 
uncertainty of measured A/7 is dependent upon the accuracy of the adopted model for jus, 
entered W and measured A<7.
The uncertainty of the chosen mobility model transfers directly to the measured A/7. 
Further, the calculation of A/7 using the Equation (D.l) is not as straight-forward as it 
appears, because JUS is also a function of An and its effect on f i s becomes more 
significant for higher values (An > 1015 cm'3). The uncertainty in the entered thickness 
(fV) of the test wafer also transfers its uncertainty to measured An. However, the 
measured An is further used for calculation of reff where An needs to be divided by W, 
hence the uncertainty inherited by W will cancel out. Acrsq(i) is calculated from the 
output voltage Vom using calibration parameters which may be either linear or 
quadratic as
(t) = a x  [vouT2(t)  -  V0UT2(0)]+ bx [V0UT(0 -  V0UT(0)] (D.2)
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where Vout(0) is the output voltage corresponding to the test wafer prior to 
illumination. For the linear calibration where a = 0, the equation can be written as
Act,, (0  = b x  [V0m(t)-  V0UT(0)] =bxAV(D.3)
Hence the uncertainty on measured Acrsq is the result of the uncertainties in the 
calibration coefficients and the measured voltages VouiiO and F(0).
This instrument simultaneously measures Voui{t) and the voltage of a reference cell 
Vrej(0 • The value of Vre/ t ) is used to calculate the photogeneration rate G(t) as,
G(t) = k  X V ref (*)
W
(D.4)
where &(=38 mA/cm3 for silicon) is a calibration constant that converts Vref  to a 
generation current density and W is the thickness of the wafer. G(t) is used to calculate 
Teff for generalized and steady state forms. Hence the uncertainties of k, Vref[t) and W 
transferred to G{t) and then to Tejf.
Generalized and transient lifetime measurement employs the time derivative of An(t) to 
calculate rejf. The time derivative of An(t) can be expressed considering (D.l) and (D.3) 
for a fixed temperature,
dAn{t) _ VYb  ^+ An d/Us
dt qxWxjUs (An) jUs (An)dAn
(D.5)
where V  is the time derivative of AV.
Transient measurement of lifetime can be expressed in terms of fundamental parameters 
by employing (D.5) as,
_ An _ A V AV xb d/ds
Teff ~ dAn(t) ~ V' + q x W x l u s (An)]2 dAn 
dt
(D.6)
When /4 is fixed for a given value of An, the second term of Equation (D.6) vanishes 
and Teff for transient analysis can be simplified as
T eff
AV 
V '
(D.7)
Hence the uncertainty of measured Tejf for transient analysis is equal to the uncertainty 
of the excess photoconductance decay signal AV  over the range where /4 is fixed with T
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and An. However for the range where jUs is not fixed with T or An the uncertainty of 
measured reff for transient analysis becomes more difficult to calculate as it depends 
upon uncertainties of AV, b, W, /is and T.
Steady state analysis can be performed when the rate of change of An with t is 
negligible. refj■ for steady state analysis can be expressed by employing the Equation 
(D.3)
T e f f  ~
b AV 
qkjUs(An) Vref
(D.8)
Hence the uncertainty of measured Teff for steady state analysis is dependent upon the 
uncertainties of AV, b, k, /4, Vref  and T for all values of An.
In generalized analysis both generation G(t) and rate of decay of An are considered. 
Employing Equations (D.3) and (D.4), zeff for generalized analysis can be expressed as
T eff
AV
shäjLv
b re/
- V
(D.9)
Among three types of measured lifetimes, transient measurement seems to be less 
erroneous as the error for transient measurement is dependent upon the ratio of 
photoconductance voltage and its time derivative (V'). Transient measurement is only 
suitable for a silicon wafer with a higher lifetime (> 100 pS). Transient measurement of 
lifetime is not feasible for a sample with a higher recombination rate as the system is 
unable to detect the An signal after the turning off of the flash light.
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